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Abstract 
A filter bank (FB) is used to analyze or decompose a signal into several frequency bands, which 
are processed separately and then combined. This allows us to allocate processing resources in a 
manner tailored to the distribution of the relevant signal features among the bands. A judicious 
allocation leads to improved system performance over direct processing of the input signal (without 
using an FB). FBs have found applications in almost every area of modern digital signal processing, 
including audio, image and video compression and communications. 
The main thrust of this thesis is towards the optimization of FBs based on the statistical prop-
erties of their input. We establish the optimality of a type of FB called the principal component 
filter bank (PCFB) for numerous signal processing problems. The PCFB depends on the input 
power spectrum and on the class of M channel orthonormal FBs over which we seek to optimize 
the FB. PCFB optimality for compression and progressive transmission has been observed to vary-
ing degrees in the past. Our work provides a unified framework for orthonormal FB optimization, 
that includes these earlier results as special cases. It also covers many other problems not observed 
earlier, notably in noise suppression and communications. 
A central result that we establish is that the PCFB is the optimum orthonormal FB whenever 
the minimization objective is a concave function of the vector of subband variances of the FB. 
Many signal processing problems result in such objectives. The earlier results on PCFB optimality 
for compression can be explained by this framework. Another example not noticed earlier is FB-
based white noise reduction using zeroth order Wiener filters or hard thresholds in the subbands. 
Yet another case involves the discrete multitone modulation (DMT) communication system, used 
in ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) and wireless OFDM (orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing) technologies. These systems use the transmultiplexer configuration of an FB, which 
is usually chosen as a DFT or cosine-modulated FB for efficiency of implementation. We show 
that at increased implementation cost, we can minimize the transmission power requirement (for a 
given bitrate and error probability) by using the PCFB associated with a certain normalized noise 
spectrum. We present simulation examples with realistic channel and noise models for the ADSL 
system to compare the performance of the PCFB against other types of FBs, such as the DFT. 
We study various extensions of the basic PCFB optimality result. The noise suppression problem 
becomes more involved when the noise is colored, because the objective then depends on both signal 
and noise sub band variances. For a specific FB class, namely the orthogonal transform coder class, 
we show that a simultaneous PCFB for the signal and noise is optimal (if it exists). For the class of 
v 
unconstrained FBs, this does not hold in general; we develop an algorithm that computes the best FB 
for piecewise constant spectra. In some cases, PCFB optimality extends to classes of biorthogonal 
FBs too, although there are many open problems in this area, as we point out. We study the effect 
of nonexistence of a PCFB on the FB optimizations and show how they usually become analytically 
intractable. We show that PCFBs do not exist for the classes of DFT and cosine-modulated FBs. 
We also study nonuniform FB optimization: We establish the definition of nonuniform PCFBs and 
study their existence and optimality, which are shown to be much more restricted when compared 
with uniform PCFBs. 
Lastly, we study a related open problem on the parameterization of nonuniform perfect recon-
struction CPR) FBs of various classes, such as the rational and FIR classes. Not all nonuniform 
PRFBs can be built by the common method of using tree structures of uniform PRFBs. Given a 
set of decimators, is there a rational PRFB using them? If so, what are all the PRFBs possible? 
When are they necessarily derivable from a tree structure? Very little is known about the answers to 
many such questions. For example, for existence of rational PRFBs with a given set of decimators, 
certain conditions on the decimators are known to be necessary, while certain others are sufficient. 
However, conditions that are both necessary and sufficient are unknown. One of our contributions 
is to strengthen considerably the known conditions. This is an important step towards a complete 
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Chapter 1 Introd uction 
In today's internet era, there is an obvious need for efficient techniques for storage, transmission 
and processing of digital information of various kinds, such as speech, images and video. The field 
of multirate digital signal processing (DSP) has produced several versatile practical solutions to 
these needs. A central idea in this field is the analysis of a signal at different resolutions or scales, 
achieved by decomposing the signal into different frequency bands. A fundamental building block 
used to perform this decomposition is the digital filter bank. Filter banks have found applications in 
almost every area of modern DSP, including image and video compression, digital audio processing, 
adaptive and statistical signal processing, and communications. 
The present thesis is a contribution towards the design and optimization of filter banks adapted 
to the statistical properties of their input signals. In this introductory chapter, we discuss briefly 
the basic principles of multirate systems and filter banks, outline the contributions of subsequent 
chapters, and establish notations to be used later. The thesis is reasonably self-contained, and this 
introduction contributes to making it so, but is by no means an exhaustive treatment of multirate 
DSP. For further details, history, and applications, the interested reader is referred to several texts 
on the topic, e.g., [64], [24], [42], [43], [57], [67]. Most of our notation parallels that in [64]. 
1.1 M ultirate systems and filter banks 
1.1.1 Building blocks of multirate systems 
The signals of interest in multirate DSP are discrete sequences of real or complex numbers, denoted 
by x(n),y(n), etc. The sequence x(n) could, for instance, be obtained by sampling of a continuous-
time signal xc(t), which may represent, for example, the amplitude of a speech signal. In practice 
usually the signal x(n) is also quantized, i.e., discretize'd not only in time but also in amplitude. 
However, in many situations it suffices and is convenient to regard x(n) as a discrete-time signal 
with continuous amplitude. It is often of interest to study frequency domain representations of the 
signal x(n). Commonly used ones are the z-transform, which is denoted by X(z) and defined as 
X(z) = 2:~=-oo x(n)z-n, and the discrete-time Fourier transform X(e jW ), which is X(z) evaluated 
on the unit circle z = ejw in the z plane. 
The basic blocks in a multirate DSP system, operating on a discrete-time signal x(n), are the 
linear time invariant (LTI) filter, the decimator and the expander. An LTI filter, shown in Fig. 1.1, is 
characterized by its impulse response h(n), or by its transfer function H(z) (which is the z-transform 
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x(n) ----I H(z) ~ yen) = E~-oo x(k)h(n - k) 
X(z) Y(z) = H(z)X(z) 
Figure 1.1: A linear time invariant filter. 
x(n) _~ yen) = x(Mn) x(n) _~ (n) = {x(~) if ~ is an ~nteger 
y 0 otherWIse 
V\L~_( e....ljw_)_--;;o~w 
o 2... 271" M 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2: M-fold decimator (a) and expander (b). 
w 
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of h(n», or by its frequency response H(e jW ). The M-fold decimator and expander are shown in 
Fig. 1.2. Their presence in a system creates signals that are sampled at different rates, giving rise to 
the term 'multirate' system. Figure 1.2 also shows the frequency domain behavior of the decimator 
and expander (the plots illustrate the case when M = 2). Their z-domain behavior is described by 
Y(z) (X(z» ..l-M for M-fold decimator, and (1.1) 
Y(z) (X(z» tM for M -fold expander. (1.2) 
The expander causes 'imaging' of the spectrum X(e jW ), i.e., an M-fold compression along the w axis 
resulting in an M-fold increase in periodicity (period changes from 271" to 271"/M). The decimator 
causes 'aliasing', i.e., (X(eiw ») ..l-M is obtained by making an M-fold expansion of X(eiw ) along 
the w axis, creating M copies of the result each shifted from the next by 271" along the w axis, 
and averaging these waveforms. We say that X(ejW ) has an alias-free(M) support if these shifted 
copies do not overlap, i.e., if for any w, X(eiw ) is nonzero for at most one of the M values w + 2~k, 
k = 0,1, ... ,M - 1. 
All systems in Figs. 1.1, 1.2 are single input-single output (8180) or scalar systems, but we also 
encounter their multi input-multi output (M1MO) or vector counterparts, which are defined by obvi-
ous extension: M1MO decimators and expanders operate as banks of 8180 ones (i.e., independently 
on each component of their input vector signal), and a M1MO LT1 system is characterized by a (pos-
sibly rectangular) transfer matrix rather than a scalar transfer function H(z). Also, all systems in 
this thesis are one-dimensional (I-D), i.e., all signals x(n) are functions of a single variable n (which 
usually represents time). An image is an example of a two-dimensional signal f(i,j); it depends 
3 
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Figure 1.3: Uniform M channel maximally decimated filter bank. 
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Figure 1.4: Contiguous-stacked brickwall filter bank. 
y(n) 
on two position (or space) variables. Most results on 1-D systems generalize in a straightforward 
manner to separable multidimensional (M-D) ones, i.e., those realizable by a cascade of systems each 
of which acts only on one dimension of the input. Without separability, many issues become more 
complex and are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
1.1.2 Filter banks 
Figure 1.3 shows an M channel filter bank (FB). This FB is said to be uniform, i.e., all channels 
have the same decimation rate. It is also said to be maximally decimated, i.e., the input sampling 
rate is the sum of the subband sampling rates. For uniform FBs this means that the decimation rate 
equals the number of channels. Figure 1.4 shows a possible choice of filters in this FB. With this 
choice, the k-th channel analysis filter Hk(e jW ) has a support occupying a fraction 11M of the total 
signal bandwidth 211". By the Nyquist sampling theorem, its output can be decimated by M without 
losing information. The decimated output is called the k-th subband signal. The synthesis section 
of the k-th channel interpolates this signal to undo the effect of the decimator. Since the Hk(e jW ) 
have nonoverlapping supports, summing the outputs of all the channels thus recovers the original 
FB input. In other words, y(n) == x(n), which is called the perfect reconstruction (PR) property. 
The FB can be thought of as a transform between the input and the subband signals. The 
transform has the nature of a spectral analyzer. The principle behind the use of FBs is the same 
4 
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Figure 1.5: Noncontiguous-stacked brickwall filter bank. 
as that of any transform domain technique: Various features of interest are displayed more clearly 
in the transform domain, and hence the transform identifies the areas in which to concentrate the 
required processing, making it more efficient. For instance, consider the problem of quantization for 
data compression. The goal is to represent the signal x(n) using an average of b bits per element 
of the sequence x(n), in a way that minimizes the error between x(n) and its approximation xd(n) 
created from this representation. Clearly, the error decreases with increasing b. A direct method uses 
the uniform quantizer, i.e., sets each xd(n) to be a b bit approximation of x(n). However, instead of 
performing this operation on x(n), we can do it on the subbands obtained by analyzing x(n) with 
an FB. We can then allocate different number of bits bi to different subbands, keeping the same 
overall bitrate by ensuring that b is the average of the bi . By alloting more bits to subbands with more 
signal energy, we can achieve lower errors than with direct quantization of the input signal x(n). 
This simple principle, implemented with clever schemes to decide the relative importance of the 
subband coefficients, has resulted in some of the most efficient state-of-the-art image compression 
algorithms [53], [51]. 
In the above example, and more generally for most transform domain techniques, it is necessary 
that the transform by itself does not cause any loss of the information in the input. The PR property 
for an FB means that the transform from the input to the subbands is invertible; the inverse being 
implemented by the synthesis bank. All FBs in this thesis have PR in absence of additional processing 
of the subband signals. Figure 1.4 is by no means the only possible partitioning of the input spectrum 
that results in an FB with PR: There are infinitely many such partitions (another one is shown in 
Fig. 1.5, for M = 3). A significant part of this thesis deals with choosing the best FB for a given 
input and application. 
The filters in Figs. 1.4, 1.5 are ideal brickwall type and are unrealizable. Realizable filters are 
rational, i.e., have transfer functions H(z) that are rational functions of z. The problem of achieving 
PR with rational filters is solved using the polyphase representation. The M-th order analysis 
polyphase matrix E(z) of the filters Ho(z), HI (z), ... , HN-I (z) is defined by 
h(z) ~ (Ho(z),Hdz), ... ,HN-I(Z)f = E(zM)d(z), where d(z) = (l,z-I, ... ,z-(M-I)f. (1.3) 
Thus, E(z) is N x M with i-th column (zih(z)) ..I-M. In particular, h(z) could be the vector of 
5 
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x(n) = M-fold blocked version of x(n) y(n) = M-fold blocked version of y(n) 
Figure 1.6: Polyphase representation of a uniform FB. 
II R{z) ~~ (R{z)X{z)) tM 
, v ~ 
X{z) _ 
,----~'----. 
LjtM~1 R{zM)~ R{zM) (X{z)) tM 
Figure 1. 7: The noble identities. 
analysis filters of the FB of Fig. 1.3. These filters can then be implemented using (1.3), i.e., as a 
delay-chain d(z) followed by the MIMO system E(zM). Since this is followed by M-fold decimation 
in Fig. 1.3, the analysis section of the FB can be redrawn as in Fig. 1.6. Here the decimators have 
been moved ahead of the MIMO system, which is possible by the noble identities, shown in Fig. 1.7. 
The synthesis section is similarly redrawn using the analogous definition of the M-th order synthesis 
polyphase matrix R( z) of the filters Fo (z), F1 (z), ... , F N -1 (z): This matrix is such that 
£:,. - M - (M-1) f(z)=(Fo(z),F1(z), ... ,FN _ 1(Z))=d(z)R(z ), where d(z)=(l,z, ... ,z ). (1.4) 
The polyphase form (Fig. 1.6) is seen to be a simple interposing of two matrices E(z) and R(z) 
between a very elementary PR system called the delay-chain FB. The delay-chain FB simply de-
interleaves or 'blocks' the input and then reverses the process. This makes explicit the condition 
for PR, namely that R(z)E(z) be the identity matrix, and allows us to use tools from MIMO LTI 
system theory in designing PRFBs. If the polyphase matrices R(z), E(z) are constant (independent 
of z), the system operates independently on length M blocks of the input, transforming them 
using these matrices. Such a system has been variously called a transform coder, block transform, 
and memoryless transform. FBs are thus seen to be generalizations of such systems. All filtering 
operations in Fig. 1.6 are performed on signals sampled at a reduced rate as compared to those in 




Figure 1.8: General nonuniform filter bank. 
1.1.3 Classification of filter banks, and the orthonormality property 
Figure 1.8 shows a more general filter bank, where the decimators nk in different channels may be 
different. The FB is said to be underdecimated (or redundant), maximally (or critically) decimated, 
or overdecimated depending on whether 2:k(l/nk) exceeds, equals, or is less than unity. This thesis 
deals mostly with maximally decimated FBs. As mentioned earlier, the FB is said to be uniform 
if all the decimators nk are equal, and nonuniform otherwise. We also classify FBs based on the 
nature of their filters: An FIR FB is one in which all filters are FIR (finite impulse response), and 
similarly we speak of rational FBs, ideal FBs and unconstrained FBs (where there is no constraint 
on the filters). A delay-chain FB is one in which all filters are delays. Among uniform M channel 
PRFBs there is essentially only one delay-chain, i.e., the system in Fig. 1.6 where E(z) and R(z) 
are identity matrices. With nonuniform FBs, the situation is more complicated, as we will see in 
Chapter 6. 
An important family of (maximally decimated) PRFBs is that of orthonormal FBs. A uniform 
maximally decimated FB is said to be orthonormal or paraunitary if its analysis polyphase matrix 
E(z) is paraunitary, i.e., unitary on the unit circle. Thus, an orthonormal FB is one in which PR 
is obtained with R(eiw ) = E-l(eiw ) = Et(eiw ) (where (t) denotes the conjugate transpose). Note 
that this relation is equivalent to the relation Fk(eiw ) = H'k(eiw ) between the analysis and synthesis 
filters (where (*) denotes the complex conjugate). Many commonly used block transforms, such as 
the DFT and DCT, have the property of being unitary; paraunitariness is a generalization of this 
property to transforms with memory. Like unitariness, paraunitariness also is essentially an energy 
preservation or losslessness property: A MIMO LTI system has a paraunitary transfer matrix if and 
only if its output energy always equals its input energy. Energy of a (column) vector signal x(n) 
here is measured by the usual mean square measure or l2 norm, as 2:~=_ooxt(n)x(n). 
Uniform paraunitary FBs are widely used and have been extensively studied. Various results 
parametrize all such FBs with various properties, such as rational, FIR, or linear phase filters. For 
nonuniform FBs, the polyphase representation is somewhat more involved than that shown in Fig. 1.6 
(as we will see in Chapters 5, 6). However, we can still define paraunitariness (or orthonormality) 
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as the property of having PR with Fk(e jW ) = Hk(e jW ). Again, the input energy always equals 
the sum of the subband energies for an orthonormal FB. Nonuniform orthonormal FBs are usually 
built by cascading uniform ones in a tree structure. For example, the implementation of the dyadic 
wavelet transform is essentially a tree of uniform two-channel orthonormal FBs. PRFBs that are 
not orthonormal are also called biorthogonal. Most of our FB optimization results concentrate on 
optimization over classes of orthonormal FBs. 
1.2 Outline and scope of thesis 
1.2.1 Optimality of principal component forms 
Beginning with Chapter 2, we study the optimization of uniform orthonormal FBs for the given 
statistics (power spectrum) of their input. This is a unifying theme behind most of this thesis. We 
show that a type of FB called the principal component filter bank (PCFB) is an optimum so-
lution whenever the minimization objective is a concave function of the subband variances produced 
by the FB. This is one of the central results of this thesis and shows PCFB optimality for numer-
ous signal processing problems. Some optimality properties of PCFBs, especially for progressive 
transmission and data compression, have been observed earlier [59], [61], [35], [60]. However, our 
result provides a unified framework that includes as special cases all these results, as well as many 
other problems not noticed earlier. Thus, we believe it to be the fundamental explanation for PCFB 
optimality. We show how the result applies in various white noise reduction systems using Wiener 
filters or hard thresholds in the subbands. The subsequent chapters apply, extend and generalize 
the basic result in several directions. 
It is important to keep in mind the limitations of the PCFB concept, which also emerge clearly in 
the course of our study. At the outset, note that the basic concept applies only to orthonormal FBs, 
and although some results extend to biorthogonal FB optimization, many issues are left open on 
this front. Even when concerned only with orthonormal FBs, the serious limitations are as follows: 
(a) PCFBs usually do not exist for many practically implementable FB classes, (b) PCFBs for the 
unconstrained class (containing all M channel orthonormal FBs, including brickwall FBs, etc.) are 
usually brickwall and unrealizable, and (c) some signal-independent FBs, such as the DFT, which 
have very efficient implementations, often achieve a performance that is asymptotically as good as 
that of the unconstrained class PCFB in the limit of large number of channels M. Thus, the PCFB 
is often unattractive from an implementation viewpoint. The importance of the PCFB is that it 
provides a unified theory for FB optimization, supplies upper bounds on achievable performance, 
and indicates the direction in which to proceed when it is desired to adapt the FB to its input to 
improve performance. 
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1.2.2 Colored noise reduction, PCFB existence issues (Chapter 3) 
Here we begin by examining the nature of FB optimization problems of the kind studied in Chapter 2, 
in situations when PCFBs do not exist. Using the geometry of the optimization search spaces, we 
explain exactly why these problems are usually analytically intractable. We show the relation 
between compaction filter design (i.e., variance maximization) and optimum FBs: A sequential 
maximization of subband variances produces a PCFB if one exists, but is otherwise suboptimal for 
several concave objectives. We then make a detailed study of FB optimization and PCFB optimality 
for colored noise suppression. Unlike the case when the noise is white, here the minimization objective 
is a function of both the signal and the noise subband variances. We show that for the transform 
coder class, if a common signal and noise PCFB (KLT) exists, it is optimal for a large class of 
concave objectives. Common PCFBs for general FB classes have a considerably more restricted 
optimality, as we show using the class of unconstrained orthonormal FBs. For this class, we also 
show how to find an optimum FB when the signal and noise spectra are both piecewise constant 
with all discontinuities at rational multiples of Jr. 
1.2.3 PCFB optimality for DMT communication systems (Chapter 4) 
Discrete multitone modulation (DMT) is a communication scheme that uses an FB in the 'transmul-
tiplexer' configuration, where the transmitter uses a synthesis FB to combine several data streams 
and send them on a single channel. In most technologies that use the scheme, the FB used is 
the DFT. We review the basics of the system, and then formulate the problem of maximizing the 
transmitted bitrate for a given power, or minimizing the transmission power for a given bitrate, 
given the acceptable error probability. We show that PCFBs are the best orthonormal FBs for this 
problem. This is again due to the same general result of Chapter 2, owing to the concavity of the 
relevant objective. We show a simulation example comparing the performance of various FBs on the 
ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) channel which uses DMT transmission. 
1.2.4 Nonuniform FBs: Optimization and PCFBs (Chapter 5) 
Here we extend the notion of PCFBs to classes of nonuniform orthonormal FBs having a fixed set 
of decimators. The nonuniform PCFBs we define generalize the uniform ones by being optimal for a 
certain family of concave objectives. The optimality is, however, somewhat more restricted than that 
of uniform PCFBs. We then study existence of nonuniform PCFBs, showing an important result 
in this context: For strictly monotone input power spectra, PCFBs do not exist for the class of 
unconstrained nonuniform FBs with any given set of decimators that are not all equal. In contrast, 
the class of unconstrained uniform M channel orthonormal FBs has a PCFB for any input spectrum. 
Thus, PCFB existence is much more delicate for nonuniform (as against uniform) FB classes. 
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1.2.5 Parameterization of nonuniform PRFBs (Chapter 6) 
This chapter differs in theme from the earlier ones in that it does not study optimization of FBs, 
but the more basic question of their design. In Chapter 5 we studied optimization of nonuniform 
orthonormal FBs, which are special cases of (nonuniform) FBs with the PR property. Here we ask 
for a characterization of various classes of FBs having PR, i.e., a 'listing' or parameterization of all 
FBs in the class. Many results of this kind have been derived for several classes of uniform FBs, 
such as the class of FIR FBs, rational FBs, orthonormal FIR FBs, linear phase FBs etc. Usually 
these results factorize the polyphase matrix of the FB into a product of elementary matrices each 
fully characterized by a simple parameter, such as an angle or a unit norm vector. Examples are 
factorizations based on Givens rotations and Householder matrices [64] for paraunitary FBs; and 
using continued fractions [34] and ladder structures or 'lifting steps' [14], [20] for biorthogonal FBs. 
However, it is much harder to obtain such parameterizations for nonuniform FBs with a given set 
of decimators. In fact, we do not even know how to tell whether or not a set S of decimators can be 
used to build a rational PRFB. There are some obvious sufficient conditions on S that allow building 
of such an FB, e.g., the condition that all entries in S be equal (so that the FB is uniform). Certain 
other conditions are known to be necessary for existence of such an FB (e.g., no two entries of Scan 
be coprime). However, conditions that are both necessary and sufficient are unknown. This chapter 
tries to find such conditions. The problem in its full generality remains unsolved, but we make an 
important first step by considerably strengthening many of the known conditions. 
1.3 Notation 
In general, notation in this thesis closely parallels [64]. Superscripts (*) and (T) denote the com-
plex conjugate and matrix (or vector) transpose respectively, while superscript dagger (t) denotes 
the conjugate transpose. Boldface letters are used for matrices and vectors. Lowercase letters are 
used for discrete sequences, while uppercase letters are used for Fourier and z-transforms. Occa-
sionally lowercase boldface letters are used for vector z-transforms. For sequences h(n) without 
z-transforms that are rational functions of z, the notation H(z) is an abbreviation for the Fourier 
transform H(ejW ). For LTI transfer matrices H(z), the 'paraconjugate' Ht(l/z*) is denoted by 
H(z); thus H(e jW ) = Ht(ejW ), and H(z) is paraunitary if and only if H(z)H(z) is the identity 
matrix. Equations (1.1), (1.2) establish notation for decimators and expanders. The L-th root of 
unity, e-j2rr / L is denoted by WL, or by W if the subscript value L is understood. The Kronecker 
delta function is denoted by c5 (c5(0) = 1 and c5(x) = 0 if x =1= 0). The set of M-tuples of real numbers 
is denoted by R M , and that of M -tuples of non-negative real numbers is denoted by R~. We denote 
by diag(A) the column vector consisting of the diagonal entries of the square matrix A. The convex 
hull of a set D is denoted by co(D). The Cartesian product of two sets A, B is denoted by A x B. 
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Chapter 2 The optimality of principal component 
filter banks 
The problem of optimization of filter banks has been addressed by several authors and many in-
teresting results have been reported in the last five years. Yet there are a number of optimization 
problems that have not hitherto been addressed. In this chapter, we provide a general framework 
for the optimization of uniform orthonormal filter banks for given input statistics, which includes 
many of the known results as special cases. It also produces solutions to a number of problems that 
have been regarded as difficult or not considered earlier. 
A generic signal processing scheme using an M channel uniform perfect reconstruction filter 
bank (FB) (realized in polyphase form) is shown in Fig. 2.1. The input vector x(n) is the M-fold 
blocked version of the scalar input x(n). We assume that x(n) is a zero mean wide sense stationary 
(WSS) random process with a given power spectral density (psd) matrix Sxx(e jW ). We are also 
given a class C of orthonormal uniform M channel FBs. Examples are the class of FBs in 
which all filters are FIR with a given bound on their order, or the class of unconstrained FBs (where 
there are no constraints on the filters besides those imposed by orthonormality). The problem this 
chapter is concerned with is that of finding the best FB from C for the given input statistics 
Sxx(e jW ), for use in the system of Fig. 2.1. By 'best FB' we mean one that minimizes a well-defined 
objective function over the class C. To formulate this objective, we need to describe the purpose 
or application of the FB in Fig. 2.1, and the nature of the subband processors Pi. This is done in 
detail in Section 2.3 in a general setting. 
input 
x(n) y(n) analysis synthesis 
Z-l polyphase v~"')(n) polyphase z 
matrix matrix z-l z 
0 
E(z) 0 R(z) = Z-l E-1(z) Z 
'------'+ 
y(n) = M-fold blocked version of y(n) 
Figure 2.1: Generic FB-based signal processing scheme. 
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2.1 Relevant earlier work 
Consider in particular the case where the Pi are quantizers for signal compression. We use the model 
of [35], which replaces the quantizer Pi by additive noise of variance li(bi)(J;' Here bi is the number 
of bits alloted to the quantizer, (J; is its input variance, and Ii is the normalized quantizer function, 
assumed not to depend on the input statistics. If all quantization noises are jointly stationary 
random processes, we can show that the overall mean square reconstruction error (which is the 
minimization objective here) is 9 = L~~l ~ Ii (bi)(J[. Kirac and Vaidyanathan show [35] that for 
any given bit allocation bi (not necessarily optimum), the best FB for this problem is a principal 
component filter bank (PCFB) for the given class C and input psd Sxx(ejW ). 
The concept of a PCFB is reviewed in Section 2.4.2. PCFBs provide optimum progressive 
representations of their input, i.e., they minimize the mean square error caused by reconstruction 
after dropping the P weakest (lowest variance) subbands for any P. PCFBs for certain classes of FBs 
have been studied earlier. For example, let Ct denote the class of all M channel orthogonal transform 
coders, i.e., FBs as in Fig. 2.1 where E(z) is a constant unitary matrix T. The Karhunen Loeve 
transform (KLT) for the input x(n) is the transform T that diagonalizes the autocorrelation 
matrix of x(n). It has been well known [30] that the KLT is a PCFB for ct. For the class CU of 
all (unconstrained) orthonormal M channel FBs, construction of the PCFB has been studied by 
Tsatsanis and Giannakis [59], and independently by Vaidyanathan [61]. The goal of [61] was coding 
gain maximization for compression under the high bitrate quantizer noise model with optimum bit 
allocation. This model is in fact a special case of the one described earlier, where li(b i ) = c2- 2bi . 
In another work on PCFBs [60], Unser correctly conjectures their optimality for another family of 
objective functions, of the form 9 = L~~l h((J;), where h is any concave function. (This does not 
include the earlier objective, since the J;(bi ) depended on the subband index i.) For this family, 
optimality has been proved by Mallat [42, Th. 9.8, pg. 398] using a theorem of Hardy et al. In 
this chapter we consider the more general form 9 = L~~l hi((J;), where hi are possibly different 
concave functions. We show optimality of PCFBs for all these objectives. This covers a wider class 
of applications, as shown in Section 2.7. It includes the conjecture of [60] (proved in [42]) as a special 
case where hi == h for all i. It also includes the minimization objective of [35) as a special case when 
hi(x) = li(bi)x for all i. 
Filter bank designs minimizing quantization error have also been studied by Moulin et al. [45], [46). 
The earlier stated form 9 = L~~l 1 J;(bi)(J; of the quantization error requires modification for 
biorthogonal FBs. In an important contribution [46], Moulin et al. study the minimization of this 
modified objective over the class of all (unconstrained) biorthogonal FBs, for a broad class of J;(bi ). 
The authors examine the role of the properties of the PCFB for the unconstrained orthonormal FB 
class CU in this problem. It is also claimed that pre- and post-filters around such a PCFB yield 
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the optimal solution. In [45], an algorithm is proposed for PCFB design for a certain class of FIR 
orthonormal FBs. It involves a compaction filter design followed by a KLT matrix completion and 
will produce the PCFB (which is known to maximize coding gain) if it exists. However, it is shown 
numerically that the designed filters do not always optimize the coding gain (thus showing that 
in fact the PCFB does not exist). This chapter studies the geometric structure of the optimiza-
tion search space, and thereby reveals several new optimality properties of PCFBs, especially those 
connected with noise reduction. The content is drawn mainly from [2] and has been presented in 
preliminary form in [4], [6]. 
2.2 Main aims and outline of chapter 
This chapter points out a strong connection between orthonormal FB optimization and the prin-
cipal component property. The main message is as follows: Let aT denote the variance of the i-th 
subband signal. To every FB in the given class C there then corresponds a set of subband vari-
ances aT. The PCFB for C, if it exists, is the optimum FB in C for all problems in which the 
minimization objective can be expressed as a concave function of the subband variance vector 
~ (2 2 2)T v- aO,a1, ... ,aM _1 . 
This result has its grounding in majorization and convexity theory, and will be elaborated in detail 
in later sections. It shows PCFB optimality for all objectives of the form 9 = L:~~l hi (an where hi 
are any concave functions. For orthonormal FBs, this general form includes as special cases, all the 
objectives mentioned earlier. We show how such concave objectives arise in many other situations 
besides coding gain maximization, especially those connected with white noise suppression. Suppose 
the FB input is a signal buried in noise, and the system of Fig. 2.1 aims to improve the signal to 
noise ratio. Let each subband processor Pi be a zeroth order Wiener filter. We show that under 
suitable assumptions on the signal and noise statistics, the problem of FB optimization for such 
a scheme reduces to the minimization of a concave function of the subband variance vector. So 
PCFBs, if they exist, are optimal for such a scheme. PCFB optimality continues to hold even with 
certain other types of subband processors for noise reduction, e.g., constant multipliers and hard 
thresholds (defined in Section 2.7). 
Thus we have a general problem formulation (Section 2.3) and a unified theory of optimal FBs 
(Section 2.4), which simultaneously explains the optimality of PCFBs for progressive transmission 
(Section 2.4.2), compression (Section 2.5.3), and noise suppression (Section 2.7). Known results on 
PCFB existence are reviewed in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, and Section 2.6 shows that the classes of 
DFT and cosine-modulated FBs do not have PCFBs. Section 2.7 also proves certain extensions of 
the basic PCFB optimality result to biorthogonal FB optimization and colored noise suppression. A 
detailed analysis of the noise reduction problem when the noise is colored is consigned to Chapter 3. 
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2.3 Problem formulation 
We are given a class C of orthonormal uniform M channel FBs. Recall that an FB is fully 
specified by its analysis polyphase matrix E(z), or alternatively by the ordered set of analysis and 
synthesis filter pairs (Hk(Z),Fk(Z)), k = 0,1, ... , M - 1 (see Figs. 2.1, 1.3). We are also given an 
ordered set of M subband processors Pi, i = 0,1, ... , M - 1, where Pi denotes the processor acting 
on the i-th subband. Specific instances of such Pi will be discussed in later sections; in general, each 
Pi is simply a function that maps input sequences to output sequences. The specification of this 
function mayor may not depend on the input statistics. 
The system of Fig. 2.1 is constructed using an FB in C and the processors Pi. In all problems that 
we consider, this system is aimed at producing a certain desired signal d(n) at the FB output. For 
example, in the context of data compression, the processors Pi are quantizers and the desired output 
equals the input, i.e., d(n) = x(n). In the context of noise reduction, the input x(n) = s(n) + p,(n) , 
where p,(n) is additive noise, the desired output d(n) = s(n) (the pure signal), and the Pi could, for 
instance, be Wiener filters. The FB optimization problem involves finding among all FBs in C, the 
one minimizing some measure of the error signal 
/::; 
e(n) = d(n) - y(n), 
where y(n) is the actual output of the FB. In order to formulate the measure on the error e(n), 
we impose random process models on the FB input x(n) and desired output d(n). We assume that 
x(n), the M-fold blocked version of x(n) (see Fig. 2.1) is a WSS vector random process with given 
psd matrix Sxx(ejW ). Equivalently, x(n) is CWSS(M), i.e., wide sense cyclostationary with M as 
period.! All processes are assumed to be zero mean unless stated otherwise. In all the problems that 
we study, the d(n) and the processors Pi are such that the error e(n) is also a zero mean CWSS(M) 
random process. Thus we choose as error measure, the variance of e(n) averaged over its period of 
cyclostationarity M. 
We denote by vi x ) (n) the i-th subband signal produced when the FB input is the scalar signal 
x(n) (as in Fig. 2.1). If the error e(n) is CWSS(M), then vie)(n), i = 0,1, ... , M - 1 are jointly 
WSS; and orthonormality of the FB can be used to show that the above-mentioned mean square 
error measure equals 
M-! 
C = ~ L E[lv~e)(nW], where v~e\n) = v~d)(n) - v~Y)(n). 
i=O 
(2.1) 
Thus the processor Pi must try to produce an output 'as close to' dd)(n) as possible, in the sense 
lIn particular, x(n) could be a WSS process with given power spectrum S(ejW ). In this case Sxx(ejW ) is fully 
determined from S(eJW ) and has the special property of being pseudocirculant[64J, [52). 
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of minimizing E[lvJe)(n)1 2 ]. In many situations to be discussed in detail later, the Pi are such that 
(2.2) 
Here at = E[lv}x)(nW] denotes the variance of v1x)(n); and hi is some function whose specification 
depends only on the nature of the processor Pi and not on the choice of FB from C. Thus for such 
problems, with v = (0'5, ar, ... , a~_l)T denoting the subband variance vector, the objective defined 
on the class C becomes 
M-l 
1 '" 2 g(v) = M ~ hi(ai )· 
i=O 
(2.3) 
Hence the minimization objective is purely a function of the subband variance vector. This 
function 9 of (2.3) is fully specified given the description of the processors Pi. Let S denote the 
set of all subband variance vectors corresponding to all FBs in C. The optimization problem thus 
reduces to that of finding the minima of the real-valued function 9 on the set S. We will hence refer 
to S as the optimization search space. 
In later sections we show that for a number of FB-based signal processing schemes, the above 
formulation holds and further the objective 9 is a concave function (Section 2.4.1). The central 
result of the present chapter, described in detail in Section 2.4, is that a principal component filter 
bank (PCFB) is optimal for all such problems where 9 is concave. The main reason for this is that 
whenever a PCFB exists, the search space S has a very special structure: its convex hull is a 
polytope (Section 2.4.1). Since the set S plays an important role in the further discussion, we 
summarize the main definitions and facts pertaining to it: 
2.3.1 Summary of definitions and facts related to the search space 
1. Definition. For each FB in the given class C, the subband variance vector associated with 
the input random process x(n) is defined as the vector v = (a5,ar, ... ,a~_1)T, where ay is 
the variance of the process vlx)(n). Here vlx)(n) is the i-th subband signal produced by feeding 
x(n) as the FB input. 
2. Computing the variance vector. Given the FB analysis polyphase matrix E(z) and the psd 
matrix Sxx(ejW ) ofthe vector input x(n) in Fig. 2.1, the process (v~x) (n), vix) (n), ... , Vt~l (n))T 
has psd matrix E(ejW)Sxx(ejW)Et(ejW). Thus the subband variance vector is 
(2.4) 
3. The optimization search space is defined as the set S of all subband variance vectors cor-
responding to all FBs in the given class C. So S is fully specified given the class C and 
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the input statistics Sxx(eiw ). All entries of any vector in S are clearly non-negative. Thus 
SCn~ CnM . 
4. The set S is bounded and lies entirely on an (M - I)-dimensional hyperplane in nM. 
This follows from (2.4) using the fact that E(eiw ) is unitary for all W (orthonormality of the 
FB): No matter what the class C, there is always an upper bound (depending only on Sxx(ejW )) 
on all entries of all vectors v E S. Thus S is bounded. Also, the sum of the entries of v is 
the same for all v E S, i.e., it is the trace of the matrix 2~ J0271" Sxx(eiw ) dw. So S lies on an 
(M - I)-dimensional hyperplane in nM. 
5. Permutation symmetry of S. An FB is defined by an ordered set of analysis and synthesis 
filters. So, a change of this ordering (or equivalently, interchanging of rows of the analysis 
polyphase matrix) technically produces a different FB, which we will refer to as a permutation 
ofthe original FB. However, clearly all permutations of a uniform FB are essentially the same, 
i.e., equally easy to implement. Hence, we make the following very reasonable assumption on 
the given class C of FBs: Any permutation of any FB in C is also in C. This assumption holds 
for all specific classes C that we will encounter. Note that if two FBs are permutations of each 
other, then so are their subband variance vectors; however, the minimization objective may 
attain different values at these vectors. Thus we use the convention of defining an FB as an 
ordered set of filter pairs, because the ordering affects the objective. 
2.4 The optimality of PCFBs 
We now show that principal component filter banks (peFBs) are optimal whenever the objective 
function to be minimized is concave on the optimization search space S. The proof follows from 
strong connections between the notion of a peFB and certain results in convexity and majorization 
theory reviewed in Section 2.4.1. peFBs are defined and described in Section 2.4.2. In Section 2.4.3 
we show the connection between peFBs and special convex sets called polytopes, and thereby prove 
the main result of this chapter. 
2.4.1 Convexity theory [50] 
Convex sets: A set D C n M is defined to be convex if x, y E D implies J.Lx+ (1- J.L)Y E D whenever 
o :S J.L :S 1. Geometrically, D is convex if any line segment with endpoints in D lies wholly in D; 
see Fig. 2.2. A convex combination of a finite set of vectors Xi, i = 1,2, ... ,N is by definition a 
vector of the form 2:;:1 (}:ixi with 0 :S (}:i :S 1 and 2:;:1 (}:i = 1. Thus by definition, D is convex if 
any convex combination of any pair (or equivalently by induction, any finite set) of elements of D 
lies in D. 
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DOD l±J2) not concave concave x 
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Figure 2.2: Convex sets and concave functions. (a) Convex sets. (b) Nonconvex sets. (c) Concave 
functions of one variable. 
• = extreme point I(x) 
/1 ~~ Q:ILj ,.----- polytope P (segment) • = extreme point of P x 
(a) (b) (c) 
'--__ minimum of lover P 
Figure 2.3: M-dimensional polytopes, their extreme points and their optimality. (a) M 1. 
(b) M = 2. (c) M = 3. (d) Optimality of extreme points. 
Concave functions: Let f be a real-valued function defined on a convex set D c nM. The function 
f is defined to be concave on the domain D if given any elements x, y in D, 
f(J-Lx + (1 - J-L)Y) 2 J-Lf(x) + (1 - J-L)f(y) whenever 0 ~ J-L ~ 1. (2.5) 
Graphically, this means that the function f is always above its chord; see Fig. 2.2c. The domain 
D of I has to be convex to ensure that the argument of Ion the left side of (2.5) is in D, i.e., to 
ensure that the above definition makes sense. For a concave function f, we can use (2.5) to show by 
induction that for any Xi E D, 
N N 
1(L QiXi) 2 L Qd(Xi) 
i=l i=l 
N 
whenever 0 ~ Qi ~ 1 and L Qi = 1. 
i=l 
(2.6) 
This is known as Jensen's inequality. The function I is said to be strictly concave if it is concave 
and equality in (2.5) is achieved for distinct x, y iff J-L is either 0 or 1. For such I, equality is achieved 
in (2.6) for distinct Xi iff one of the Qi is unity (and hence all the others are zero). 
Convex hulls: The convex hull of a set D c nM is denoted by co(D) and is defined as the set of 
all possible convex combinations of elements of D. Equivalently, it can be defined as the 'smallest' 
(Le., minim an convex set containing D, or the intersection of all convex sets containing D. Thus, 
D = co(D) iff D is a convex set. 
Polytopes: A convex polytope is defined as the convex hull of a finite set. If E C nM is finite, 
D. 
P = co(E) is a polytope. We can assume that no vector in E is a convex combination of other vectors 
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of E, as deleting such vectors from E does not change P. With this condition, the polytope P is 
said to be generated by the elements of E, and these elements are called the extreme points (or 
vertices, or corners) of P; see Figs. 2.3a,b,c. Notice that an extreme point v of P cannot be expressed 
as a nontrivial convex combination of points of P, i.e., v = '£[=1 aixi for Xi E P and 0 < ai < 1, 
'£[=1 ai = 1 implies Xl = ... = XJ (= V). The following result on extreme points, illustrated by 
Fig. 2.3d, is vital in explaining PCFB optimality. 
Theorem 2.1: Optimality of extreme points of polytopes. Let a function f have a convex 
polytope P as domain. If f is concave on P, at least one extreme point of P achieves the minimum 
of f over P. Further, if f is strictly concave, its minimum over P is necessarily at an extreme point 
of P. • 
Proof: Let E be the set of extreme points of P. Thus E is finite and P = co(E). Let 
E = {VI, V2, ... , VN} and let Vj E E attain the minimum of f over the finite set E. Now by 
definition of a polytope, for any v E P we have v = '£[:1 aivi for some ai such that 0 ~ ai ~ 1 
and '£[:1 ai = 1. Thus, 
N 
f(v) = f(L aivi) (by (2.6), i.e., Jensen's inequality) 
i=l i=1 
N N 
> L a;J(vj) = f(vj) (by definition of Vj and using L ai = 1). 
i=1 i=l 
Thus, f(v) ~ f(vj), i.e., the extreme point Vj of P attains the minimum of f over P. Further, the 
Vi are distinct, so if f is strictly concave, then Jensen's inequality becomes strict unless one of the 
ai is unity. Thus, in this case the minimum is necessarily at an extreme point of P. 
2.4.2 PCFBs and majorization: Definitions and properties 
Definition: Majorization. Let A = {aO,a1, ... ,aM-d and B = {bo,b1, ... ,bM-d be two sets 
each having M real numbers (not necessarily distinct). The set A is defined to majorize the set B 
if the elements of these sets, ordered so that ao ~ al ~ ... ~ aM-1 and bo ~ b1 ~ ... ~ bM-1, obey 
the property that 
p p 
Lai ~ Lbi for all P = 0, 1, ... , M - 1, with equality holding when P = M - 1. (2.7) 
i=O i=O 
Given two vectors VI, v2 in R M , we will say that VI majorizes V2 when the set of entries of VI 
majorizes that of V2. Evidently in this case any permutation of VI majorizes any permutation of V2. 
Definition: PCFBs. Let C be the given class of orthonormal uniform M channel FBs, and let 
Sxx(ejW) be the power spectrum matrix of the vector process input x(n) (shown in Fig. 2.1). An FB 
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in C is said to be a principal component filter bank (PCFB) for the class C for the input psd 
Sxx(eiw ), if its subband variance vector (defined in Section 2.3.1) majorizes the subband variance 
vector of every FB in the class C. 
Remarks on the PCFB definition 
1. PCFB optimality for progressive transmission. In Fig. 2.1, suppose the FB has subbands 
numbered in decreasing order of their variances aT, i.e., a3 ~ ar ~ ... ~ a~ -1' and the Pi 
are constant multipliers mi : 
for 0 ~ i ~ P-l 
for P ~ i ~ M-l 
for a fixed integer P (0 ~ P ~ M). This system keeps the P strongest (largest variance) 
subbands, discarding the others. Due to FB orthonormality, the expected mean square error 
between the output and input is then 
M-l P-l 
c(P) = ~ L aT = ~(c - L aD, where 
i=P i=O 
M-l 
c= L aT, 
i=O 
and c is the same for all orthonormal FBs. Thus, from the definitions of PCFBs and ma-
jorization it follows that a PCFB, if it exists, minimizes this error c(P) for all P. In fact this 
property is the origin of the concept of a PCFB [59], and is clearly equivalent to its definition. 
PCFBs are also optimal for many other problems, as Section 2.4.3 will show. 
2. Existence of PCFB. Given the class C of FBs and the input power spectrum Sxx(ejW ), 
a PCFB for C may not always exist. The PCFB and its existence depends on both C 
and Sxx(eiw ). For example, for white input (Sxx(eiw ) = identity matrix), PCFBs always 
exist: In fact, all FBs in C are PCFBs, no matter what C is. Section 2.5 studies certain 
classes C for which PCFBs always exist for any input psd Sxx(eiw ) (of course, the PCFB will 
depend on Sxx(eiw )). Section 2.6 studies certain classes C for which PCFBs do not exist for 
large families of input spectra.2 
3. Nonuniqueness of PCFB. From the definition of majorization, any permutation of a PCFB 
is also a PCFB. Further it is possible that two FBs, which are not permutations of each other, 
are both PCFBs, i.e., the PCFB need not be unique. However, all PCFBs must have the 
same subband variance vector up to permutation. This is because two sets majorizing each 
other must be identical-a direct consequence of the definition of majorization. As all our 
2 A question of possible interest is as follows: Given a class C, find all non-white input spectra for which a PCFB 
for C exists. 
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FB optimizations involve not the actual FB but only its subband variance vector, we often 
speak of the PCFB even though it may not be unique. 
2.4.3 Principal components, convex polytopes and PCFB optimality 
Let C be the given class of orthonormal uniform M channel FBs, and Sxx(ejW ) the psd matrix of 
the vector input x(n) of Fig. 2.1. Let S be the set of all subband variance vectors of all FBs in C 
for input x(n). We have the following results: 
Theorem 2.2: PCFBs and convex polytopes. A PCFB for the class C for input psd Sxx(ejW ) 
exists if and only if the convex hull co(S) is a polytope whose extreme points consist of all permu-
tations of a single vector v*. Under this condition, v* is the subband variance vector produced by 
the PCFB. • 
Theorem 2.3: Optimality of PCFBs. The PCFB for the class C (if it exists) is the optimum 
FB in C whenever the minimization objective is a concave function on the domain co(S). Further if 
this function is strictly concave, the optimum FB is necessarily a PCFB. • 
Theorem 2.3 follows directly from Theorem 2.2 (proved in Section 2.4.4) and Theorem 2.1 of 
Section 2.4.1. Note that the FB optimization involves choosing the best vector from S, but Theo-
rem 2.1 is used here to find the best vector from co(S) J S. However, Theorem 2.2 shows that the 
best vector from co(S) in fact lies in S (and corresponds to the PCFB). Hence it must be optimum 
over S. Also note that all permutations of a PCFB are PCFBs, and the above theorems do not 
specify which of these is the optimum. In general, they are not all equally good, but as they are 
finitely many, it is easy to pick the best one. For the objective (2.3), if all hi are identical, then all 
permutations are equally good, while if hi(x) = kix for all i, then we assign the largest a-; to the 
least k i and so on. More generally, finding the best permutation of the PCFB is an instance of the 
assignment problem, well studied in operations research literature [12]. 
Theorem 2.3 shows optimality of PCFBs for a number of signal processing problems. In Sec-
tion 2.3, we had a general formulation of the FB optimization problem such that the minimization 
objective 9 was purely a function of the subband variance vector, as in (2.3). If the functions hi 
in (2.3) are all concave on R+, then 9 is concave on the domain co(S). This happens in several 
problems as we will see in later sections. Thus, Theorem 2.3 shows PCFB optimality for all these 
problems. 
2.4.4 Proving the main result 
This section aims to prove Theorem 2.2, and hence, the main PCFB optimality result (Theorem 2.3). 
To do this, we first review some results on majorization theory [29]. 
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Relevant definitions from majorization theory 
1. A doubly stochastic matrix Q is a square matrix with non-negative real entries qij satisfying 
L:i qij = 1, L:j qij = 1; i.e., the sum of the entries in any row or column of Q is unity. All 
convex combinations and products of M x M doubly stochastic matrices are also doubly 
stochastic (Appendix A). 
2. Permutation matrices are square matrices obtained by permuting rows (or columns) of the 
identity matrix. Thus they are doubly stochastic. In fact they are the only unitary doubly 
stochastic matrices. (This is because L:~1 Pi = L:~1 P7 = 1 for non-negative Pi iff all but one 
of the Pi are zero.) 
3. An orthostochastic matrix Q is one that can be obtained from a unitary matrix U by 
replacing each element Uij by qij = IUij 12. We will refer to Q as the orthostochastic matrix 
corresponding to the unitary matrix U. Since L:i IUijl2 = L:j IUijl2 = 1 for unitary U, every 
M x M orthostochastic matrix is doubly stochastic. The COnverse is true if M ~ 2, but is false 
if M > 2 (Appendix B). 
Relevant results from majorization theory 
1. Majorization theorem [27], [29]: Given two vectors a and b in n M, a majorizes b if and 
only if there exists a doubly stochastic matrix Q such that b = Qa. 
2. Birkhoff's theorem [29]: A matrix Q is doubly stochastic if and only if it is a Convex 
combination of finitely many permutation matrices, i.e., there are finitely many permutation 
matrices Pi such that 
N 
L QiP i = Q, where 
i=l 
N 
o ~ Qi ~ 1, and L Qi = 1. 
i=l 
(2.8) 
3. Orthostochastic majorization theorem [29]: For a, b E nM , the following are equivalent: 
(a) a majorizes b. 
(b) There exists an orthostochastic matrix Q (corresponding to a unitary matrix U) such 
that b = Qa. 
(c) There is a Hermitian matrix H with entries of a as its eigenvalues and entries of b on its 
diagonal. 
On the proofs: The majorization theorem actually follows from the orthostochastic majorization 
theorem. See [27] or [69] for an independent proof. Regarding Birkhoff's theorem, as all permutation 
matrices are doubly stochastic, so is their COnvex combination Q of (2.8) (Appendix A). The COnverse 
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proof is more elaborate [29]. In the orthostochastic majorization theorem, equivalence of (b) and (c) 
is easily proved: The key idea is that for any diagonal matrix A and unitary matrix T, diag(T A Tt) = 
Qdiag(A), where Q is the orthostochastic matrix corresponding to T. This is because iftij is the ij-
th entry of T and diag(A) = (.Ao, .AI, ... , .AM _dT , the i-th diagonal entry of T ATt is L~~ 1 Itij 12 .Aj, 
which is exactly the i-th entry of Qdiag(A). So given (b), we choose diag(A) = a and prove (c) 
by setting H = U A ut . Conversely given (c), we prove (b) by letting U be a unitary matrix 
diagonalizing H, i.e., satisfying H = UAUt for diagonal A. 
That (b) (or (c)) implies (a) follows from the majorization theorem since all M x M orthostochas-
tic matrices are doubly stochastic. As the converse is false unless M ::; 2 (Appendix B), the result 
that (a) implies (b) (or (c)) is stronger than the corresponding result in the 'plain' majorization 
theorem. This result is not used until Section 2.5.1. Its proof is more involved [29]. The fact that 
(c) implies (a) is in fact precisely the statement that the KLT is the PCFB for the class of transform 
coders, as elaborated in Section 2.5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 
Let a PCFB for the class C exist for the given input psd. Let v * be the PCFB subband variance 
vector (unique up to permutation; see Section 2.4.2). Let P j be the M x M permutation matrices, 
for j = 1,2, ... , J (where J = M!), and let Vj ~ Pjv*. Thus E ~ {Vj : j = 1,2, ... , J} is the (finite) 
set of all permutations of V*. We have to prove that co(S) = co(E). For this, take any v E S. By 
definition of PCFBs, v * majorizes v. So by the majorization theorem, v = Qv * for some doubly 
stochastic matrix Q. By Birkhoff's theorem, Q is some convex combination of the P j. Thus, 
J J J 
V = Qv* = LO!jPjv* = LO!jVj for some O!j such that 0::; O!j::; 1'LO!j = l. 
j=l j=l j=l 
So every v E S is a convex combination of the Vj, i.e., S <;;; co(E). So co(S) <;;; co(co(E)) = co(E). 
But by permutation symmetry of S (Section 2.3.1), E C S, so co (E) <;;; co(S). Combining these 
results, we have co(S) = co(E) as desired. 
Conversely, let v* be a vector such that with Vj = Pjv* and E ~ {Vj : j = 1,2, ... , J}, we have 
co(S) = co(E). We then have to prove that a PCFB for the class C exists for the given input psd, 
and that V* is a PCFB subband variance vector. To do this, note that S <;;; co(S) = co(E). Thus if 
v E S, then v E co(E), so v is some convex combination of the elements Vj of E, i.e., there are O!j 
such that 
J J J J 
0::; O!j::; 1, 2:O!j = 1, and v = 2:O!jVj = 2:O!jPj v* = Qv*, where Q ~ 2:O!jPj . 
j=l j=l j=l j=l 
Here Q is a convex combination of permutation matrices P j, so it is doubly stochastic (Birkhoff's 
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theorem). As v = Qv*, by the majorization theorem v* majorizes v. Thus, an FB with subband 
variance vector v * will be a PCFB for the given class C and input psd. Thus it only remains to 
show that there is such an FB in C, i.e., that v* E S. To see this, note that co(S) = co(E) and E is 
a finite set. Hence, co(S) is a polytope whose extreme points lie within E. Now the extreme points 
of co(S) always lie in S. (Being in co(S), they are convex combinations of some points in S, but 
being extreme, these must be trivial combinations.) Thus v j E S for at least one j, and hence for 
all j (by the permutation symmetry of S, Section 2.3.1). Hence, indeed, v* E S. 
Note that in general all we can say about the extreme points of a polytope co(E) is that they 
lie in E. Here however, with E as the (finite) set of all permutations of v*' in fact all points in E 
are extreme points of co(E), Le., no vector in E is a convex combination of other vectors of E. This 
is provable by induction on the vector dimension M: Let Vl = '2:f=2 ajvj with 0 :::; aj :::; 1 and 
'2:f=2 aj = 1. Then the greatest entry of Vl is a convex combination of real numbers no greater 
than itself. So all these numbers must be equal. Deleting from each v j the entry corresponding to 
this number yields the induction hypothesis. 
Functions minimized by majorization. Currently known instances of PCFB optimality in signal 
processing problems arise from minimization objectives of the form (2.3), where the functions hi are 
concave on R+. Theorem 2.3, of course, shows PCFB optimality for a more general family of 
objectives, namely those that are concave in the subband variance vector (and need not necessarily 
have the special form of (2.3)). In fact, even this is not the complete family of objectives minimized 
by PCFBs. For example, if 9 is a monotone increasing function on R, then for any concave objective 
¢(.), clearly g(¢(.)) is also minimized by PCFBs. Unless 9 is also concave, in general this new function 
is not concave. A specific nonconcave example of this kind can be generated using g(y) = eY and 
¢(Xl' ... ,XM) = '2:i log(xi), giving g(¢(.)) = 'ljJ(Xl, . .. ,XM) = TIi Xi· 
If attention is restricted to symmetric functions (Le., functions ¢ obeying ¢(Px) = ¢(x) for all x 
if P is any permutation matrix), then the functions minimized by majorization are said to be Schur-
concave [44]. To be precise, ¢ is said to be Schur-concave if ¢(x) :::; ¢(y) whenever x majorizes y. 
(This implies symmetry of ¢ since Px majorizes x for any permutation matrix P.) Thus symmetric 
concave functions are examples of Schur-concave functions, while the function 'ljJ defined earlier is a 
Schur-concave function that is not concave. Clearly PCFBs minimize all Schur-concave objectives. 
Full characterizations and several interesting examples of such functions can be found in [44]. 
2.5 Standard class PCFBs and optimality for compression 
This section first shows existence of PCFBs for three special classes of FBs, namely classes with 
M = 2 channels, the class of M channel orthogonal transform coders, and that of all M channel 
orthonormal FBs. This well-known result is reviewed to show how it fits in the framework of the 
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Figure 2.4: Search space S for a class of two-channel FBs. 
earlier sections, which have not yet been restricted to any specific class of FBs. We also prove the 
convexity of the search space for these classes, which has not been observed earlier. We then review 
PCFB optimality for data compression. 
To begin, let C be any class of uniform orthonormal two-channel FBs, e.g., that of FIR or IIR 
FBs with a given bound on the filter order. Irrespective of the input psd matrix, all realizable 
sub band variance vectors (a5, at) T in the search space S c R} then have the same value of a5 + at 
(Section 2.3.1). Thus S lies wholly on a line of slope -1 in R2. So co(S) is an interval on this line; 
see Fig. 2.4. Thus co(S) is a polytope with two extreme points, namely the endpoints of the interval. 
By the definition, a PCFB is simply an FB maximizing one subband variance, thereby minimizing 
the other. So it always exists for such classes C, and corresponds to the two extreme points of co(S), 
irrespective of the input psd.3 
2.5.1 The transform coder class 
The transform coder class ct is defined as the class of uniform M channel orthonormal FBs whose 
polyphase matrix (E(z) in Fig. 2.1) is a constant unitary matrix T. So in effect we can speak of 
Ct as being the set of all M x M unitary matrices. Let Rxx be the autocorrelation matrix of the 
input x(n) of Fig. 2.1. We have the following result: 
Theorem 2.4: Transform coders-KLT, PCFBs and polytopes. 
1. A PCFB always exists for ct. Hence the set S of realizable subband variance vectors for Ct has 
a convex hull co(S) that is a polytope, as stated by Theorem 2.2, Section 2.4.3. 
2. A unitary matrix TEet is a PCFB for Ct iff it diagonalizes R xx , i.e., TRxx Tt is diagonal. 
In other words, T is a PCFB for Ct iff it is the Karhunen Loeve transform (KLT) for the input, 
i.e., it decorrelates the input (the subband signals v~x) (n), i = 0,1, ... , M - 1 are uncorrelated 
for each time instant n). 
3If co(S) is an open interval (Le., one not containing its endpoints), no single FB achieves the maximum sub band 
variance; hence there is no PCFB. However, this situation is contrived and does not happen for most natural FB 
classes and input psds. 
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3. S = co(S). So S itself is a polytope with extreme points as permutations of the KLT subband 
variance vector. • 
Proof: The subband variance vector computation (2.4) becomes 
1 r27r . 
v = diag(Rvv ), where Rvv = TRxx Tt, where Rxx = 27r 10 Sxx(eJW ) dw. 
Here Rvv is the autocorrelation matrix of the vector process (vb x) (n), vi x) (n), ... , v ~ ~ 1 (n)) T of 
Fig. 2.1. The KLT for the input is defined as the FB with unitary polyphase matrix K that 
diagonalizes Rxx, i.e., such that A ~ KRxxKt is diagonal. Thus the KLT has subband variance 
vector v. ~ diag(A), whose entries are the eigenvalues of Rxx. Now the Hermitian matrix Rvv = 
TRxx Tt = TKt AKTt has entries of v on its diagonal and those of v. as its eigenvalues. Hence 
v. majorizes v by the orthostochastic majorization theorem of Section 2.4.4 (specifically because (c) 
implies (a) in its statement). This shows that the KLT is a PCFB~a well-known result. Conversely, 
if T is a PCFB for Ct then v = v. (up to permutation). So the Hermitian matrix Rvv has its 
eigenvalues as its diagonal entries. Hence, it is necessarily diagonal; i.e., T is the KLT for the input. 
Lastly, to show that S is the polytope co(S), take any v E co(S). Then v* majorizes v. We now 
make a stronger application of the orthostochastic majorization theorem, i.e., that (a) implies (c) in 
its statement in Section 2.4.4. This shows that there is a Hermitian matrix Rvv with the entries of 
v* as its eigenvalues and those of v on its diagonal. As R vv , Rxx have the same eigenvalues, they 
are 'similar', i.e., URxxUt = Rvv for some unitary matrix U. So the FB U E Ct has subband 
variance vector diag(URxxUt) = diag(Rvv) = v. Thus, v is a realizable subband variance vector 
for Ct , i.e., v E S. This holds for any v E co(S), and hence, S = co(S). 
2.5.2 The unconstrained class 
The class cu is defined to contain all uniform M channel orthonormal FBs, with no constraints on the 
filters besides those imposed by orthonormality. So FBs in CU could have ideal unrealizable filters. 
We could in effect think of cu as the set of all M x M (analysis polyphase) matrices E(ejW ) that are 
unitary for all w. An exact analog of Theorem 2.4 holds for this class too. The only difference is 
in the construction of the PCFB from the given input psd matrix Sxx(ejW ); first described in [60], 
[61]. This section reviews this construction and proves the result S = co(S) for the class Cu. 
PCFB construction: Let K(e jW ) ECu diagonalize Sxx(ejW ) for eachw, i.e., K(ejW)Sxx(ejW)Kt(ejW) 
is diagonal (for all w) with diagonal entries Ai(ejW ), i = 0,1, ... , M - 1. Using (2.4), the subband 
variance vector v of an arbitrary FB E(ejW ) E cu is given by 
(2.9) 
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Here at each w, Q(ejW ) is the orthostochastic matrix corresponding to the matrix E(ejW)Kt(e jW ) 
(which is unitary). So at each frequency w, the integrand vector of (2.9) produced by the FB 
K (e jW ) E CU majorizes the corresponding vector of any FB in Cu. This holds no matter how we order 
the eigenvalues Ai(ejW ) in (2.9). The integration operation preserves this majorization relation if and 
only if the Ai(ejW ) are 'ordered consistently' at all w. By this we mean that if we number the Ai(ejW ) 
so that the entries of v are in descending order, then AO (e jW ) ;:::: Al (e jW ) ;:::: ... ;:::: AM -1 (e jW ) for all w. 
Thus, an FB K(e jW ) E CU is a PCFB for CU iff it causes two effects: (1) totally decorrelating the 
input, i.e., diagonalizing its psd matrix Sxx(ejW ), and (2) causing spectral majorization [51]-the 
said ordering of eigenvalues of Sxx(ejW ). Note that the PCFB for CU produces un correlated subband 
processes v}x) (n), i.e., if i i j, then E[v}x) (n)v;X) * (k)] = 0 for all n, k. In contrast, this relation holds 
only for n = k for the subbands of the KLT, i.e., the KLT only causes instantaneous decorrelation 
of subbands (Theorem 2.4). 
Proving S = co(S) : To prove this property for the class CU, let v* be the PCFB subband variance 
vector, and let v E co(S). Then v* majorizes v. So by the orthostochastic majorization theorem 
(Section 2.4.4), v = Qv. for some orthostochastic matrix Q corresponding to a unitary matrix U. 
Thus, if K(ejW ) is the polyphase matrix of the PCFB for CU, (2.9) shows that the FB in CU with 
polyphase matrix UK(ejW ) produces subband variance vector v, i.e., v E S. This shows S = co(S). 
2.5.3 PCFB optimality for coding/compression 
Here we consider the problems of [35], [51], where the processors Pi of Fig. 2.1 are quantizers, and 
the desired output den) equals the input x(n). This situation fits the general problem formulation 
of Section 2.3 under appropriate quantizer models. The subband error signal v}e)(n) of Section 2.3 
here represents the i-th subband quantization noise. Under the quantizer model we assume, this 
noise is zero mean with variance 
(2.10) 
Here bi is the number of bits allocated to the i-th quantizer, and Ii is a characteristic of the quantizer 
called the normalized quantizer function [35]. We assume that fi does not depend on the filter bank 
in any way, and that the quantization noise processes in different subbands are jointly stationary. 
The problem then fits the formulation of Section 2.3. Comparing (2.10) with (2.2) reveals the 
minimization objective 9 to be as in (2.3), i.e., 
M-1 
g(a5,ai, .. ·,a~_1) = ~ ~ hi(a;) 
;=0 
(2.11) 
Thus the hi are linear (and hence concave), so 9 is indeed concave. So by Theorem 2.3, the PCFB 
if it exists is optimal for this problem. This is true no matter what the bit allocation bi is. 
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It is important to note that for the validity of our assumptions of Section 2.3 (and hence for 
PCFBs to be optimal), the function hi(x) = li(bi)X must not depend on the FB in any way. 
This is often not the case: In quantizers optimized to their input probability density function (pdf), 
Ii depends on the i-th subband pdf which in turn is influenced by choice of FB. Even with the model 
of [61]' i.e., uniform quantization under the high bitrate approximation, li(bi ) = Ci2-2bi, where the 
constant Ci (and hence J;) depends on the i-th subband pdf. If we further assume the input to 
be a Gaussian random process, then all subbands have Gaussian pdf independent of choice of FB. 
For this special case, all Ci are equal and constant, and the PCFB is indeed optimal. The need for 
these assumptions is illustrated by Feng and Effros [23], who demonstrate that the KLT is not the 
optimal orthogonal transform if the input has a uniform distribution. 
For the case when J;(bi ) = c2-2bi (for which the PCFB is optimal), the optimal bit allocation 
bi (subject to a constraint on the total bit budget L:~~1 bi = B) is explicitly computable using 
the arithmetic mean-geometric mean (AM-GM) inequality. The objective under this bit allocation 
becomes the GM of the subband variances, i.e., 9 = (rr~~l OD(l/M). Minimizing this is equivalent 
to minimizing log(g) = it L:~~llog(oD. This is a concave function of the subband variance vector 
because log(x) is concave in x. For general quantizer functions J;, the optimizations of the FB 
and the bit allocation have been decoupled, since the PCFB is optimum for all bit allocations [35]. 
However, note that different permutations of a PCFB may be optimal for different bit allocations. 
Also, computing the optimum bit allocation may be more involved. We can, however, prove one 
intuitive statement about the optimum bi in the special case when all Ii are equal to a decreasing 
function I: In this case, a subband with larger variance receives more bits. (If 0-; > o} but bi < bj 
then interchanging bi with bj will reduce the objective (2.11).) 
In (2.11), all hi are linear, i.e., hi(x) = mix+ci for constants mi, Ci (mi = li(bi ), Ci = 0). In such 
cases, we can algebraically prove PCFB optimality [35] without using any result on majorization: 
As Ci are constants, the optimization is unaffected by taking Ci = 0. With mo ::; m1 ::; .,. ::; mM-1 
and 0'5 2: ar 2: .. . 2: 0'1- -1 , 
(2.12) 
As the last term is constant for all FBs, and since mi - mi+1 ::; 0, the above 9 is minimized by the 
PCFB which by definition maximizes all the partial sums L:~=o 0'7 for i = 0,1, ... , M - 2. This proof 
shows two noteworthy facts not shown by the earlier proof: (1) It exhibits the best permutation of 
the PCFB to be used, namely that in which the largest subband variance aT is associated with the 
least mi and so on. (2) It shows that the optimum FB is necessarily a PCFB if the mi are distinct. 
However, this simple approach works only for linear hi, and thus fails for many of the problems of 
Section 2.7 that result in nonlinear concave hi. 
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2.6 Filter bank classes having no PCFB 
Existence of a PCFB for a class e of orthonormal FBs implies a very strong condition on the subband 
variance vectors of the FBs in e. There are many classes e that do not have PCFBs. Indeed it 
seems quite plausible that the classes of Section 2.5 are the only ones having PCFBs for all input 
power spectra. This section reviews some known results on nonexistence of PCFBs, and shows that 
the classes of ideal DFT and cosine-modulated FBs do not have PCFBs for several input spectra. 
If a PCFB for the given class e of FBs exists, it simultaneously optimizes over e, several functions 
of the subband variances (Section 2.4). So we can show nonexistence of PCFBs for e by proving 
that no single FB in e can optimize two of such functions. This method is used in [36], [45] for 
certain classes of FIR FBs, for a fixed input psd. The two functions used are the largest subband 
variance and the coding gain, both maximized by a PCFB if it exists. However, all optimizations are 
numerical. Nonexistence of PCFBs has not yet been proved for any reasonably general FIR class, 
say the class of all M channel (M > 2) FIR orthonormal FBs with polyphase matrix of McMillan 
degree J1 > 0 (though it seems very likely that such classes do not have PCFBs). We now prove 
nonexistence of PCFBs for the classes of DFT and cosine-modulated FBs. 
Definition. The class edIt of M channel orthonormal DFT FBs is the one containing all FBs as 
in Fig. 1.3 where the analysis filters are related by Hk(eiW ) = P(ei (w-
2
;}») for some filter P(ejW ) 
called the prototype. For example, any P(eiw ) which has an alias-free(M) support and has constant 
magnitude on its support (and is thus Nyquist(M)) produces an FB in edIt. 
Definition. The class ecmlb of M channel orthonormal cosine-modulated FBs (CMFBs) is the 
one containing all FBs as in Fig. 1.3 where Hk(ejW ) = P(ej(w-";; -2lt») + P(ej(W+";;+2lt») for some 
filter P(eiw ) called the prototype. For example, any P(ejW ) having an alias-free(2M) support and 
with constant magnitude on its support, is a valid prototype. 
Theorem 2.5: PCFB nonexistence for DFT, cosine-modulated FB classes. There are 
families of input psds for which the class edIt defined above does not have a PCFB. The same holds 
for the class ecmlb . • 
Proof: Consider first the class edIt. Figure 2.5a shows an input psd, two valid prototypes 
p(j)(eiw ), and the zeroth filters H~i)(eiW) = p(j)(ejW ), j = 1,2 in the DFT FBs produced by the 
prototypes. For the input psd, the filter H~l) (eiw ) produces the maximum subband variance achiev-
able by any M channel orthonormal FB, and hence by any FB in edIt. (H~l)(eiW) is the compaction 
filter [61] for the input psd.) Likewise, H~2) (eiw ) yields the minimum subband variance possible 
by any M channel orthonormal FB, and hence by any FB in edIt. Now a PCFB simultaneously 
maximizes the largest and minimizes the least subband variance. So if a PCFB for edIt exists, it 
must contain both filters H~i) (e jW ), j = 1,2. This is impossible as these filters are not obtainable 
from each other by shift of an integer multiple of ;;, so an FB having both of them cannot be in 
o 
0= p(1)(eiw) = H~l)(ejw) 





Figure 2.5: Nonexistence of PCFBs. (a) Class of DFT FBs. (b) Class of cosine-modulated FBs. 
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the class edit. Identical arguments hold for the class ecmfb , for the input psd, prototypes p(j) (e jW ) 
and corresponding filters H~j)(ejW), j = 1,2 shown in Fig. 2.5b. The only difference is that we no 
longer have H~j) (e jW ) = p(j) (e jW ). Also it takes more effort to show that no FB in ecmfb can have 
both filters H~j) (e jW ), j = 1,2 : We can show that if a CMFB has H~l) (e jW ) as one of its filters, 
then the band-edges of all its filters must be multiples of ~, so H~2) (e jW ) cannot be a filter in it. In 
fact [9] a CMFB having H~l)(ejW) of Fig. 2.5b as one of its filters is necessarily the CMFB produced 
by p(1)(ejW ) of Fig. 2.5b as prototype. 'V 'V 'V 
2.7 Optimal noise reduction with filter banks 
Suppose the FB input x(n) of Fig. 2.1 is x(n) = sen) + f.l(n) , where sen) is a pure signal and f.l(n) 
is zero mean additive noise. The desired FB output is den) = sen), and the goal of the system 
of Fig. 2.1 is to produce output yen) that approximates sen) as best as possible. We consider the 
case when all the subband processors Pi are memoryless multipliers ki' as shown in Fig. 2.6. This 
problem fits the formulation of Section 2.3 if we assume that sen) and f.l(n) are uncorrelated, and 
that f.l(n) is white with a fixed known variance ",2 > O. Indeed, using the notation of Section 2.3, 
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Figure 2.7: Subband error functions in white noise reduction. 
component vj/l) (n). Orthonormality of the FB ensures that the noise components are uncorrelated 
to the signal components, and also that they have constant variance ",2 (e.g., this is deducible 
from (2.4)). The subband error process is 
Thus, the M processes v}e) (n) are jointly WSS. As v}/l) (n) is zero mean and un correlated to v}s) (n), 
(2.13) 
where a~ = E[\v}8\nW] is the i-th signal subband variance. The best choice of multiplier k i (mini-
2 
mizing the error (2.13)) is the zeroth order Wiener filter k i = z"+i 2' This is implement able in U i '1] 
practice as ",2 is known and a~ = E[lv}x) (n)\2]_",2 can be estimated from the subband signal vix) (n). 
With this choice, (2.13) becomes E[lv}e) (nW] = 1+'122 , which is as in (2.2) with U i 1} 
X",2 
hi(x) = --2' 
x+", 
(2.14) 
This function hi is plotted in Fig. 2.7 and is easily verified to be concave on [0, 00). So by Theorem 2.3, 
PCFBs are optimal if the subband multipliers ki are zeroth order Wiener filters. 
2.7.1 Remarks on PCFB optimality for noise reduction 
PCFBs for the pure or the noisy signal? Notice a difference between the argument aT of hi 
here and in (2.2): In (2.2), a~ was the variance of the subband signal v~x)(n) corresponding to the FB 
input x(n). Here, it is the variance of the subband signal v~s) (n) = v}x)(n) _v}/l) (n) corresponding to 
the pure signal sen). Thus, use of Theorem 2.3 proves the optimality of a PCFB for the signal sen), 
i.e., an FB that causes the subband variance vector corresponding to sen) to majorize the variance 
vectors obtained by using other FBs in the given class C. However, because v}/l)(n) is white with 
variance ",2 and uncorrelated to v~s)(n), we have E[\v}S) (n)\2] = aT = E[lv~X)(n)\2]_ ",2. Thus any 
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PCFB for sen) is also a PCFB for x(n) and vice versa. 
Other choices of subband multipliers. The Wiener filter is the optimum choice of the multiplier 
k i in Fig. 2.6. However, we may note that there are other choices that also result in an error 
function (2.13) that is concave in the subband variance IJr Thus the PCFB will be optimal when 
the k i are any combination of such choices. One such other choice is a constant multiplier that is 
independent of the choice of FB (reminiscent of taps in a graphic equalizer in audio equipment). 
The error is then (2.13), which is in fact 'linear' in IJ'f. As the next remark shows, this observation 
yields an alternative proof of PCFB optimality with subband Wiener filtering. Another possible 
choice of multiplier ki is the subband hard threshold: 
if IJ'f 2: T 
otherwise 
The resulting subband error functions hi are plotted in Fig. 2.7 for different thresholds T > O. For 
the unique value T = T}2, which is the optimum threshold in the sense of minimizing hi (x) pointwise 
at all x, the resulting hi(x) = min(x,T}2) is concave on [0,00) (though not strictly concave). These 
choices of multiplier ki are perhaps not of serious practical interest when compared to the Wiener 
filter, but certainly demonstrate an academic implication of PCFB optimality. More practical hard 
thresholding schemes for noise suppression [22] have a threshold that is applied individually to each 
element of the subband signal sequence (i.e., to each subband or 'wavelet' coefficient) rather than 
on a subband by subband basis. 
PCFB optimality for subband Wiener filtering: Another proof. One can prove PCFB 
optimality when all subband multipliers k i are Wiener filters, without using any of the majorization 
theory arguments of Section 2.4 or the concavity of the function (2.14). To do this, observe that 
the PCFB is optimal if the subband multipliers are all constants independent of the FB. This was 
noted in the earlier remark and can be proved algebraically as in Section 2.5.3 (see Equation (2.12)) 
without using convexity theory. This is possible since the hi(IJ7) in this case are as in (2.13), which 
is 'linear' (i.e., of the form miIJ'f + Ci, where mi, Ci are constants). Since this optimality for constant 
multipliers holds irrespective of the multiplier values, it continues to hold if all these multipliers 
are optimized. Zeroth order Wiener filters are the optimum multiplier choices, hence PCFBs are 
optimal when these are used in all subbands. This alternative proof, however, fails if some of the 
multipliers are not Wiener filters, e.g., they are other choices as mentioned in the earlier remark. 
We summarize the above-mentioned results on PCFB optimality for noise reduction under 
Theorem 2.6: Optimum FB-based white noise suppression. In Fig. 2.6, let sen) be a 
CWSS(M) random process, and lL(n) be zero mean additive white noise that has variance T}2 and is 
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Figure 2.8: Subband noise reduction: System of Section 2.7.2. 
uncorrelated to sen). Let v = (a5, ar, ... , ak-lf denote the subband variance vector corresponding 
2 
to sen). Let each subband multiplier ki be a zeroth order Wiener filter ki = 2(I+i 2. Consider the 
(Ii '7 
FB optimization problem of minimizing the average mean square error between the FB output 
yen) and the desired signal sen). This is equivalent to minimizing g(v) = it L:~~l hi(aT), where 
2 
hi(x) = x?'72 • As these hi are all concave, a PCFB for sen) is optimal for this situation. This 
PCFB is also a PCFB for the input x(n) since the noise is white. This optimality of the PCFB 
holds even with certain other choices of some or all of the subband multipliers k i , namely subband 
hard thresholders (with threshold rp) and constants (independent of choice of FB), since this merely 
changes the functional form of the corresponding hi but preserves its concavity. • 
2.7.2 Subband Wiener filtering: An alternative approach 
Since the sub band processors studied above were LTI systems, it is possible to take a linear systems 
approach to the problem, as we elaborate here. While this approach does not prove Theorem 2.6 
(derived above) in its entirety, it allows us to generalize some parts of its statement further. In 
particular, it allows certain extensions to cases when the noise is colored and the FBs are biorthogonal 
rather than orthonormal. 
Consider the system of Fig. 2.8 where the boldface vectors sen), JL(n), x(n), and yen) are M -fold 
blocked versions of the corresponding scalar random processes sen), J1(n), x(n), and yen), and D(ejW ) 
represents any M x M LTI system. We assume that sen) and JL(n) are uncorrelated WSS vector 
processes with psd matrices Sss(ejW ) and SI'I'(ejW ) respectively. The blocked version of the error is 





To see this, note that e(n) = es(n) +ell(n), where es(n), ell(n) are obtained by passing s(n), M(n) 
through transfer matrices [A(eiW ) - I] and A(eiw ) respectively. Since s(n), M(n) are uncorrelated 
WSS, so are es(n), ell (n); thus their sum is WSS with psd equal to the sum of their psds, each easy 
to compute. Note that (2.15), (2.16) do not assume orthonormality of the FB (Le., that E(ejW ) is 
unitary for all w) or whiteness of the noise (i.e., that S,..,..(eiw ) is the identity matrix). The average 
mean square value of the error e(n) is 
1 1 1271" . 
C = M trace (~ee), where ~ee = 27r 0 See(eJW ) dJ.AJ = autocorrelation matrix of e(n). (2.17) 
MenlOryless E, D, R 
If the transfer matrices E(ejW ), D(ejW ), R(eiw ) are all memoryless, then so is A = RDE, and 
where ~ss, :E,..,.. are autocorrelation matrices of s(n) and M(n) respectively. If D is unconstrained, 
so is A; and the optimum A is simply the zeroth order vector Wiener filter for the noisy input x(n), 
i.e., 
A = RDE = :Ess [:Ess + :E,..,..r1 . (2.18) 
Suppose the signal and noise have a common KLT; i.e., for some unitary T both T:Ess Tt = Ass 
and T:E,..,.. Tt = A,..,.. are diagonal matrices. Then substitution in (2.18) shows that A = RDE = 
TtWT, where W = Ass [Ass + A,..,..]-l is diagonal. So the choice E = T and D = W is optimum 
under these conditions. Clearly, with this choice the diagonal elements of the (diagonal) matrix D 
are the scalar zeroth order Wiener filters for their corresponding inputs. Thus, we have proved 
Theorem 2.7: Optimum memoryless transform for subband Wiener filtering. In Fig. 2.6, 
let the pure signal s(n) and the zero mean additive noise J1(n) be uncorrelated CWSS(M) random 
processes. The noise J1(n) could be colored. Let all the subband multipliers k i be zeroth order Wiener 
filters for reducing the noise component in their respective input. Suppose there is a common KLT 
for the signal and noise, namely the unitary matrix T. Then the choice E(z) = T in Fig. 2.6 gives 
optimum noise reduction among all choices where E(z) is a constant matrix. In other words, the 
common KLT is the optimum FB among all memoryless biorthogonal transforms in the 
sense of maximizing the output signal to noise ratio. • 
Relation between Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. Theorem 2.6 proves optimality of a PCFB for a 
general class C of orthonormal FBs, for many white noise suppression problems where the subband 
multipliers could be any combination of Wiener filters, hard thresholds and constants. On the other 
hand, Theorem 2.7 focuses on the case when all subband multipliers are Wiener jilters and on a 
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special class of FBs, namely the class Cb of all FBs with a constant (memoryless) polyphase matrix. 
Notice that Cb includes the orthogonal transform coder class ct. All Theorem 2.6 says about this 
case is that a signal KLT is the optimum FB within Ct when the noise is white. Notice that this 
FB is a common signal and noise KLT, since any orthogonal transform is a KLT for a white input. 
Thus Theorem 2.7 generalizes the result to the situation when the noise is colored and also shows 
optimality of the common KLT among a larger class Cb of all memoryless biorthogonal transforms. 
In summary, Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 have a common element, which they generalize in different 
directions. 
Further generalizations. Attempts to combine Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 yield many interesting 
further generalizations and open problems. For example, let us restrict attention to orthogonal 
transforms in Theorem 2.7. The common signal and noise PCFB (KLT), if it exists, can then be 
shown to be optimal even if the subband multipliers are any combination of Wiener filters, hard 
thresholds and constants (as opposed to all being Wiener filters as in Theorem 2.7). This result is 
shown in Chapter 3, using the convexity of certain search spaces associated with the signal and noise 
spectrum. As the input noise is colored, the sub band noise variances are no longer constant but 
depend on choice of FB; hence the approach used to prove Theorem 2.6 needs some modifications. 
It also appears plausible that the above optimality of the common KLT extends to the class of all 
memoryless biorthogonal transforms.4 However, verifying this is currently an open problem. 
Case when E, D, R have memory; higher order subband Wiener filters. 
Suppose the LTI systems E, D, R in Fig. 2.8 have memory. The FB optimization problem then 
involves choosing from the given class of analysis polyphase matrices E(eiw ), the one minimizing the 
error € of (2.17), where See(eiw ) is as in (2.15), (2.16), and D(eiw ) is an appropriately constrained 
matrix. For example, if N-th order Wiener filters are used in all subbands, then D(eiw ) is a diagonal 
matrix depending in an involved manner on E(eiW ). The FB optimization for such cases appears to 
be extremely involved, and we do not know any analytical results at this time. N-th order Wiener 
filters (N > 0) cannot be handled like zeroth order ones as in Section 2.7.1. This is because the 
minimization objective now depends on not just the subband variances, but on N more elements in 
the autocorrelation sequences of the subband random processes. 
If ideal (infinite order) Wiener filters are used in each subband, an analog of Theorem 2.7 holds: 
In this case, any orthonormal FB whose polyphase matrix E(eiw ) diagonalizes both the signal and 
noise psd matrices is optimal over the class of all unconstrained biorthogonal FBs. This result is 
obtained by repeating the methods used to prove Theorem 2.7 at each frequency w. We may note 
4 An analogous result is true for the high bitrate coding problem with optimal bit allocation (Section 2.5.3), i.e., 
the signal KLT is optimal over all memoryless biorthogonal transforms. This is proved using the Hadamard inequality 
for determinants. 
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that the optimal FB mentioned here need not be a PCFB for either the signal or the noise: There is 
no ordering constraint on the subband spectra, and diagonalization of the psd matrices is sufficient. 
For WSS (as opposed to CWSS(M)) input signal and noise, this is trivially achieved by any brickwall 
orthonormal FB (having nonoverlapping analysis filters). The resulting system is equivalent to an 
ideal scalar Wiener filter acting directly on the scalar input without use of any FB. (This filter has 
simply been implemented in M disjoint pieces of the total frequency spectrum [0,271"].) 
Thus, the direct ideal Wiener filter, as could be expected, represents the lower bound on the 
achievable mean square error using any FB~based noise reduction scheme. Use of FBs yields im-
proved performance only when there is a constraint on the complexity of the filtering. For example, 
compare direct zeroth order Wiener filtering of the noisy input against such filtering in each subband 
of an FB. Note that this is a fair comparison with respect to filtering complexity (excluding the cost 
of implementing the FB), as the M subband Wiener filters operate at (1/ M)-th of the sampling rate 
of the direct filter. In this case, the FB-based approach always yields a better performance. 
2.8 Conclusion 
We have pointed out a strong connection between the optimization of orthonormal filter banks and 
the principal component property. The main result is that a principal component filter bank (PCFB) 
is optimal whenever the minimization objective is a concave function of the vector consisting of the 
subband variances of the FB. We have shown various signal processing systems in which the FB 
optimization involves minimizing such a concave objective. In particular, the known results on 
optimality of PCFBs for compression can be explained in this manner. PCFBs are also shown to be 
optimal for subband domain white noise suppression using any combination of zeroth order Wiener 
filters and hard thresholds in the subbands. Some extensions have been made to biorthogonal FBs, 
and to the case when the noise is colored. We have also shown that the classes of ideal DFT 
and cosine-modulated FBs do not have PCFBs. Chapter 3 extends the study of FB optimization 
for colored noise suppression, Chapter 4 considers an application in DMT communications, and 
Chapter 5 extends the PCFB concept to classes of nonuniform FBs. 
2.9 Appendices 
Appendix A: Doubly stochastic matrices 
Here we prove that all convex combinations and products of M x M doubly stochastic matrices are 
also doubly stochastic. It suffices to prove this for two matrices, since we can continue by induction. 
Define the vector k E RM as k = (1,1, ... , If. Then by definition, an M x M matrix Q is doubly 
stochastic iff all its entries are non-negative, Qk = k and kT Q = k T . Now consider a convex 
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combination C = aA + (1 - a)B (where 0 :S a :S 1) and a product D = AB of the M x M doubly 
stochastic matrices A and B. It is required to show that C, D are doubly stochastic. Clearly since 
A, B have non-negative entries, so do C, D. Further, 
Ck = aAk + (1 - a)Bk = ak + (1 - a)k = k, and similarly kTC = C. 
Likewise, Dk = ABk = Ak = k, and similarly kTD = D. 
This completes the proof. It also shows that the set of all M x M doubly stochastic matrices is 
convex. 
Appendix B: Are doubly stochastic matrices orthostochastic? 
Evidently every M x M orthostochastic matrix is doubly stochastic. Here we show that 
the converse is true if M :S 2 but is false if M > 2. The case M = 1 is trivial. For M = 2, 
a 2 x 2 doubly stochastic matrix must have form Q = [ P 1 - P 1 with 0 :S P :S 1. Now 
1-p p 
:::"[(9) :(::me ~:~9:'lW :: i:~d ~~::::o:::: ::::,~:rr~,pon:[go:," ~he 01:01H~ 
- sin( B) cos( B) 
1 
A was the orthostochastic matrix corresponding to U, then U = l: ~ ~ 1 for some nonzero 
o e f 
a, b, c, d, e, f. Thus U cannot be unitary as no two of its rows can be orthogonal to each other. So 
A is not orthostochastic. Small perturbations of the entries of A can create other such examples. 
The doubly ,toch""tie mat,;x [~ : 1 giV'" ex","ple, fo< M > 3, whe,e 0, I a<e "",pee';vely the 
zero and identity matrices of suitable size. This concludes the proof. We may note here that the set 
OM of M x M orthostochastic matrices is convex if M :S 2 (as it is then the set of M x M doubly 
stochastic matrices), but is not convex if M > 2. This is because all (M x M) permutation matrices 
are in OM, and every doubly stochastic matrix is a convex combination of these matrices (Birkhoff's 
theorem). So if OM were convex, it would contain all doubly stochastic matrices, but it does not if 
M>2. 
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Chapter 3 Colored noise reduction and PCFB 
existence issues 
This chapter begins by studying the nature of the FB optimizations of Chapter 2 in situations when 
PCFBs do not exist (Section 3.1). We show that a PCFB exists if and only if there is a single 
FB that simultaneously minimizes all concave functions of the subband variances. By studying 
the structure of the search space associated with the optimizations, we show exactly why they are 
usually analytically intractable in absence of a PCFB. We explain the relation between compaction 
filter design (or variance maximization) and FB optimization: A sequential maximization of subband 
variances always yields a PCFB if it exists, but is suboptimum for large classes of concave objectives 
if a PCFB does not exist. 
Next, we examine in detail the problem ofFB optimization and PCFB optimality for colored noise 
suppression (Section 3.2). The system is identical to that in Fig. 2.6 (of Section 2.7), but the noise 
pen) is no longer assumed to be white. With white noise, the minimization objective 9 is a function 
of only the signal subband variances. The signal PCFB is optimal if 9 is concave (Chapter 2). With 
colored noise however, the objective depends on both the signal and noise subband variances, so the 
results of Chapter 2 no longer hold. We show here that for the transform coder class, if a common 
signal and noise PCFB (KLT) exists, it minimizes a large class of concave objectives. Common 
PCFBs for a general FB class do not have such optimality, as we show using the unconstrained FB 
class Cu. We show how to find the optimum FB in CU for certain piecewise constant input spectra. 
We conclude with some open problems, especially on biorthogonal FBs and PCFB existence. The 
content is drawn mainly from [8) and has been presented in preliminary form in [5), [6), [7). 
3.1 What if there is no PCFB? 
When a PCFB exists, the search space S consisting of all realizable subband variance vectors has a 
very special structure: Its convex hull co(S) is a polytope whose extreme points are all permutations 
of the PCFB subband variance vector (Theorem 2.2). The optimality of PCFBs under concave ob-
jectives (Theorem 2.3) follows from this structure and the optimality of extreme points of polytopes 
(Theorem 2.1). If a PCFB does not exist, S does not have this structure. Thus, co(S) is a general 
convex set. For such sets too, there is a notion of extreme points, which coincides with the usual 
definition when the convex sets are polytopes, and further allows the following generalization of 
Theorem 2.1: If a function f is concave over a compact convex domain D, at least one extreme 
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Figure 3.1: Extreme points of compact convex sets. 
point of D is a minimum of f over D. Thus in this case, to minimize f over D it suffices to minimize 
f over the extreme points of D. Polytopes are exactly the compact convex sets having finitely many 
extreme points. 
This section uses these observations to study the effect of nonexistence of PCFBs on the FB op-
timizations. When a PCFB exists, all the (finitely many) extreme points of the set co(S) correspond 
to the PCFB. So the PCFB is always optimal for all concave minimization objectives. On the other 
hand if a PCFB does not exist, co(S) could in general have infinitely many extreme points. This 
explains the analytical intractability of many FB optimizations when PCFBs do not exist. Finally, 
we explain the relation between PCFBs and 'compaction filters' that maximize their output variance 
among certain classes of filters. 
3.1.1 Arbitrary convex sets: Extreme points and their optimality 
Definition [29]. For a convex set B c nM , a point z E B is said to be an extreme point, or a corner 
of B if 
z = ax + (1- a)y with a E (0,1), x,y E B implies x = y (= z). 
Geometrically, no line segment passing through z (Le., containing z but not as an endpoint) can lie 
wholly in the set B. The interior of B cannot have any extreme points, since around each point in 
the interior there is a ball lying wholly in B. So all extreme points lie on the boundary, though all 
boundary points need not be extreme points. If B is a polytope, the above definition can be verified 
to coincide with the usual definition of extreme points of a polytope. Figure 3.1 illustrates these 
facts, showing the extreme points of some closed and bounded (or compact) convex sets. It is not 
hard to show that every (nonempty) compact convex set is the convex hull of its boundary, and that 
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Figure 3.2: Optimality of extreme points of compact convex sets (Theorem 3.1). 
Krein-Milman theorem (Internal representation of convex sets) [29), [50]: Every compact convex 
set D is the convex hull of its extreme points. Hence the set of extreme points of D is the minimal 
subset of D having D as its convex hull. This fact can serve as an equivalent definition of extreme 
points of compact convex sets. 
This result evidently holds for polytopes and is verifiable in the examples of Fig. 3.1. Thus it is 
intuitive, though its formal proof [50] may not be trivial. It is important as it immediately proves 
the following: 
Theorem 3.1: Optimality of extreme points. If a function 9 is concave on a compact convex 
set D, at least one of the extreme points of D is a minimum of 9 over D. Further if 9 is strictly 
concave, its minimum has to be at an extreme point of D. • 
This result reduces to Theorem 2.1 if D is a polytope and is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for a compact 
convex D that is not a polytope. 
Proof: Let Vopt minimize 9 over D. (Existence of Vopt is either assumed or follows if 9 is assumed 
continuous.) By the Krein-Milman theorem, Vopt is a convex combination of some extreme points 
of D, i.e., 
J 
Vopt = L;3jzj 
j=l 
J 
where O::;;3j::; 1, L;3j = 1 
j=l 
for some distinct extreme points Zj of D. If none of these Zj minimizes 9 over D, g(Zj) > g(vopt) 
for all j, so 
J J J 
g(vopt} = g(L;3jzj) 2: L{3jg(Zj) > L{3jg(vopt} = g(vopt), 
j=l j=l j=l 
i.e., g(vopt) > g(vopt), a contradiction. Hence at least one extreme point of D is a minimum of 9 
over D. If 9 is strictly concave, the first inequality above (Jensen's inequality) is strict unless ;3j = 1 
for some j, hence Vopt = Zj, i.e., the minimum is necessarily at an extreme point of D. 
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3.1.2 Filter bank optimization and extreme points of convex sets 
In our FB optimizations, the objective is concave on the set co(S) where S is the search space. We 
seek its minima over S. We assume from now on that S (and hence co(S)) is compact. This is true 
for most input power spectra and practical FB classes (Appendix A), and allows use of Theorem 3.l. 
Let E be the set of extreme points of co( S). From Theorem 3.1, for any concave objective over co( S), 
at least one of its minima lies in E (and all them do if the concavity is strict). From the definition 
of extreme points, we can show that E C S. (just as is done for polytopes in proving Theorem 2.2). 
So the minima over co(S) J S found by minimizing over E in fact lie in S, and are hence minima 
over S too. Thus, minimization over S has been reduced to one over the set E of extreme points 
of co(S). Now for 'almost every' extreme point z in E there is a concave (in fact linear) function 
that is minimized over co(S) uniquely by z.t So for a general concave objective, nothing can be said 
about its minima over S apart from the fact that a search over E will yield at least one of them. 
When a PCFB exists, all points in E correspond to it. This explains the remarkable optimality 
of PCFBs for all concave objectives. If there is no PCFB, E has at least two points that are not 
permutations of each other, i.e., that correspond to essentially different FBs. Thus, no single FB 
can be simultaneously optimal for all concave objectives f. If E is finite, the optimal FB for any 
given concave f can still be found by a finite exhaustive search over E. Unfortunately, in general, 
there is no reason to expect E to be finite, hence a numerical search is required. Any derivation of 
analytical results on the optimum FB will have to take into account the specific nature of both the 
concave objective at hand and the set E (which depends on the FB class C and input psd at hand). 
This explains why these optimizations are usually analytically intractable. 
3.1.3 The sequential compaction algorithm 
This is an algorithm that has sometimes been proposed [61], [45) to find a 'good' FB in classes C 
that may not have PCFBs. We first state the algorithm in a precise manner that holds for any 
general class C. We then show that it produces FBs for which the corresponding subband variance 
vector is an extreme point of co(S). We examine the optimality of the algorithm in this light. 
Let C be the given class of FBs, and S the corresponding optimization search space. The 
algorithm involves rearranging all vectors in S in decreasing order of their entries, and then picking 
from these the vector Va E S defined as the greatest one in the 'dictionary ordering' on nM. This 
means that the greatest (first) entry of Va is greater than or equal to the greatest entry of any of 
the other vectors. Among vectors for which equality prevails, the second greatest entry of Va is 
greater than or equal to the second greatest entry of the other vectors, and so on. The output of 
lThis is because for any compact convex set D, the set of extreme points is the closure of the set of exposed 
points [50], which by definition are points v E D for which there is a linear function minimized (or maximized) over 
D uniquely by v. 
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the algorithm is any FB with subband variance vector Va (or any of its permutations). The vector 
Va is well-defined, and finding it involves a sequential maximization of subband variances giving the 
algorithm its name. (Existence of the maxima follows from compactness of S.) 
Relation to compaction filters. The ideal compaction filter [61] for an input process is defined 
as the filter maximizing its output variance among all filters H(eiw ) whose magnitude squared 
IH(eiW ) 12 is Nyquist(M). The Nyquist(M) constraint is imposed because these filters are used to 
build an orthonormal M channel FB, and any filter in such an FB obeys this constraint [64]. For 
WSS inputs, a procedure from [61] finds the compaction filter given the input psd. It always yields a 
'brickwall' filter, i.e., one with constant magnitude on its support. If such a filter is to be an analysis 
filter in an orthonormal FB, its support cannot overlap with that of any other analysis filter. Thus 
the FB can be built by a sequential design of compaction filters: The next filter maximizes its output 
variance among all filters that have a Nyquist(M) magnitude squared and a support that does not 
overlap with the supports of the previously designed filters. 2 
This FB design method from [61] is exactly the sequential algorithm described above, applied to 
the unconstrained FB class cu when the input is WSS (as distinct from CWSS(M)). The variance 
maximization in the algorithm corresponds to an ideal compaction filter design. This connection 
has motivated the study and design of FIR compaction filters [38]. These are defined as filters 
maximizing their output variance among all filters of order not exceeding N whose magnitude 
squared is Nyquist(M). It was believed that such filters would playa role in PCFB design for the 
class Clir of all M channel orthonormal FBs in which all filters are FIR with order not exceeding N 
(N 2:: M). Indeed, it may seem that the first step in the sequential algorithm for the class clir is to 
design an FIR compaction filter. However, this is not true for a general M and input psd, as there 
may not even be an FB in Clir having the FIR compaction filter as one of its filters. The correct first 
step in the sequential algorithm for a general FB class C is to design a filter maximizing its output 
variance among all filters belonging to FEs in C. It seems quite infeasible to propose any variant 
of the sequential algorithm or the class clir in which FIR compaction filters will play any serious 
role. The only notable exception is when M = 2, where the FB is fully determined by anyone of 
its filters. Thus, a clear relation between the sequential algorithm and compaction filters exists only 
for the unconstrained class cu when the input is WSS (as opposed to CWSS(M)). 
3.1.4 Is the sequential algorithm optimal? 
The optimality properties of the sequential algorithm of Section 3.1.3 follow easily from the following: 
Assertion 3.1. The subband variance vector Va = (aD, a1,"" aM_1)T E S (with aD 2:: ... 2:: 
aM-d produced by the sequential algorithm is an extreme point of co(S). 
2Equivalently, it is an ideal compaction filter for the psd that is obtained by setting to zero the bands of the original 
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Figure 3.3: Suboptimality of sequential compaction algorithm. 
Proof: Let Va = ')'X + (1 -,),)y for,), E (0, 1) and x, y E co( S). By definition of an extreme point 
(Section 3.1.1), showing that x = y = Va will complete the proof. Now by definition of the convex 
hull co(S), we see that x,y and hence Va can be written as convex combinations of elements of S, 
i.e., Va = 'Lf=1 (3i vi for some vi = (Vb, v{, ... , v~_I) E Sand (3i E (0,1] satisfying 'Lf=1 (3i = 1. 
We now show x = y = Va by showing vi = va for all j = 1,2, ... , J. To this end, since Va 
exceeds (or equals) all the vi in the dictionary ordering on R M, we have aD :::: Vb, but aD is a convex 
combination of the v6. Hence aD = V6 for all j. This in turn leads to al :::: vi, and hence to al = vi 
and so on; until finally Va = vi for all j = 1,2, ... , J. \l\l\l 
When the class C has a PCFB, all extreme points of co(S) correspond to the PCFB. Hence the 
sequential algorithm always yields the PCFB and is thus optimal for many problems (Chapter 2). 
The subband variance vector Va produced by the algorithm here has an additional property: If 
its entries are arranged in increasing order, then in fact it becomes the least vector in S in the 
dictionary ordering.3 On the other hand, if a PCFB does not exist, then there will be at least two 
extreme points that do not correspond to essentially the same FB, i.e., whose coordinates are not 
permutations of each other. The algorithm of Section 3.1.3 produces one extreme point, but the 
minimum could easily be at another one. Thus the algorithm could be suboptimum. 
The following hypothetical example with M = 4 channels illustrates this point: Let co(S) = 
co(E) where E is the set of all permutations of VI = (25,10,10, 2)T and V2 = (24,17,3, 3)T. This 
would happen for a WSS input with psd shown in Fig. 3.3, when the class C has exactly the two FBs 
in the figure. As E is finite, co(S) is a polytope whose extreme points lie in E. In fact all points in E 
are extreme points of co(S) as neither of VI, V2 majorizes the other. A PCFB does not exist, as VI is 
not a permutation ofv2. Now consider the high bitrate coding problem of [61]. Here the objective to 
3 However, the fact that Va has this property does not imply that a PCFB exists, unless the number of channels 
is M S 3. Majorization is a stronger requirement. For example, Vl = (25,10,10,2) exceeds V2 = (24,17,3,3) and its 
permutations, and also becomes less than them if its entries are rearranged in increasing order; but still Vl does not 
majorize V2. 
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be minimized over S is 1r(v), the geometric mean of the entries of v E S. (As noted in Section 2.5.3, 
this is equivalent to minimizing an objective that is concave on co(S).) Now [1r(vd]4 = 5000 > 
[1r(V2)]4 = 3672, so V2 is the minimum. However, the algorithm of Section 3.1.3 yields Va = VI, 
and is thus suboptimum. Further it remains so even if it is run to sequentially minimize rather than 
maximize variances (again, giving in general some extreme point of co(S), in this case Yd. 
In fact one can even create a family of (necessarily artificial) concave objectives that the algorithm 
actually maximizes instead of minimizing. Let P <; co(S) be the polytope with extreme points as 
permutations of the vector Va output by the algorithm, so P = co(S) iff a PCFB exists. Let 
f(v) = -d(v, P), where d(v, P) = min{llv - xii: x E P} is the minimum distance from v to 
P (well-defined since P is compact) using any valid norm 11·11 on nM. Now f is continuous and 
concave on nM (Appendix B). Its definition shows that f is constant (zero) on P, and that if a 
PCFB does not exist, P is actually the set of maxima of f over co(S). Thus FBs with subband 
variance vector Va E P or its permutations (output by the sequential algorithm) perform the worst. 
Even if these examples may seem artificial, they should convince the reader of the total absence 
of intrinsic connection between FB optimality and variance maximization/compaction filter design 
except if a PCFB exists, in which case the sequential algorithm yields precisely the PCFBs. 
3.2 Optimum FBs for colored noise suppression 
In Section 2.7, we had studied FB optimization for the noise reduction system of Fig. 2.6, where the 
noise f.L(n) was assumed white. Here, we study the same system without making this assumption. 
The problem is then significantly more complicated, because the optimization objective now depends 
on both signal and noise subband variances. We will begin by describing the general form of the 
optimization objective and relating it to the special case studied in Chapter 2. We then define 
various search spaces akin to the set S of Section 2.3.1 that are useful in solving the problem. The 
main results are presented in Section 3.2.3 and are proved in the later sections. All results here deal 
exclusively with orthonormal FB optimization. 
3.2.1 Form of objective, applicable problems, and relation to Chapter 2 
Suppose the input v}x) (n) to each subband processor Pi in Fig. 2.1 contains a signal component 
vis)(n) and a zero mean noise component vi JL ) (n), which are uncorrelated to each other. Their 
variances are denoted by af,ril respectively, and all the v]s)(n) and vjJL)(n) are assumed jointly 
WSS. The subband processors Pi are multipliers ki which mayor may not depend on the input 
statistics. The system aims to reject the noise components in the subbands, i.e., the desired output 
of Pi is vid)(n) = vis)(n). 
Following the analysis of Sections 2.3 and 2.7, we see that the subband errors vie) (n) of (2.1) are 
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all jointly WSS, and the minimization objective, i.e., the mean square error (c of (2.1)) between the 
true and desired FB output, is of the form 
(3.1) 
Here v (7 = (a5, ar, ... , a~ -1) T, V 11 = (115, 11r , ... , 11~ -1) T are respectively the signal and noise 
subband variance vectors, and 
Ii(x,y) = min(x,y) 
for O-th order Wiener filter k i (= t+: 2) 
( { 
1 i/~~: 1]2 ) 
for hard threshold ki = t -. t 
o otherw1se 
(3.2) 
Notice that the functional form of Ii is independent of choice of FB, and depends only on the type 
of sub band multiplier ki . Also, all the functions Ii of (3.2) are concave on R~ (Appendix A). We 
mention two ways in which the above noise suppression problem could arise: 
1. When the FB input is x(n) = s(n), and the corresponding subband signals vis)(n) are trans-
mitted on separate communication lines. Here viJ.ll(n) represents the noise in the i-th line. 
2. When the FB input is x(n) = s(n) + Il(n), where s(n) is the pure signal desired at the FB 
output, and Il(n) is zero mean additive noise un correlated to s(n). Both s(n) and Il(n) are 
assumed CWSS(M) random processes. Thus v~J.I) (n) is the i-th subband signal corresponding 
to Il(n). This is the main problem of interest later in this section. 
The objectives studied in Chapter 2 had the form (2.3), which we repeat here: 
M-1 
g(v) = ~ L hi(a;), (3.3) 
i=O 
where v = (a5,ar, ... ,a~_1)T is the subband variance vector, and the function hi has a form that 
depends only on the type of the i-th subband processor and not on the choice of FB. In Chapter 2 
we saw that if all the hi are concave (on R+), a PCFB for the signal to which the subband variances 
a; correspond will be optimal. We now study cases where the objective form (3.1), (3.2) for the two 
problems mentioned earlier in this section reduces to the above form (3.3). 
When the viJ.ll(n) are communication line noises: Here, as long as the noise variances 11; do 
not depend on the choice of FB, the form (3.3) holds with hi(X) = !i(X, 11;), which is concave on R+ 
for the Ii of (3.2). If 1]; depends on the FB, then we do not in general have the form (3.3) as hi then 
depends on the FB. Even here, however, in some special cases this dependence can be accounted 
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for by a modified hi that is independent of the FB. For example, suppose the noise v~JL\n) arises 
due to quantization of the signal v~s)(n). By the usual quantizer model (2.10), '1]r = fi(bi)crr, which 
depends on the FB only through the subband signal variance crT. Substituting this in the expressions 
for the error variances E[lv}e) (nWl shows that the form (3.3) still holds, with the modified hi still 
being concave on R+ and given by 
{ 
[l{..i'i\i ] x for O-th order Wiener filter ki 
hi(x) = [min(l, h(bi))l x for hard threshold k i 
[11- ki l2 + Iki l2 fi(bi )] x for constant multiplier ki 
(3.4) 
When the v~JL\n) come from additive noise J-l(n) at the FB input: Let Sss(e jW ), SJLJL(e jW ) 
be the psd matrices of the M-fold blocked versions of s(n) and J-l(n) respectively. The subband 
signal variances crT depend on Sss(e jW ) and the FB, and similarly the noise variances 'fiT depend on 
SJLJL(e jW ) and the FB. Thus, in general, the objective form (3.1) cannot be reduced to (3.3) which 
depends only on one set of subband variances. However, such a reduction is possible for certain 
special types of Sss(e jW ), SJLJL(eiw ). Examples are as follows: 
1. When the input noise J-l(n) is white, i.e., SJLJL(e jW ) 'fI2I, in which case 'fir = 'fI2 for all i 
independent of choice of FB (deducible, e.g., from (2.4)). Thus, (3.3) holds with hi(x) = 
h(x, 'fI2) (which is concave); this is the case studied in Section 2.7, where a PCFB for the 
signal s(n) is optimal. Notice that this PCFB is also a PCFB for the noise J-l(n) (and in fact 
even for x(n) = s(n) + J-l(n)) , since any FB is a PCFB for a white input. 
2. When 'fiT = ccrT for some c independent of FB, in which case (3.3) holds with the hi modified in 
a manner very similar to that in (3.4). Again the new hi are concave, and a PCFB for s(n) is 
optimal. In this case too, this PCFB is also a PCFB for J-l(n) and x(n): The definition of PCFBs 
and the relation 'fiT = ccrT ensures that a PCFB for anyone of the signals s(n), J-l(n) , x(n) is also 
a PCFB for the others. This case happens when SJLJL(e jW ) = cSss(e jW ). If all FBs in the given 
class C (over which we are seeking the optimum FB) have memoryless polyphase matrices, it 
suffices that the corresponding autocorrelation matrices R ss , RJLJL obey RJLJL = cRss· These 
are of course very contrived situations. Even if we did have SJLJL(e jW ) = cSss(e jW ), we would 
then rather not use FB-based schemes at all: The ideal (infinite order) Wiener filter in this 
case reduces to a constant l~C' and as noted at the end of Section 2.7.2, yields the best possible 
performance a subband filtering-based scheme can attain. 
In the rest of this section, we will study the colored noise suppression problem (where the viJL)(n) 
come from additive noise at the FB input). We have seen two special cases where its objective 
reduces to the form (3.3) which has been studied in Chapter 2. In both these cases, we have seen 
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that the optimum solution turns out to be a common PCFB for the signal sen) and the noise p,(n). 
Is this true in greater generality? We answer this question in detail. We show that for the 
transform coder class Ct , the common PCFB (if it exists) is indeed optimal; while the same is 
not always true for other classes of FBs, specifically for the unconstrained FB class Cu. We also 
show how to find the optimum FB in cu when the input signal and noise spectra are both piecewise 
constant with all discontinuities at rational multiples of 1r. 
3.2.2 Notation and study of search spaces 
To study the issues mentioned above, we need notations for certain sets associated with the opti-
mization problem. We now introduce these notations, which will hold throughout Section 3.2. 
1. Signal and noise variance spaces SIn STJ" The set of all realizable subband signal variance vec-
tors Vu is denoted by Suo Similarly, the set of all realizable subband noise variance vectors v7] 
is denoted by STJ" 
2. Optimization search space Sv. We denote by Sv the set of all realizable pairs of signal and 
noi", variance vecto" (::). The minimi,.,ion objective, fm 'he pmblem, ,'udied he" 
have the form (3.1), i.e., they are real-valued functions on Sv. Thus Sv is the 'search space' 
for these problems, just as Su is for those of Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.1). As both Vu 
and v 71 have entries whose sum is independent of the FB, the set Sv is bounded and lies on 
a (2M - 2)-dimensional hyperplane in R~M. It also has a permutation symmetry, slightly 
diffe(r::t)from that Of(S;vb:)t arising from the same reason (see Section 2.3.1). It is expressed 
as E Sv ~ E Sv for any permutation matrix P. Also, vuE Su, V 7] E S7] 
v7] PV7] 
does no' alway' imply ( ::) E Sv; i.e., Sy i, ,orne ,u bee' of the Cae'esian pmduct S. x Sy. 
usually a proper subset.4 We also assume Sv (and hence co(Sv)) to be compact, for similar 
reasons as in Section 3.1.2. 
3. Objective function domain T. We study general minimization objectives concave over the set 
f::,. 
T = co(Su) x co(S7]) = co(Su x S7])::> co(Sv)· (3.5) 
(We have used above and will freely use the set identity coCA x B) = coCA) x co(B).) Note that 
if all the fi in (3.1) are concave on R~, the objective f of (3.1) is concave on R~M and hence 
on T. Also, the Ii of (3.2) arising for the noise suppression problems above are indeed concave 
4Bv = Bu x BTl only in artificial/degenerate cases, e.g., if p,(n) (or s(n)) is white. (For white p,(n), BTl has only one 
element.) 
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on R~ (Appendix B). We know that minimizing a concave function over Sv is reducible to 
minimizing it over the set of extreme points of co(Sv) (Section 3.1). So we will try to study 
the structure of this set of extreme points. 
4. Extreme point sets Eu, E TJ , Ev. We denote by Eu C Su, ETJ C STJ' Ev C Sv the sets of extreme 
points of co(Su), co(STJ) , co(Sv) respectively. (Extreme points of co(A) always lie in A.) From 
definitions it is easily shown that Eu x ETJ is the set of extreme points of the set T of (3.5). 
In all problems in this section we assume that separate PCFBs for the signal and noise psds 
always exist (otherwise most optimizations are analytically intractable for similar reasons as 
explained in Section 3.1). Thus, Eu, ETJ are both finite sets, each one being the set of all 
permutations of a single vector that corresponds to the relevant PCFB. Also T is a polytope, 
as its set of extreme points Eu x ETJ is also finite. 
5. Common PCFB point set Ec. We denote by Ec the set of all points in Sv that correspond 
to a common signal and noise PCFB for the given FB class C. (Ec is empty iff there is 
no such PCFB.) From earlier discussions, an FB in C will be such a common PCFB iff its 
corresponding point in the search space Sv lies in the finite set Eu x ETJ. However, even 
when a common PCFB exists, in general all points of Eu x ETJ will not correspond to such 
PCFBs: In fact usually many of them will be unrealizable, i.e., outside the search space Sv. 
Thus, Ec = (Eu x ETJ) n Sv, i.e., Ec consists of the extreme points of the polytope T that lie 
in Sv cT. Points in Ec are hence also extreme points of co(Sv), i.e., Ec C Ev. 
From the above definitions and discussions, we see that the optimum FB for minimizing functions 
that are concave on the domain T of (3.5) can be found by searching over the FBs corresponding 
to points in Ev C Sv. On the other hand, common signal and noise PCFBs correspond to points in 
the finite set Ec C Ev. Now, as noted in Section 3.1.2, for almost every z E Ev there is a concave 
objective minimized over Sv uniquely by z. Thus, the common signal and noise PCFB will 
minimize all concave objectives over T if and only if Ec = Ev. For the transform coder 
class Ct , it turns out that indeed Ec = Ev whenever a common signal and noise PCFB (KLT) 
exists. For the unconstrained class CU on the other hand, even when a common PCFB exists (i.e., 
Ec is nonempty), Ec f. Ev in general, except for some very restricted input spectra (for example 
with constant signal and noise psd matrices, in which case the PCFBs are the corresponding KLTs). 
We formally state results on PCFB optimality for colored noise suppression in the next section; their 
proofs follow from the above comments on the relation between Ec and Ev, which will be proved 
later. Figure 3.4 shows the various geometries of Sv as a subset of T arising in the different situations 
discussed above. (The figure only serves as illustration: Actually T lies in R2M and not R3 as the 
figure shows.) 
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Figure 3.4: Colored noise suppression: Geometry of search space. 
3.2.3 Statement and discussion of results 
Theorem 3.2: Optimality of common KLT. Consider any minimization objective that is con-
cave on the set T of (3.5). The common signal and noise PCFB for the transform coder class Ct (i.e., 
the common KLT), if it exists, is the optimum FB in Ct for all these problems. Thus, it is mean 
square sense optimum for the noise suppression system using any combination of constant multipliers, 
zeroth order Wiener filters and hard thresholds (Section 3.2.1) in the subbands. • 
Theorem 3.3: Sub optimality of common PCFB. The optimality of the common signal and 
noise PCFB for the transform coder class Ct (Theorem 3.2) does not hold for all classes of FBs. In 
particular it is violated for large families of input signal and noise spectra for the unconstrained FB 
class Cu. • 
Theorem 3.4: Optimality for a restricted class of concave objectives. For any FB class C, 
the common signal and noise PCFB, if it exists, is always optimal for a certain well-defined subset of 
the minimization objectives that are concave over the domain T of (3.5). There is a finite procedure 
to identify whether or not a given concave objective falls in this subset. • 
Theorem 3.4 is easily proved: As long as separate PCFBs exist for the signal and noise, the set T 
of (3.5) is a polytope, and a search over the finite set Eu x ET/ of its extreme points will yield a 
minimum z/ of any concave objective f over T. If z/ lies in the true search space Sv C T, then it 
also minimizes f over Sv, and is in Ee, i.e., corresponds to a common signal and noise PCFB. In 
general z/ does not lie in Sv, but the common PCFB minimizes all concave objectives f for which 
it does, thus proving Theorem 3.4. 
As explained in Section 3.2.2, we will complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 (in Section 3.2.4) by 
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showing that if a common signal and noise KLT exists, Ec = Ev for the class ct. Section 3.2.4 also 
proves Theorem 3.3, using a specific example of PCFB sub optimality. We may also note here another 
speciality of the class Ct besides that shown by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3: For this class, the common 
signal and noise PCFB (KLT) is also the PCFB for the noisy FB input x(n) = s(n) + f.L(n). This 
need not be true for a general FB class C (for example, for the unconstrained class CU). For the noise 
suppression problems, we have already shown some restricted cases of Theorem 3.2: Theorem 2.6 
(Section 2.7.1) shows the case when the noise is white, while Theorem 2.7 (Section 2.7.2) shows the 
case when all subbands use zeroth order Wiener filters. In the latter case in fact the optimality of 
the common KLT has been shown even over the class of memory less biorthogonal transforms; it is 
an open problem as to whether this stronger optimality still holds with other subband operations 
such as constant multipliers or hard thresholds (even if the noise is white). 
The above results show that PCFB optimality for noise reduction is considerably restricted for 
colored (as opposed to white) noise. If the PCFB is not optimal, what is? We know that searching the 
extreme point set Ev will yield an optimal FB, but in general Ev may be infinite, making analytical 
solutions difficult. However, for one special case involving unconstrained FBs and piecewise constant 
spectra, Ev is finite and easily characterized, as shown by the next result (proved in Section 3.2.5): 
Theorem 3.5: Optimum unconstrained FB for piecewise constant spectra. Consider the 
problem of finding within the unconstrained M channel orthonormal FB class CU, an FB minimizing 
an objective function f that is concave on the set T of (3.5). From Section 3.2.2, this is reducible 
to a minimization of f over the set Ev of extreme points of the convex hull co(Sv) (where Sv is the 
search space, defined in Section 3.2.2). Suppose the input signal and noise are WSS with psds that 
are constant on all intervals (;;;", 21rl:~1)) for all integers k for some fixed positive integer N. Then, 
1. Sv is a polytope, i.e., Sv = co(Sv) and Ev is finite. Further, let F be the set of all brickwall 
FBs in cu having all filter band-edges at integer multiples of ~~. Then the size of F is 
IFI = (M!)N, and for each point of Ev there is an FB in F corresponding to it. 
2. For fixed M, IFI is exponential in N, but the number of FBs in F actually corresponding to 
points in Ev is polynomial: lEvi :S K MN 2M- 3, where KM < (M!)4M-5. These FBs can be 
extracted from F in Gl N 2M- 2(M!)4M-5 arithmetic operations if M > 2 and in G2 NlogN 
operations if M = 2 (for constants Gl , G2 independent of M, N), again polynomial in N. • 
Discussion on Theorem 3.5 
1. On brickwall orthonormal M channel FEs [61], [64]: In these FBs, all filters have piecewise 
constant responses Hi(ejW ) E {O, vIM} for all w. Their supports are nonoverlapping and alias-
free(M), i.e., for any w, exactly one of the M numbers Hi (ej(w+ 2;/)), k = O,l, ... ,M -1 is 
nonzero. If further all filter band-edges (i.e., points of discontinuity of Hi(e jW )) are integer 
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multiples of ,J';,r, the number of such FBs is evidently finite and not hard to compute; our 
proof (Section 3.2.5) gives a way to compute it. 
2. Result appeals but is not obvious: The theorem shows that the optimum FB can always be 
chosen to be in F, i.e., brickwall with nonoverlapping filter responses having shapes similar to 
the input spectra (piecewise constant with the same allowed discontinuities). While intuitively 
appealing, this is by no means obvious; e.g., it is in general false if the objective is not concave. 
3. Bounds on lEvi: Items (1), (2) of the theorem statement give two distinct bounds (M!)N = IFI 
and KMN2M- 3 respectively on the size of Ev. The latter bound is stronger when N » M, 
while the former is when M » N. There are no bounds that are polynomial in both M and N. 
4. Common PCFBs and the case of N = 1: Theorem 3.5 holds whether or not a common signal 
and noise PCFB for CU exists for the given spectra. If such a PCFB exists, it also corresponds to 
points of Ev (often it is also in F). However it need not always be optimal (Theorem 3.3), as Ev 
could in general have other points as well. In the special case when N = 1 however, IFI = M!, 
and all elements of F are permutations of the same FB, namely the usual contiguous-stacked 
brickwall FB, which is hence always optimal. This FB is a common signal and noise PCFB in 
this case: It produces white and totally decorrelated signal and noise subband processes. The 
comments after the proof of Theorem 3.2 in Section 3.2.4 provide an independent proof of the 
optimality of FBs producing such subband processes. 
5. Approximating optimum FBs for arbitrary spectra: Most spectra can be approximated by 
the piecewise constant ones in the premise of Theorem 3.5, to arbitrary accuracy by suitably 
increasing M and/or N. Thus the result in theory allows approximation of the optimum FB 
in CU for any input spectra to any desired accuracy. However the complexity of the algorithm 
for this is polynomial in N but super-exponential in M. Thus, we have good algorithms for 
low M (especially M = 2, where the complexity is of order N log N). For large enough M, we 
get reasonable approximations of the true spectra using N = 1. The earlier remark then gives 
at no cost, the optimum FB in cu , i.e., the usual contiguous-stacked brickwall FB. There are 
no good algorithms if both M and N are large. 
3.2.4 Proof and comments on Theorems 3.2, 3.3 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Using the notations and discussion of Section 3.2.2, we need to show 
that for the transform coder class ct , Ec = Ev whenever a common signal and noise PCFB (KLT) 
exists. Let Roo, Rl1 be the autocorrelation matrices of the M -fold blocked versions of the signal s( n) 
and noise /.L(n) respectively. Let the unitary K be a common KLT. Its subband signal and noise 
variance vectors are thus Zoo = diag(Aoo) and Zl1 = diag(Al1 ) respectively, where Aoo = KRooKt, 
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AT/ = KRT/Kt are both diagonal. The set of points in Sv corresponding to the KLT K and its 
permutations is 
where P j are the M x M permutation matrices. Now Ec is the set of points in Sv corresponding to 
any common KLT, so E~ C Ec. (It will turn out that E~ = E c, but this arguably needs proof, as the 
KLT K may not be unique.) We now compute Sv: Note that (v;, v~)T E Sv iff there is a transform 
coder producing v 0', v'1 as signal and noise subband variance vectors respectively, i.e., iff there is a 
unitary matrix T such that diag(TRO' Tt) = vO' = diag(TKt AO'KTt) and diag(TR'1 Tt) = v'1 = 
diag(TKt AT/KTt). Let Q be the orthostochastic matrix (defined in Section 2.4.4) corresponding to 
TKt, i.e., the doubly stochastic matrix formed by replacing each entry of the unitary TKt by the 
square of its absolute value. Then v 0' = QzO' and v'1 = Qzw Thus 
By Birkhoff's theorem (Section 2.4.4) we can express Q above as a convex combination of permuta-
tion matrices, thus obtaining A = co(E~). Since E~ C Sv ~ A = co(E~), we have co(E~) ~ co(Sv) ~ 
co(A) = co(E~), i.e., co(Sv) = co(E~), which is thus a polytope whose extreme points lie in E~. But 
Ev is by definition the set of these extreme points, so Ev C E~. Together with E~ C Ec c E v, this 
gives Ec = Ev as desired. 
We may note here that the set SO' of realizable subband signal variance vectors Va is convex 
(Section 2.5.1), and that 
Sa = {Qza : Q orthostochastic} = {QZa : Q doubly stochastic} = co(Sa). 
Is Sv convex too? For dimension M ~ 2, every doubly stochastic matrix is orthostochastic (Sec-
tion 2.9). So from (3.6), Sv = A = co(Sv), i.e., Sv is indeed convex, as we also verify in Section 3.2.6 
by explicitly computing Sv. Even for general M, the same argument that proves convexity of Sa 
also shows that Sv is convex in two very special cases: (1) if all entries of z'1 (or za) are equal, i.e., 
R'1 (respectively, Ra) is the identity matrix upto scale-the 'white noise' case, and (2) if z'1 = eZa 
(i.e., R'1 = eRa). However, if M > 2, Sv is not convex for several pairs of values of Za, z'1 (some 
shown in Appendix C). 
We can try to modify the above proof to show that Ec = Ev for the class eu too. To do this we re-
place the autocorrelation matrices R a , RT/ with psd matrices Sa (e jW ), S'1 (e jW ) and try to use the ear-
lier arguments at each w. We cannot complete the proof for all psd matrices, for else a common signal 
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Figure 3.5: Suboptimality of common unconstrained signal and noise PCFB. 
and noise PCFB would always be optimal for the class CU too, contradicting Theorem 3.3. However, 
we can in fact complete the proof for some restricted classes of psds: (1) If S7) (e iw ) (or S" (e jW )) is 
the identity matrix upto scale-the 'white noise' case, (2) if S7)(eiw ) = cS,,(ejW ), and (3) if the diag-
onalized versions of S,,(eiw ), S7)(eiw ) are both constant (independent of w). We have seen cases (1) 
and (2) earlier, as situations where a signal PCFB is automatically also a noise PCFB and minimizes 
all concave objectives of the form (3.1). In case (3), the common PCFB for CU has white and un cor-
related subband signal and noise components. Examples of this case are (a) if S,,(eiw ), S7)(e jW ) are 
themselves independent of w-the PCFBs for CU are then the corresponding KLTs, and (b) if N = 1 
in Theorem 3.5-the common PCFB for CU is then the usual contiguous-stacked brickwall FB. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We show a specific example of PCFB suboptimality. For the class CU of 
unconstrained two-channel FBs, consider the input signal and noise spectra and the two FBs 
from CU shown in Fig. 3.5. The figure also shows the resulting subband spectra and signal and 
noise variance vectors. As the analysis filters are nonoverlapping, the subbands are totally decor-
related. From Fig. 3.5, the subbands of FBa also obey spectral majorization (Section 2.5.2), while 
those of F Bb do not. Thus F Ba is a common signal and noise PCFB, while F Bb is neither a signal 
PCFB nor a noise PCFB for the class Cu. However, consider the concave objectives of the noise 
suppression problem with either zeroth order Wiener filters or hard thresholds in both subbands 
(see (3.1), (3.2)). By evaluation using the subband variances in Fig. 3.5, FBb achieves a lower value 
than F Ba for these objectives. Thus, the common PCFB is not always optimal. More examples of 
PCFB sub optimality can be created by slight perturbations of the spectra of Fig. 3.5. 
The spectra in Fig. 3.5 are piecewise constant and Theorem 3.5 applies to them with M = N = 2. 
This shows that every concave objective is minimized over CU by either F Ba or F Bb of Fig. 3.5. 
Thus, in the example proving Theorem 3.3, not only is F Bb better than the common signal and 
noise PCFB (FBa), but it is in fact the best possible two-channel (unconstrained orthonormal) FB. 
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3.2.5 Proof of Theorem 3.5 
Let Hi(e jW ), i = 0,1, ... ,M - 1 be the analysis filters of a M channel orthonormal FB (i.e., an FB 
from CU). For i = 0,1, ... , M - 1 and k = 0, 1, ... ,M N - 1, define 
(3.7) 
Let the constant values of the input signal and noise psds Du(ejW ), D1)(ejW ) on w E (J:f:r, 27r2;tl)) 
be ak, bk respectively. Let a;, 11; be the i-th subband signal and noise variances respectively. Then 
Thus, all subband variances are linear functions of the fik. So the search space Sv (Section 3.2.2) 
is the image under a linear transformation of the set of all possible arrays fik corresponding to all 
FBs in Cu. Hence we now proceed to study this set. By FB orthonormality, from [64], 
M-l 
L IHi (e jW )1 2 M (power complementarity), and (3.9) 
i=O 
M-l 
L IHi (e j (w+ 2;n)1 2 M for i = 0,1, ... ,M - 1 (Nyquist(M) constraint), hence (3.10) 
k=O 
M-l 
° :::; lik :::; 1 
M-l 
L lik = 1 
i=O 
L 1i(l+Nk) = 1 
k=O 
for all i, k (for which fik is defined), (3.11) 
for all k, (3.12) 
for all i, for each I = 0,1, ... ,N - 1. (3.13) 
Here (3.11) is due to ° :::; IHi(e jW ) 12 :::; M for all i, w (which follows from (3.9) or (3.10)), while (3.12), 
(3.13) are due to (3.9), (3.10) respectively. For 1= 0, 1, ... , N -1, let G(l) be the M x M matrix with 
entries gr~ = fi(l+Nkj, i, k E {O, 1, ... , M - I}. Then (3.11)-(3.13) are equivalent to the following: 
G(l) is doubly stochastic for all I = 0,1, ... ,N - 1. (3.14) 
Let Q be the collection of all ordered sets (G(O), G(1), ... , G(N-l)) corresponding to all FBs in Cu. 
Instead of studying the set of all arrays fik' we can study Q (as Sv is also the image of Q under a 
linear transform). Let Q, P respectively denote the sets of all M x M doubly stochastic matrices 
and permutation matrices. From (3.14), Q c QN (= Q x Q x ... x Q). 
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Claim: 9 = QN, which (by Birkhoff's theorem, Section 2.4.4) is a polytope with pN as its 
set of extreme points. Also, FBs in the set F (defined in stating Theorem 3.5) correspond directly 
(one-to-one) with the IpNI = IPIN = (M!)N points in pN. 
Showing this claim will prove item (1) in the statement of Theorem 3.5. Recall that Sv is the 
image of 9 under a linear map C. So if 9 is a polytope, so is Sv; further all its extreme points are 
images of some extreme points of 9 under C. The claim above thus means that there is an FB in 
F for every extreme point of Sv. The correspondence between F and pN also means that F has 
(M!)N FBs (counting separately all permutations of each FB in F-else the number is (M!)N-l). 
Proof of Claim : We show that 9 = QN by building a brickwall FB in CU corresponding to 
any given G = (G(O), G(1), ... , G(N-l)) E QN. To do this, let am, m = 0,1, ... , M! - 1 be the 
M! permutation functions on the set {O, 1, ... ,M - 1}. Now there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between brickwall FBs and functions </J mapping each W E [0, ~) to one of the am. This is described 
by the following construction of the analysis filters Hi (e jW ), i = 0, 1, ... , M - 1 of the FB given the 
function </J: Let wE [0, ~) and </J(w) = am. Then H,,=(k) (e j (w+2:n) = VM for k = 0,1, ... , M-1. 
In other words, the permutation am = </J(w) decides which of the M filter responses is nonzero at 
the M frequencies w + 2;;. The construction ensures nonoverlapping alias-free(M) filter responses 
resulting in a valid FB in Cu. Now for each l = 0,1, ... , N - 1, let x);2 be the fraction of length of 
the interval [ilk, 21r2tl)) that is mapped by </J to am, for m = 0,1, ... , M! -1. For a brickwall FB, 
Jik of (3.7) is the fraction oflength of the interval [i;~, 21rJ,;,;t 1)) on which Hi (e jW ) is nonzero (i.e., 
= VM). Thus, the chosen </J yields an FB corresponding to the given G E QN (i.e., given set of Jik 
obeying (3.11)-(3.13)) iff for i, k = 0,1, ... , M - 1 and l = 0,1, ... , N - 1 we have 
x(l) 
m 
all m obeying am(k) = i 
~ (I) 
Ji(l+Nk) (- gik)· (3.15) 
Thus, given G, we must find x);2 E [0,1] obeying (3.15). This is easy if G E pN: Here for each l, G(I) 
(with entries g~~) is a permutation matrix, i.e., there is a m*(l) such that gi~ is 1 if a(m.(l))(k) = i 
and is ° otherwise. We then simply set x);2 to be 1 for m = m* (l) and ° for all other m. Note 
that this yields an FB in the set :F defined in stating Theorem 3.5. For a general G E QN, we use 
Birkhoff's theorem to write G(I) E Q as a convex combination of elements of P. The same convex 
combination of the solution vectors (x~l), x~l), ... , Xr;;!_l) corresponding to each element of P yields 
the corresponding solution for G(l). Repeating the process for l = 0,1, ... , N - 1 completes the 
solution. This shows that 9 = QN, a polytope with pN as its set of extreme points. The proof has 
also associated to each of these points a unique FB in:F. Conversely for any FB in F, the Jik of (3.7), 
and hence all entries of the doubly stochastic G(I), are either ° or 1. Hence the corresponding point 
in 9 is in pN. This proves the one-to-one correspondence between F and pN. 
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Proof of item (2) in Theorem 3.5 : By (3.8), the map £ from G = (G(O), G(1), ... , G(N-I») E 9 to 




b{l) = (bt,bl+N, ... ,bl+(M_I)N)TIN. For any fixed 1 = O,l, ... ,N -1, as G(l) can be any element 
of Q, the set of possible values of ( G(l) a{l) ) is itself a polytope T(l). It lies on a (2M - 2)-
G(l)b(l) 
dimensional hyperplane in R2M, and its extreme points correspond to the M! possible choices 
of G(l) E P. Thus, Sv = {L:l x(1) I x(1) E T{l)}, which is known as the Minkowski sum of the 
polytopes T(l}. Minkowski sums have been well studied in computational geometry [26], [49], e.g., 
in context of robot motion planning algorithms in 2 and 3 dimensions [49]. Theorem 2.1.10 and 
Corollary 2.1.11 of [26] bound the number of extreme points of the Minkowski sum of k polytopes 
of dimension d with not more than p extreme points each. Theorem 2.3.7' and Proposition 2.3.9 
of [26], with their proofs, outline algorithms to find the extreme points of this Minkowski sum, thus 
bounding the number of arithmetic operations needed for the same. Applying these bounds with 
k = N, d = 2M - 2 and p = M! yields item (2) of the statement of Theorem 3.5. 
Note that like Sv, the set S" of realizable signal subband variance vectors is also the image of 
9 under a linear map £" given by £,,(G) = L:~~I G{l)a(l). However, while 9 has (M!)N extreme 
points (Le., points in pN), and Sv has lEvi::; K MN 2M- 3 of them, we know from Chapter 2 that S" 
has at most M! of them-namely, the permutations ofthe signal PCFB subband variance vector v*. 
Indeed, here v* = £,,(G) when each G(l) is a permutation matrix rearranging the entries of a(l) in 
decreasing order. It is not hard to see (by definition of majorization) that v* majorizes all points 
£,,(G) for G E pN (i.e., for all choices of G as extreme points of 9). Hence, from Section 2.4, all 
these points are some convex combinations of the permutations of v *. Thus these permutations are 
the only extreme points of S". Note that S" too is expressible as a Minkowski sum of polytopes 
TJl}, where TJI) is the set of all permutations of a(l). Using [26] to bound the number of extreme 
points of S" gives a bound that grows with both M and N, whereas the true number is independent 
of N. Thus, the bound of [26] has been tightened by using the special structure of the summand 
polytopes TJl}. The summands T(l) of Sv also have a special structure, but it differs from that of the 
TJI), and we do not currently know whether it can be similarly used to tighten the bound on lEvi. 
3.2.6 Study of Sv for two-channel transform coders 
Here we explicitly compute for the class Ct of two-channel transform coders, the set Sv C R4 of all 
realizable pairs of subband signal and noise variance vectors (115,l1r)T and (175,17i)T respectively. 
In fact it suffices to study instead the set S"T/ C R2 of all realizable pairs (115, 175)T (which can 
be plotted, unlike Sv). This is because the properties of these sets are directly related by the fact 
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example, Sv is convex iff SU1/ is so, there is an obvious correspondence between the extreme points 
of the sets co(Sv) and co(Su1/), and the permutation symmetry of Sv is equivalently restated as 
(0"5, 175)T E SUT/ =} (ku - 0"5, kT/ -175)T E SUT/. The result of computing SU1/ is summarized as follows: 
Theorem 3.6: Search space for two-channel transform coders. Consider the class Ct of 
two-channel transform coders, and the associated set SUT/ C R2 defined above. If a common signal 
and noise PCFB (KLT) exists for Ct , then SUT/ is a line segment whose endpoints correspond to 
the common PCFB. Otherwise, it is an elliptical disk. • 
Discussion. When a common KLT exists, co(SUT/) , and hence co(Sv), is a polytope (co(SUT/) 
is a I-dimensional polytope, i.e., a line segment). Further, the extreme points of the polytope are 
precisely the points corresponding to the common KLT. This corroborates for two-channel FBs, the 
result Ec = Ev proved in Section 3.2.4 for any transform coder class with a common signal and noise 
KLT. Recall (from Section 3.2.2) that this result was the key to the optimality of the common KLT 
(Theorem 3.2). Also note that SUT/ = co(SU1/), i.e., SU1/ is convex, and hence so is Sv. This also was 
independently proved earlier for two-channel transform coders, though it does not always hold with 
more than two channels (Section 3.2.4). 
If there is no common KLT, SUT/ is an elliptical disk-a compact convex set whose extreme 
points are the points on its elliptical boundary. Thus Sv is a compact convex set with infinitely 
many extreme points. The minima over Sv of different concave objectives are at different extreme 
points. Figure 3.6 shows a plot of SU1/; the parameters a, b, c, etc. are constants depending on 
the input spectra (defined shortly). The individual signal and noise KLTs are extreme points of 
SU1/-respectively the points at which the vertical and horizontal tangents to the disk SU1/ touch it. 
This verifies a general fact: The individual signal PCFB for any FB class corresponds to boundary 
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points of co(Sv), and in fact to an extreme point of co(Sv) if it uniquely defines the subband noise 
variance vector. However, the individual signal and noise KLTs need not be optimum: Figure 3.6 
shows that different concave objectives yield different minima, all lying on the disk boundary. The 
figure also shows contrived examples of FB classes for which common signal and noise PCFBs exist 
but do not minimize all concave objectives. The classes are defined as sets of all FBs in Ct whose 
variance pairs (a5, 1J5)T lie in well-chosen subsets of Surp marked as dotted areas in the figure. Note 
that these subsets have the required permutation symmetry. These examples are artificial due to 
the choice of these subsets, and also because the FB class definition depends on the input spectra. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 : Let the input signal and noise autocorrelation matrices R u , ~, and a 
general element TEet (i.e., a general 2 x 2 unitary matrix), respectively be given by 
o 1 [cos 8 e-jtf) sin 8 1 
' T= . 
A2 ej ¢ sin 8 - cos 8 
(3.16) 
Here a, c, AI, A2 ~ 0 and ac ~ Ibl 2 as R u , R1] are positive semidefinite. By initially passing the noisy 
input through the KLT for the noise, R1] can be assumed diagonal without loss of generality. A 
common signal and noise KLT exists iff one or both of the following hold: (1) Ru is diagonal too, 
i.e., b = 0, or (2) R1] is the identity matrix upto scale (so that any unitary matrix diagonalizes 
it), i.e., Al = A2 (e.g., this happens with white input noise). Also in (3.16), 8, </J E [0,27r), and 
the unitary T is fully general upto multiplication by a diagonal unitary matrix, which does not 
affect its subband variances. By direct computation, the subband signal and noise variance vectors 
(a5, af)T = diag(TRu Tt) and (1J5, 1Jf)T = diag(TR1] Tt) respectively are: 
( 
(5) = (a cos2 8 + c sin2 8 + Re(be j ¢) sin 28 ) , 
at a sin2 8 + C cos2 8 - Re(beJ¢) sin 28 (:D = ( ~: :::::~: ::::: ). (3.17) 
Here Re(z) is the real part of z. Note that T is the signal KLT iff bej ¢ is real (i.e., iRe(bej¢)i is 
maximized) and the choice of 8 then maximizes (or minimizes) a5. Of course T is the noise KLT iff 
it is diagonal or antidiagonal, i.e., iff cos 8 sin 8 = O. 
From (3.17), SU1] is the set of all (a5,1J5)T satisfying for some 8,</J, the equation 
( (
5) _ e = A¢ (c~s 28) , 
1J5 sm 28 
1 [ a - c 
where A¢ = 2 
Al - A2 e = ~ C~::,) 
(3.18) 
For each fixed </J, let I¢ be the set of vectors in R2 given by the right side as 8 varies. Then SU1] 
is the union of these sets I¢ as </J varies, with origin shifted to e. As e is constant, it suffices to 
prove Theorem 3.6 replacing SU1] by the union U¢ I¢. From (3.18), I¢ is the image of the unit circle 
under a linear map A¢. So I¢ is a line segment with midpoint at the origin if Aq, is singular, and 
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an ellipse centered at the origin otherwise. Suppose a common signal and noise KLT exists, i.e., 
A1 = A2 or b = ° (or both). Then A¢ is singular for all <p. If A1 = A2, I¢ is horizontal, while if 
b = 0, it lies along the line (A1 - A2)X = (a - c)y, for all <p. So in either case, U¢ Iq, is a line segment 
with midpoint at the origin. Its endpoints correspond to extremum (maximum or minimum) values 
of both 0"5 and 1]5, i.e., to the common KLT. 
Now suppose there is no common signal and noise KLT. Then I¢ is an ellipse centered at the 
origin for general <p. It degenerates into a line segment for exactly two values of <p in [0, 27r) at which 
Re(bei</J) = 0, i.e., Aq, is singular. To compute Uq,I¢, we write (using (3.18)) the nonparametric 
equation ofthe ellipse Iq,: 
This shows that (1) the ellipses for +m and -m are the same, (2) the ellipse for m1 ~ ° lies inside 
that for m2 > m1, and (3) each point in the interior of the ellipse for m2 > ° lies on some other 
ellipse for m1 ~ ° for some m1 < m2 (the 'ellipse' for m = ° being the line segment x = >'~=~2 Y 
with endpoints having y = ± IA1 - A21/2). Since the range of values of m is [-Ibl ,Ibll, we conclude 
that U</J I¢ is an elliptical disk whose boundary is the ellipse corresponding to m = Ibl. 
For the present example, with some concave objectives of the form (3.1), one can explicitly 
compute the optimum FB T of (3.16), by inserting the variances of (3.17) into the objective and 
analytically optimizing () and <p. For example, it can be done for noise reduction using constant 
multipliers in both subbands (see (3.2)). This will verify that the optimum FB indeed corresponds to 
a boundary point of Sur" and further that the common signal and noise KLT is optimum if it exists. 
3.3 Conclusion 
We have extended the study of principal component filter banks in many ways. A central theme in 
our analysis is to study the geometry of the relevant search spaces of realizable subband variances, 
and to exploit concavity of the minimization objective on these spaces. However, many interesting 
issues are still unresolved. 
An important question is whether there are any useful classes of FBs for which PCFBs exist 
for all (or large families of) input spectra. Indeed it seems possible that the two-channel, the 
transform coder, and the unconstrained classes may be the only such classes (ruling out contrived 
situations where the class definition depends on the input spectrum). However, this has not been 
proved. Analytical study of PCFB existence and FB optimization for classes of FIR FBs has proven 
to be very complicated. The problem stated in most general form is as follows: Given a class of 
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orthonormal FBs, find all input spectra for which a PCFB exists. 
Regarding the FIR classes, we could reach a partial solution by solving the following problem: 
Find a family of input spectra for which there is no PCFB for some general FIR class, say that of 
all FBs with a given bound N on the McMillan degree or order of the polyphase matrix. At present, 
a few such results are known for specific low values of the bound N, for isolated input spectra [45], 
[36]. Even in these cases, the proofs of PCFB nonexistence need numerical optimizations. Further, 
one of these, from [36], is suspect due to the assumption that the FB maximizing its largest subband 
variance must contain an FIR compaction filter. Some insight may possibly be obtained by analytical 
computation of the search spaces for simple examples of these classes (e.g., the class of all 3-channel 
FIR FBs with polyphase matrices of McMillan degree unity). 
Another area of open issues involves biorthogonal FBs. The compression and noise reduction 
systems of this chapter remain well-defined if the FB used is biorthogonal rather than orthonormal; 
however, the FB optimization objective no longer depends purely on the subband variances. We have 
seen certain cases where the best orthonormal FB is also the best biorthogonal one. For example, 
the KLT is not only the best orthogonal transform but also the best memory less biorthogonal one 
for both the high bitrate coding problem with optimal bit allocation and for noise reduction with 
Wiener filters in all subbands. However, it is not known whether this is true with other subband 
operations, e.g., low bitrate coding and noise reduction by hard thresholds. For the unconstrained 
biorthogonal FB class, even for the high bitrate coding problem the best FB was known only in 
certain cases [62] until recently, when [46] has claimed a full solution. 
With regard to noise reduction, we have only studied Wiener filters of order N = 0 in the 
subbands. If N > 0, the objective depends not only on the subband variances but also on other 
entries in the autocorrelation sequences of the subband processes. In this case, analytical results on 
the optimum FB are not known. The performance gain due to increased order N could instead be 
obtained by using an FB with more channels, however the exact nature of this tradeoff is not known. 
3.4 Appendices 
Appendix A: Compactness of search space 
Here we justify the assumption of Section 3.1.2 that the search space S is compact, i.e., closed and 
bounded. (In fact we already know from Section 2.3.1 that it is bounded.) Many FB classes C 
are parameterized by a vector of real numbers, that is free to take any values in a set P which 
may be called the parameter space. It often happens that P is compact, and that for any bounded 
nonimpulsive input spectrum, there is a continuous function mapping parameter vectors (from P) 
to the subband variance vectors (in S) produced by the corresponding FB. Thus S is the continuous 
image of the compact set P, and is hence compact. This reasoning works, for example, when C is the 
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set of all FIR orthonormal M channel FBs with a given McMillan degree-here C is parameterized 
by a finite set of unit norm vectors in RM and a unitary matrix [64]. Thus P is compact, being the 
Cartesian product of finitely many sphere-surfaces in RM and the set of M x M unitary matrices. 
Appendix B: Concavity proofs for some functions in the chapter 
f(v) = -d(v, P) (Section 3.1.4): Continuity of f follows from that of the norm. To show concavity 
of f, we must show that d(z,P):S o:d(x,P)+(1-0:)d(y,P), where z = o:x+(1-0:)y, forO:S 0::S 1, 
x, y E RM. Let a, b be the points in P that are closest to x, y respectively. (They exist because P 
is compact.) Thus 
o:d(x, P) + (1 - o:)d(y, P) = 0: Ilx - all + (1- 0:) Ily - bll ~ 1100(x - a) + (1 - o:)(y - b)11 = liz - ell 
where e = o:a+ (1- o:)b E P since P is convex. Thus liz - ell ~ d(z, P), which completes the proof. 
Functions of (3.2): Linear functions and the minimum of concave functions are concave [50], so 
h(x, y) = 11 - k i l
2 x + Iki l2 y and h(x, y) = min(x, y) are concave on R2. We now show that 
h(x,y) = #y is concave on R~, i.e., that for x,y,a,b ~ 0, 
[o:x + (1 - o:)a] [o:y + (1 - o:)b] > 0: (-.!JL) + (1 _ 0:) (~) when O:S 0: :S 1. 
o:x + (1 - o:)a + o:y + (1- o:)b - x + y a + b 
(3.19) 
By cross-multiplying and defining L = 0:2xy + (1 - 0:)2ab, this is equivalent to proving that 
[L + 0:(1 - o:)(xb + ya)] (x+y)(a+b) ~ [o:xy(a + b) + (1 - o:)ab(x + y)] [o:(x + y) + (1 - o:)(a + b)]. 
The right side is L(x + y)(a + b) + 0:(1 - 0:) [ab(x + y)2 + xy(a + b)2], hence as 0: E [0,1]' it suffices 
to show that (xb + ya)(x + y)(a + b) ~ ab(x + y)2 + xy(a + b)2, i.e., (expanding and simplifying) 
that x2b2 + y2a2 - 2xyab = (xb - ya)2 ~ 0, which is true. Thus h(x, y) = #y arising in colored 
noise reduction (see (3.2)) is concave on R~. However, it is not strictly concave as equality holds 
in (3.19) when xb = ya. Note that fixing x (or y) in fi(X, y) yields univariate functions that appear 
in white noise reduction and are strictly concave on R+. 
Appendix C: Nonconvexity of search space Sv (Section 3.2.4) 
[ 
0.5 0.5 0 1 
For M = 3, let Q* = 0.5 0 0.5 ,which is a doubly stochastic matrix that is not orthos-
o 0.5 0.5 
tochastic (Section 2.9). Let Zu = (a, b, c)T and z1) = (k, 0, O)T where k(b - c) i O. From (3.6), 
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v* ~ [Q* 0] [zer] [Ver ] E A = co(Sv), wherever = 0.5(a+b,a+c,b+c)T,vl) = 
o Q* zl) vI) 
0.5k(1,1,0)T. Now V* E Sv iff QZer = Ver and QZI) = vI) for some orthostochastic Q; but it can 
be verified that a doubly stochastic Q satisfies these equations iff Q = Q*, which is not orthos-
tochastic. So v * tJ. Sv, proving that Sv is not convex. A somewhat more restricted class of pairs 
Zer = (a, 0, ... , O)T, zl) = (0, b, 0, ... , O)T (with ab i- 0) also produces nonconvex Sv for any M > 2. 
To ,how this we ",e the e",lie< ",gument "placing Q. by Q •• ~ [~. :], whe" I i, the identity 
and the O's are zero matrices of suitable sizes. Here a doubly stochastic Q satisfying QZer = Ver and 
QZI) = vI) need not be Q •• , but must agree with it in the first two columns. This already prevents 
it from being orthostochastic. 
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Chapter 4 Optimum filter banks for 
communications 
Filter banks are used in communications in a configuration called the transmultiplexer, where the 
synthesis bank precedes the analysis bank, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The transmitter uses the syn-
thesis bank to combine the signals from several channels into a single signal which is sent on the 
communications channel. The channel is often modelled as an LTI system with additive Gaussian 
noise at its output. The receiver uses the analysis bank to decompose the received signal into its 
constituent channels. The discrete multitone modulation (DMT) system uses such a configuration 
and has found applications in ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) transmission schemes that 
use the twisted-pair copper telephone cable to send data (as opposed to voice). The system has also 
been proposed for wireless transmission, where it is called orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM). Most of these systems use the DFT or cosine-modulated FBs, due to their implementation 
efficiency. Here we study the problem of optimizing the FB for use in these systems and show that 
principal component FBs are also optimal in this case. We present simulation examples with fairly 
realistic channel and noise models for the ADSL system, to compare the performance of various FBs. 
4.1 Introduction 
The DMT system, shown in Fig. 4.1, is an attractive method for communication over a nonflat 
channel with possibly colored additive noise. It has been extensively studied [31], [13], [1], with 
applications in DSL technology [16], [56] and wireless OFDM transmission for cellular radio and 
digital audio broadcasting [58]. The system is the 'dual' of the filter bank system of Fig. 1.3, and 
many results for this system parallel those for FBs. 
In the extreme case when the FB in Fig. 4.1 is a delay-chain, the system performs time division 
multiplexing (TDM) of the M input data streams. Thus these streams are 'orthogonal in time', and 
are perfectly recovered at the receiver in absence of channel impairments (C(z) = 1, See(e jW ) = 0 in 
Fig. 4.1). In the other extreme where the FB is the ideal brickwall FB of Fig. 1.4, we get a frequency 
division multiplexing (FDM), and the orthogonality is now in the frequency domain. With a general 
orthonormal FB, we again have orthogonal subcarriers, and the system is a tradeoff between the 
two extremes mentioned above. The polyphase representation (Fig. 4.1b) clearly shows that the 
condition for perfect transmultiplexing (xi(n) = xi(n) in absence of channel imperfections) is the 













Figure 4.1: The DMT system: Filter bank used as transmultiplexer. (a) Showing analysis and 
synthesis filters. (b) Polyphase representation. 
The receiver in Fig. 4.1 contains an ideal channel equalizer which inverts the LTI channel C(z). 
Practical systems approximate such an equalizer as follows: C(z) is modelled as a rational function, 
and its denominator is cancelled using an FIR filter. This step is called 'channel shortening', and the 
resulting effective channel is an FIR transfer function of reasonably low order L. This is equalized 
by adding redundancy, i.e., using an underdecimated FB. This is described in detail in [17] for 
DFT-based DMT, where E(z),R(z) in Fig. 4.1b are respectively the DFT matrix and its inverse. 
Briefly, the order L FIR channel performs a convolution on the interleaved samples coming from 
the output of the inverse DFT matrix. Making a periodic extension of these samples using a cyclic 
prefix of length L causes the effect of the channel to appear as a circular convolution. Now circular 
convolution on a vector corresponds to pointwise multiplication on its DFT. Thus the channel can be 
equalized by simply using a single multiplier ki on each of the signals Xi (n) received at the output of 
the DFT matrix. This system is hence called the frequency domain equalizer (FEQ), as opposed to 
the FIR 'channel shortening' filter, which is called the time domain equalizer (TEQ). Generalizations 
of the cyclic prefix and FEQ to DMT using FBs other than the DFT have also been advanced [41]. 
To elaborate on the parallels between FBs and transmultiplexers, recall the motivation for using 
FBs in data compression (Section 1.1.2): We could allocate bits to the sub bands depending on the 
strengths of their signals. Chapter 2 showed that we reap the maximum benefit from this process 
when the FB used is the PCFB for the input spectrum, which in some sense maximizes the disparity 
between the signal strengths in the various subbands. Similarly, in Fig. 4.1, we could spend less power 
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for a given bitrate or achieve a higher bitrate for the same power, on the sub channels xi(n) that 
'see' a more favorable communications channel (low noise See (e jW ) and high channel gain C (e jW )). 
Again, the maximum benefit in terms of power or bitrate is realized by maximizing the disparity 
between the effective channels seen by the different streams xi(n). More precisely, the PCFB for the 
effective noise spectrum ,~(1:~~,~ turns out to be the optimum orthonormal FB. In this chapter, we 
will formally state the FB optimization problem, obtain its objective, prove PCFB optimality, and 
present simulation examples comparing the performance of various FBs. 
4.2 Problem formulation and PCFB optimality 
In the DMT system of Fig. 4.1, the channel signals xi(n) consist of symbols from some digital 
modulation constellation [48]. To be specific, we will assume that the xi(n) are bi bit PAM (pulse 
amplitude modulation) symbols, i.e., each xi(n) is a random variable with 2bi equip rob able values 
±Si, ±3Si, ... , ±(2bi -l)Si. The average transmitted power in the i-th channel (i.e., E[lxi(n)!2]) is 
denoted by Pi. Since we assume perfect channel equalization and the FB used has PR in absence of 
channel impairments, the received signal xi(n) is xi(n) corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. This 
noise is obtained by passing the channel noise e(n) through the equalizer and receive filter Hi(Z). 
We denote its variance by a;' The detector at the receiver estimates xi(n) from its 2b; possible 
values, based on xi(n). This is done simply by finding the possible value that is closest in Euclidean 
distance to the received value. The probability of error Pe (i) in this detection is purely a function 
of Pi and a;, and is calculated for various modulation constellations in [48]. Specifically for PAM, 
(22b i - l)a; 
(4.1) 
where Q(x) = b:, foo e- v2 / 2 dv. Observe that the a; are the subband variances of an FB in response 
v21r x 
to an input with power spectrum 
(4.2) 
which we call the effective noise spectrum. Given the acceptable error probability Pe (i), (4.1) relates 
the power requirement Pi to the achieved bit rate bi. The relation involves the effective noise variance 
a;, which we can control by choice of the FB. The problem of optimizing the (orthonormal) FB for 
DMT can now be posed in two ways, as we describe next. 
Minimizing average transmitted power P for given bitrate: From (4.1), we have 
M-l M-l 




where the exact nature of the function (3 is not of immediate interest. Given the bi and Pe (i), what is 
the FB that minimizes P? We see that (4.3) is a concave (in fact linear) function of the variances aT. 
Thus, by Chapter 2, a PCFB corresponding these variances, i.e., to the spectrum 1"2(};e~~I;' will be 
optimal. This is true for any fixed choice of the bi . In particular, they can be chosen optimally, 
i.e., to minimize P subject to a constraint on the average bitrate B = k L:i bi . This choice, of 
course, depends on the a;, i.e., on the FB. The best FB to use in conjunction with this choice is 
still the above-mentioned PCFB. The optimal choice of bi can be explicitly computed if we make 
the approximation 1 - 2-b, ~ 1 in (4.1). This is done using the AM-GM inequality in a manner 
similar to that used in Section 2.5.3 for Equation (2.11) for the case where !i(bi ) = c2-2b;. This is 
possible because the objective (4.3) takes a similar form, i.e., 
Maximizing average transmission bitrate B for given power: From (4.1), we have 
M-l M-l 
1 ~ 1 ~ 2 
B = M L..J bi = M L..J 'Y(Pe(i),p;)(a;). 
i=O i=O 
(4.5) 
The function 'Y here is well-defined from (4.1), but has no closed form (due to the way in which bi 
occurs at two places in (4.1)), unless we take 1 - 2-b; ~ 1, in which case 
(4.6) 
(Here K(Pe(i)) is as in (4.4).) This is easily verified to be convex in aT for any Pi ~ O. In fact, 
this convexity of the function 'Y is provable even without the above approximation [66]. Thus, again 
the PCFB for the effective noise spectrum (4.2) is optimal, i.e., maximizes the bitrate B of (4.5) for 
any given Pi and Pe(i). Here too, one can choose the powers Pi optimally, so as to maximize (4.5) 
subject to an average power constraint k L:~~l Pi = P. A closed form for this allocation is possible 
using the approximation (4.6); it takes the form of a water-filling solution as we describe next. 
Capacity and water-filling. The DMT system of Fig. 4.1 can be represented by 
where qi(n) are the effective subband noise processes which are Gaussian with variances a; as 
described earlier. In general these noises are not white and uncorrelated, but this is approximately 
true with large number of channels M if the FB is a reasonable approximation of the ideal brickwall 
FB (of Fig. 1.4). In this case, the system is identical to the parallel Gaussian channel, well 
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studied in information theory [18), with Shannon capacity 
M-l ( Pi) 
C = 0.5 t; log2 1 + aT . (4.7) 
This is the upper bound on the achievable bitrate with any channel coding strategy with error 
probability tending to zero as the coding block size increases. Equations (4.5), (4.6) on the other 
hand represent the actual achieved rate with fixed (nonzero) error probabilities Pe(k) without any 
error control coding. Notice that the terms in the sum in (4.7) have exactly the same functional form 
as (4.6), except for the factor K(Pe(i)). Thus, if the terms in (4.7) have to equal the corresponding 
bi of (4.6) (making B = C), the actual power Pi used must be more than that in (4.7) by a factor of 
K(Pe(i)) which amounts to an increase of 9.75 dB at Pe(i) = 10-7 . Channel coding is included in 
many DMT systems to reduce this gap. 
The capacity (4.7) depends on the aT and hence on the choice of FB. The identical functional 
forms of (4.7) and (4.6) show that the PCFB maximizes not only the achieved rate but also the 
information theoretic capacity (as (4.7) is also convex in the vector of the variances aT). The problem 
of allocating the powers Pi to maximize (4.7) given the aT and a constraint on the average power 





if this is non-negative 
otherwise 
where).. is chosen to satisfy the power constraint P. Clearly a similar solution also works for power 
allocation to maximize B of (4.5), (4.6). 
4.3 The twisted-pair channel 
The twisted-pair copper wire reaches every household with a telephone connection. DSL (digital 
subscriber line) technology [56] harnesses this bandwidth resource for high speed data transmission. 
Asymmetric DSL (ADSL), which uses the DMT system, has a downstream (central office to cus-
tomer) signal band ranging approximately from 25 KHz to 1.6 MHz, and an upstream band from 
25 KHz to 138 KHz. There has been a great deal of study, both theoretical and measurement-based, 
on the nature of the twisted-pair channel-both its transfer function and its noise sources [56], [68]. 
The channel transfer function IC(e iW )12 decreases with line length, and is in general decreasing 
in frequency. Bridged taps are typically attached to telephone lines in the United States for service 
flexibility; these add nulls in the channel transfer function, at frequencies that depend on the lengths 
of the taps. The dominant noise sources are near end crosstalk or next, and far end crosstalk or fext. 
These are interferences that arise because several twisted-pairs are usually placed in a single cable 
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Figure 4.2: The ADSL downstream twisted-pair channel transfer function and noise spectra. 
and hence suffer from electromagnetic coupling between them. The next noise is that coming from 
transmitters at the same end of the cable as the receiver, while fext is due to transmitters at the 
other end. Though these are interferences, they have characteristics of Gaussian noise [33] (which is 
reasonable by the central limit theorem). The power spectra of various DSL signals are documented, 
and given that all the interfering signals have the same psd, there are standard procedures [56] to 
compute the psd of the crosstalk noise. Another noise source is that from AM radio waves, entering 
in the band from 560 KHz to 1.6 MHz, and from amateur radio (HAM) stations, which lies in a 
higher band which is outside the standard ADSL bandwidth. 
Figure 4.2 plots the ADSL downstream channel transfer function and noise spectra that we use to 
compare the performance of various FBs in the DMT system. The channel gain was obtained from 
an expression in [32] with a simulated effect of a bridged tap. The noise psds were obtained from [56] 
as outlined earlier. The system bandwidth chosen was from 0 to 1.6 MHz, and sampling rate for 
analog to digital conversion was the Nyquist rate of 3.2 MHz. A detailed description of the system 
specifications and the computation of these plots can be found in [66]. The resulting effective noise 
spectrum (4.2) is shown in Fig. 4.3. The ideal (unconstrained class) PCFB for a monotone spectrum 
is the traditional contiguous-stacked brickwall FB of Fig. 1.4; however, the spectrum of Fig. 4.3 
is far from monotone, and the corresponding PCFB is quite different. Figure 4.4 compares the 
performance of various FBs, in terms of required power for a bitrate of 3.2Mb/s at error probability 
of 10-9 on all channels, for varying number of channels M in the DMT system. As expected, the 
ideal PCFB outperforms all other FBs, and the KLT, being a PCFB for the transform coder class, 
outperforms the other transform coders considered, namely the DFT and DCT. 
For eight-channel FBs, the power saving by using the ideal (unconstrained) PCFB as against 
the usual DFT is about a factor of five. This significant saving is however obtained at the cost of 
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Figure 4.3: Effective noise spectrum for the ADSL channel. 
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Figure 4.5: Two filters in the unconstrained eight-channel PCFB for the spectrum of Fig. 4.3. 
increased complexity of implementing the FB and adapting its design to variations in the channel 
characteristics, such as the noise spectrum. The ideal PCFB has unrealizable brickwall filters, which 
have to be approximated in practice. Figure 4.5 shows two of the eight filters in the ideal PCFB. 
We see that the filters can have multiple bands (due to the 'bumpy' nature of the effective noise 
spectrum), and can be very hard to implement. Also, Fig. 4.4 shows that the performance gain from 
the PCFB reduces significantly as the number of channels M is increased. 1 Many practical ADSL 
systems use 512 or more channels. Thus the PCFB currently appears to be unattractive from the 
viewpoint of a practical implementation. Its value is more as a benchmark and upper bound for the 
achievable performance. Another issue requiring study is the role of PCFBs in DMT systems that 
use redundant FBs which make frequency domain equalization possible. Some results for this case 
have been derived in [41]. Yet another issue is that of 'spectral compatibility': Changing the FB 
used will cause a change in the transmitted signal spectrum, which in turn changes the interference 
noise spectrum. These effects need analysis if alternatives to DFT FBs are to be considered. 
4.4 Conclusion 
We have seen that PCFBs are optimum orthonormal FBs for minimizing the transmitted power or 
maximizing both the achieved bitrate and the information theoretic capacity in DMT systems. The 
optimality follows from the same general framework of Chapter 2, due to the concavity of the relevant 
objectives. The performance gain from the PCFB is at the expense of complexity of implementing 
and adapting the FB to the channel and noise spectrum. The gain can be significant when the FB 
has a small number of channels M, but decreases for large M. PCFBs pose tough challenges from 
an implementation standpoint, but are useful as benchmarks for the achievable performance. 
IThis can be theoretically explained, though we omit the details here. For example, the results of [25] can be used 
to show that the DFT is as good as the KLT as M ---t 00. 
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Chapter 5 Nonuniform filter banks: Optimization 
and PCFBs 
In this chapter, we define the notion of a PCFB for a class of nonuniform orthonormal FBs with 
a fixed set of decimation rates. We then show how it generalizes the uniform PCFBs by being 
optimal for a certain family of concave objectives. We show that compared to previously attempted 
definitions, ours is the more natural generalization of the PCFB concept to nonuniform FBs. The 
earlier ones did not involve the concept of majorization which is crucial to uniform PCFB optimality, 
and hence the resulting PCFBs could not be shown to have any interesting optimality properties. 
We then study the issue of existence of nonuniform PCFBs, showing the following result that is 
important in this connection: For strictly monotone input power spectra, PCFBs do not exist for 
the class of unconstrained nonuniform FBs with any given set of decimators that are not all equal. 
In contrast, the class of unconstrained uniform M channel orthonormal FBs always has a PCFB for 
any input spectrum. Thus PCFB existence for nonuniform FB classes is much more delicate than 
that for uniform ones. The results are mostly drawn from [10], [11]. 
5.1 Problem formulation 
Figure 5.1 shows a general subband signal processing scheme using an M channel filter bank (FB). 
We always assume the FB to be maximally decimated, i.e., its decimators ni obey L~~l ~i = 1. 
The FB is uniform if all decimators ni are equal, i.e., (by maximal decimation) ni = M for all i. 
We will only study orthonormal FBs, i.e., those having PR with Fi (e jW ) = Hi (e jW ) (explained in 
Section 1.1.3). The subband domain processing systems (e.g., for compression and noise suppression) 
considered in Chapter 2 remain well-defined even if they use such a nonuniform FB with a given set 
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Figure 5.1: General subband signal processing scheme using M channel filter bank. 
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Figure 5.2: Transforming a nonuniform FB to an equivalent uniform one. (a) A single subband. 
(b) Corresponding subbands of equivalent uniform FB. (c) Moving processor Pk from nonuniform 
to uniform subbands-special case, (d) general case. 
to find the best FB in a given class containing such nonuniform FBs. To do this, the first step is to 
study the new form of the minimization objective, generalizing the analysis of Section 2.3 that led 
to the corresponding uniform FB optimization objective form (2.3) which we repeat here: 
M-l 
1 '" 2 g(v) = M L...J hi(ai)' 
i=O 
(5.1) 
where v = (a5, ar, ... , a~-lf is the subband variance vector. 
The key step in making this generalization, and indeed in many dealings with nonuniform FB 
classes, is the transformation [21], [3], [39] from the nonuniform FB to a uniform L channel FB 
where L is any common multiple of the decimators ni (usually L = km {ni} ). This transformation 
is shown in Fig. 5.2a,b. The k-th channel of the nonuniform FB, with decimator nk, corresponds 
to Pk = Link channels of the uniform one. The filters in these Pk channels are delayed versions of 
each other. Due to these dependencies between the filters of the equivalent uniform FB, it is not 
possible to redraw every L channel uniform FB as a nonuniform FB with the given decimators ni 
(unless we allow the nonuniform FB to have filters that are periodically time varying with period L; 
see Chapter 6). Note from Fig. 5.2 that many properties, such as maximal decimation, perfect 
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reconstruction, and orthonormality, are shared in common by the nonuniform FB and its equivalent 
uniform FB (i.e., each has the property if and only if the other does). 
The above transformation makes it easy to formulate the minimization objective for nonuniform 
FBs starting from the earlier formulation for uniform ones. Let w~8)(n) denote the signals in the 
equivalent uniform FB subbands when the FB input is s(n). The notation v~8)(n) of Section 2.3 is 
used for the nonuniform FB subbands. Both (2.1) and (2.2) can be generalized to nonuniform FBs; 
the issue to be resolved is whether the subband signals in these equations should now be the uniform 
ones w~e) (n) or the nonuniform ones vie) (n). Evidently (2.1) generalizes as 10 = t L~=~1 E[lwie) (n)12], 
under the assumption that the w~e)(n) are jointly WSS. On the other hand, (2.2) reflects the action 
of processor Pi on its WSS input (a subband signal), and hence generalizes as it is, under the 
assumption that v}x)(n) is WSS with variance aT- Finally, examine the signals w}e)(n) for the 
group of Pk uniform FB subbands in Fig. 5.2b. By linearity of the systems in Fig. 5.2, these signals 
are obtained by passing the signal vie)(n) of the corresponding nonuniform subband through the 
Pk channel delay-chain. Thus if vie)(n) is WSS, all these w}e)(n) have the same variance equal to 
that of vie)(n). Combining these observations yields the minimization objective for nonuniform FB 
classes: 
(5.2) 
This is a very natural generalization of (5.1), obtained by appropriate generalization of the choice 
of stationarity assumptions. 
Notice that (5.2) is exactly the objective that would result for the equivalent uniform FB opti-
mization if the processor Pk in Fig. 5.2b were replaced by Pk identical copies of itself, one in each of 
the corresponding uniform FB subbands as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2c. For a general Pk, this oper-
ation does not preserve the system, as that requires a Pk-input Pk-output processor in the uniform 
FB sub bands as shown in Fig. 5.2d. However the two systems are identical from the viewpoint of 
the minimization objective.1 In spite of this, there is a difference between the equivalent uniform 
FB optimization and the optimizations considered in Chapter 2: In Chapter 2, we were allowed to 
couple any subband to any subband processor (see Section 2.3.1, permutation symmetry of search 
space), whereas here the coupling is constrained by the fact that subbands derived from the same 
nonuniform FB subband must have identical processors. This constraint makes PCFB optimality 
somewhat more restricted for nonuniform FBs, as we will seen in Section 5.2.2. 
We now briefly review the FB-based signal processing systems of Chapter 2 and show how they 
obey the statistical assumptions leading up to (5.2). The functions hi here are the same as they 
were in Chapter 2, and are thus concave on [0,00). Hence, for uniform FB classes (where ni = M 
for all i), PCFBs are optimal (Chapter 2). Here we seek to generalize this to nonuniform FB classes. 
1 For the compression and noise reduction problems of Chapter 2, in fact it can be seen that the systems are also 
equivalent, e.g., this is clear for the noise reduction system because Pk is a constant multiplier. 
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Compression (Section 2.5.3): Here the processor Pi is a bi bit quantizer, modelled as an additive 
noise source with variance Ii(bi)a;, where a; is the variance of its (WSS) input. The function Ii 
is assumed to be independent of choice of FB. Thus (5.2) holds with hi(x) = Ii(bi)x. For uniform 
FBs, we need the assumption that the quantizer noises are all jointly WSS. For nonuniform FBs, 
we require the corresponding noises generated in the subbands of the equivalent uniform FB to be 
jointly WSS. The stronger assumption of WSS and uncorrelated quantizer noises implies both these. 
The special case where the quantizers are assumed to obey the high bitrate assumption is worth 
mentioning: Here fi(bi ) = Ci2-2bi where Ci depends on the i-th subband probability density function 
(pdf), and hence on the choice ofFB. This is not allowed under our formulation of (5.2) (the functions 
hi are assumed to be independent of FB); however, we circumvent the problem by assuming a 
Gaussian input. This makes all subband pdfs Gaussian, hence forcing all the Ci to be equal and 
constant, independent of the FB. In this case, under optimal allocation of the bits bi (subject to a 
total bitrate constraint L:t!Ol bi = B), it can be shown (using the arithmetic mean-geometric mean 
inequality) that minimizing (5.2) is equivalent to minimizing the weighted geometric mean GM = 
nt!ol(al)(l/n,) of the subband variances a; (with the decimators ni as weights). Equivalently, we 
can minimize 10g(GM), which again has the form of (5.2) with hi(x) = log (x) for all i. 
Noise reduction (Section 2.7): Here the FB input is x(n) = s(n) + J1(n), where s(n) is the pure 
input and J1(n) is white noise uncorrelated to s(n). Each processor Pi is a multiplier ki that is either 
2 
constant or adapted to its input statistics as (a) a Wiener filter: k i = t+i 2, or (b) a subband hard (J'i 7J 
threshold: ki = 0 if a; < 1]2 and ki = 1 otherwise. Here a; is the variance of the pure signal compo-
nent v~8)(n) in the i-th subband, and 1]2 is the noise variance. In all these cases, (5.2) holds, with 
for zeroth order Wiener filter k i 
for hard threshold ki 
for constant subband multiplier ki 
In Section 2.7, we allowed s(n) to be CWSS(M) (for M channel uniform FB optimization). Here 
we need all the nonuniform FB subbands to be WSS, for which the correct generalization is to allow 
s(n) to be CWSS(g) where 9 is the gcd of all the decimators ni (in particular, s(n) could be WSS). 
5.2 Nonuniform PCFBs: Definitions and optimality 
As seen in Chapter 2, uniform PCFBs are optimum orthonormal FBs for minimizing all concave 
functions of the subband variance vector. This basic result leads to PCFB optimality for many 
subband processing schemes, motivating us to generalize it to nonuniform FBs. To do this, we begin 
by noting, from Chapter 2, that uniform PCFB optimality depends solely on the following facts: 
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1. The objective function has form (5.1) where all hi are FB-independent functions concave on 
the interval [0,00) (Section 2.3). 
2. The PCFB subband variance vector majorizes the subband variance vectors of all FBs in the 
given class C. (Definition of PCFBs, Section 2.4.2.) 
3. The entries of the variance vector are allowed to be inserted in the objective (5.1) in any order. 
In other words, if v is a variance vector realizable by the given class C, so is any permutation of v 
(Section 2.3.1). This is because permuting v simply corresponds to permuting the subbands, 
or to redistributing the processors among them. The sub bands have no intrinsic ordering-
their numbering purely denotes their association with the subband processor. The best of the 
(finitely many) permutations of the PCFB for the class C is optimal for the entire class. 
5.2.1 Nonuniform PCFBs: Definition 
We seek to generalize the definition of PCFBs to a general class N of nonuniform M channel 
orthonormal FBs with a fixed set of decimators ni. It is desirable that the generalization reduce to 
the usual definition for uniform FBs if ni = M for all i, and that the defined PCFBs be optimal 
for some reasonable class of objectives of the form (5.2). From the discussion of uniform PCFB 
optimality, a natural approach would be to define a suitable variance vector for all FBs in the 
class N, and define the PCFB as the FB whose variance vector majorizes the variance vectors of 
all FBs in N. The PCFB would then minimize all objectives of the form Li fi(ai) where the ai 
are the variance vector entries, provided the fi are FB-independent and concave and a permutation 
symmetry condition similar to fact 3 stated earlier holds. The majorization relation requires Li ai 
to be FB-independent; this should follow automatically from FB orthonormality just as it does for 
uniform FBs. Otherwise it would overly constrain the class N, and PCFBs would hardly ever exist. 
Let at be the variance of the i-th subband (with decimator ni). FB orthonormality implies that 
2 
Li ~ is FB-independent, but in general Li at is not (unless ni = M for all i). Thus, the usual way 
of defining the subband variance vector to have the at as its entries is unsuitable (except for uniform 
FBs). In fact the above considerations leave only two reasonable definitions of the variance vector: 
2 2 2 
• The normalized subband variance vector defined as (~n ,:::..l.nU , ••• , nU M -1 ). o 1 M-1 
• The equivalent uniform subband variance vector, defined as the (usual) subband variance vector 
of the equivalent uniform L channel FB (for any fixed L that is a multiple of all the ni). From 
the construction of this FB (Fig. 5.2), with Pi = Llni, this vector has the form 
( 
2 2 2 
ao,ao,···,ao, -------Po elements 222 a1,al,···,al' -------PI elements '" ... , 2 2 2)T aM-I, aM-I,···, aM-l , ' v PM -1 elements (5.3) 
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Figure 5.3: Distinctness of two nonuniform PCFB definitions: Class having two FBs with decimators 
no = 2,nl = n2 = 4. (a) Input spectrum S(eiw ), (b) the FBs, (c) their subband variance vectors. 
Definition: Nonuniform PCFBs. Let N be a class of orthonormal M channel FBs having a 
fixed set of decimation rates ni, not necessarily equal. An FB in N is said to be a PCFB for N 
for the given input power spectrum if its suitably defined subband variance vector majorizes the 
subband variance vector of every FB in C. The variance vector in this definition could be either the 
normalized or the equivalent uniform subband variance vector (defined earlier). Thus, we have two 
definitions of nonuniform PCFBs, one based on each of these variance vectors. 
Remarks on the nonuniform PCFB definitions. 
1. Reduction to uniform PCFBs. For the special case of uniform FBs, where ni = M for all i, 
both the above definitions reduce to the usual one by choosing L = M for the equivalent 
uniform variance vector and omitting the constant scale M for the normalized variances. 
2. Ambiguity in L does not matter. Let Ll = lcm{nd and L2 = kLl for any positive integer k. 
Take two FBs in the given class, having subband variance vectors VI, vr for their equivalent 
Ll channel uniform FBs, and V2, v:; for their equivalent L2 channel uniform FBs. From (5.3), if 
the entries of VI in descending order are (ao, aI, ... ,aLl-I), then the entries of V2 in descending 
order are obtained by arranging the ai in the same order and repeating each ai k times. 
Thus by definition (2.7) of majorization, vr majorizes VI if and only if v2 majorizes V2. 
Hence, the PCFB definition using the equivalent L channel uniform subband variance vector 
is independent of which common multiple of the ni we fix L to be. 
3. The two PCFB definitions are distinct. It may seem that extending the above argument will 
also prove that using normalized variance vectors is equivalent to using the equivalent uniform 
ones. However this is not true. The reason is that the definition of majorization (2.7) demands 
arranging the entries of the vectors in decreasing order. This order could be different for the aT 
2 
(i.e., for the entries of (5.3)) and for the ~. The distinctness of the two definitions is shown by 
the example of Fig. 5.3: Consider the WSS input with spectrum as in Fig. 5.3a, and the class N 
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Figure 5.4: Distinctness of two PCFB definitions: Unconstrained FB class with decimators 2,4,4. 
having exactly the two filter banks FBI, FBll of Fig. 5.3b. The resulting subband variances 
are shown in Fig. 5.3c. From the relations among the parameters in Fig. 5.3a, we can verify 
that FBI is the unique PCFB by the normalized variances, while FBll is the unique PCFB 
by the equivalent uniform ones. Figure 5.4 shows another example for a more natural FB 
class, namely that of all (unconstrained) orthonormal FBs with decimators 2,4,4. Here FBI 
is a PCFB by normalized variances due to monotonicity of the input spectrum (Theorem 5.3, 
Section 5.3.3), while F Bll is a PCFB by equivalent uniform variances due to its brickwall 
nature and the whiteness of its subbands (Theorem 5.1, Section 5.3). 
5.2.2 Nonuniform PCFBs: Optimality 
For uniform FBs, there is no intrinsic ordering of the subbands. Permuting the subbands, or re-
distributing the processors Pi among the subbands, was simply represented by evaluating the same 
objective function g(v) of (5.1) for a different argument v, i.e., a permutation of the original sub-
band variance vector. On the other hand, nonuniform FB subbands are indexed by their decimation 
rates ni. If we interchange the processors for two subbands with different decimators, the new 
performance measure must be computed by interchanging not just the corresponding variances but 
also the corresponding decimators in (5.2). This changes the functional form of the objective, since 
the objective in (5.2) is viewed as a function of the variances a; with the ni as parameters. Free 
redistribution of processors among subbands without changing the functional form of the objective is 
possible only among groups of subbands with equal decimators. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish 
two different nonuniform FB optimization problems: 
1. Finding the best FB for a fixed ordering of the subbands (i.e., of the ni). We refer to this 
problem as 0 Pl. 
2. Optimizing both the FB (i.e., its subband variances) and the decisions as to which subband 
should have which processor Pi, i.e., the choice of ordering of the subbands (or the ni). We 
refer to this problem as OP2. 
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The problem OPI does not exist for uniform FBs since there is no intrinsic ordering of the subbands. 
If OPI is solvable for all the (finitely many) possible orderings of the subbands, then clearly OP2 is 
solved by picking from these solutions the one optimizing the performance measure. Note that OP2 
is usually of much more interest than OPl, since fixing apriori which channel decimator should be 
associated with which processor Pi is quite restrictive. However OPI is easier to analyze, due to 
the fixed functional form of its objective. A summary of all the optimality results for nonuniform 
PCFBs (to be derived next) can be found at the end of the section, and optimality there refers only 
to the (more interesting) problem OP2. The derivations involve study of both problems. 
Optimality of PCFB defined using equivalent uniform variance vector: We generically 
denote the entries of this variance vector by Q:i. The objective (5.2) has the form L:i Ii (Q:i) with 
the Ii chosen as follows: All the Pk = L/nk equivalent uniform FB subbands derived from the k-th 
nonuniform FB subband (with decimator nk) have the corresponding Ii equal to hk of (5.2) (upto 
constant scale L). Thus this PCFB is a possible candidate for solving OPI when all hk (and hence 
all Ii) are FB-independent and concave. However for optimality, we must be allowed to insert the Q:i 
into the Ii in any order in forming the sum L:i Ii (Q:i) (condition 3 in Section 3.1). In actual fact we 
are only allowed certain permutations of the Q:i, corresponding to groups of nonuniform subbands 
with equal decimator value. Thus, the PCFB solves OPI if the best ordering of the Q:i happens to 
be one that is actually allowed. 
Recall that solving OPI for all permutations of the nk solves OP2. For a given permutation of 
the nk, suppose the PCFB does not actually solve OPl, i.e., the best ordering of the Q:i above is 
not allowed. Then this ordering of the Q:i gives an unattainable upper bound on the performance 
for the problem OP1. Sometimes we may be able to solve OP2 using just these bounds (instead of 
the true optima). Indeed if a known solution to OPI for one permutation of the nk outperforms all 
these bounds computed for all the other permutations, then it also solves OP2. 
In the noteworthy special case when hk = h for all i, i.e., all hk and hence all Ii are identical, 
we see that all orderings of the Q:i give the same performance measure L:i 1i(Q:i). Thus in this 
case the PCFB will solve OPI if the function h is FB-independent and concave. This is true for 
all permutations of the nk, and the corresponding optimal performance measures are identical too. 
Thus, the PCFB also solves OP2. In fact the distinction between OPI and OP2 vanishes in this 
case. Identical hk usually results from similar or identical subband processors Pk. 
Optimality of PCFB defined using normalized variance vector: We generically denote the 
entries of this variance vector by f3i = a; /ni. The objective (5.2) has the form L:i Ji(f3i) where 
Ji(X) = (l/ni)hi(nix). Thus, this PCFB is a candidate for solving OPI when the hi (and hence 
the Ji) are FB-independent and concave. However, again optimality is assured only if the f3i can be 
inserted in the sum L:i Ji(f3i) in any order. In actual fact we are only permitted to permute the f3i 
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within groups of channels having the same decimator n;. Thus, as with the earlier definition, these 
PCFBs solve OPt if the best ordering of the f3; turns out to be one that is permitted. The special 
case where all i; are identical (which would make all orderings of the f3; equally good) is not of much 
interest here: It does not commonly happen since i;(x) = (1/n;)h;{n;x) which depends on n;. 
However, another special case is of interest, namely that where h;(x) = k;x for some constants 
k; (for all i). Here i;(x) = k;x too, which has the speciality of being (concave and) independent of 
the decimators n;. In general, computing the performance measure after permuting two nonuniform 
subbands required not just permuting of the corresponding f3;, but also corresponding modifications 
of the ii since they depended on the ni. (This changed the functional form of the objective, giving 
rise to the distinction between problems OP1 and OP2.) However if i; are independent of the n;, 
permutation of the nonuniform subbands and of the f3; are fully equivalent. Thus, the nonuniform 
FB defined using the variances f3i will solve OP2 (for a suitable permutation of its subbands). 
Nonuniform PCFB optimality: Summary. 
• Nonuniform PCFBs defined using the equivalent uniform subband variance vector are optimal 
for objectives of the form (5.2) when hi = h for all i, where h is an FB-independent concave 
function. Such objectives occur with similar processing in the subbands, e.g., in the high bitrate 
coding problem with optimal bit allocation (h(x) = log(x)) or in the noise suppression problem 
2 
using either zeroth order Wiener filters (h(x) = X+!1/2) or hard thresholds (h(x) = min(x, 1]2)) 
in all subbands (see Section 5.1). 
• Nonuniform PCFBs defined using the normalized variance vector are optimal for objectives 
of the form (5.2) where for all i, hi(x) = kix for constant ki . Currently we do not know of 
general signal processing schemes resulting in such objectives. The only example known is the 
highly degenerate case of colored noise suppression discussed in Section 3.2.1, where the noise 
spectrum is obtained from the signal spectrum by a constant scaling c. Here the hi are linear 
and given by (3.4) with fi(b i ) replaced by c. The objective for the coding problem with fixed 
bit allocation (Section 5.1 or 2.5.3) may seem to be another such example (with k; = !;(bi )), 
but it is not. This is because in optimizing this objective, we have an overall bitrate constraint 
L-i(b;/ni) = B. In the case of uniform FBs, where all ni are equal, this constraint was 
symmetric in the bi , whereas now it is no longer so. Thus, the free permutation of subband 
processors within the subbands (necessary to PCFB optimality) is no longer possible. 
• For general objectives of the form (5.2) with FB-independent concave hi, optimality of either 
of the PCFBs may be provable in specific cases, using the actual specifications of the hi and 
numerical values of the PCFB sub band variances. Finite procedures to do this follow from the 
earlier discussion. However, in general they will fail-PCFB optimality is not assured. 
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• The above discussion indicates that the PCFB defined using equivalent uniform subband vari-
ances is optimal for a broader class of problems. It should thus be the preferred one when it 
comes to choosing between the two definitions we have provided for nonuniform PCFBs. 
5.2.3 Previous attempts at defining nonuniform PCFBs 
To our knowledge, the works [37], [65] are the only earlier attempts to define nonuniform PCFBs. 
These can be described as follows: Let N be the given class of M channel orthonormal FBs, all 
having the same set of decimators ni. First an ordering of the subbands of all FBs (i.e., of the ni) 
is decided upon. Then with 0-; as the variance of the i-th subband (with decimator ni), the PCFB 
is defined as one whose variances 8-; satisfy 
for P = 0,1, ... , M - 1, with (automatic) equality for P = M - 1. (5.4) 
While this equation is superficially similar to (2.7) that defines majorization, there is a very important 
difference: The ai and bi of (2.7) are arranged in decreasing order, whereas the analogous quantities 
·2 2 
~ and ~ in (5.4) are arranged according to the predefined ordering of the ni. In [65] the PCFB 
is defined only for classes of dyadic (or 'wavelet style') tree structured FBs, and the ni are chosen 
in decreasing order. A construction procedure is outlined for the PCFB thus defined, when the FB 
class N is the unconstrained one. In [37] the PCFB is defined with respect to the ordering of the 
ni, i.e., there are several PCFBs defined as above, one for each ordering of the ni. 
Consider the case when the minimization objective is as in (5.2) with hi(x) = kix for constant ki 
(for all i). Consider the FB optimization problem OP1 defined in Section 5.2.2, where the ni 
are ordered apriori and the association between the ni and ki is thus forcibly fixed. Let ii be the 
permutation such that kjo ~ kil ~ ... kjM_l. Then elementary algebra shows that the PCFB defined 
in [37] as above, for the permutation ii of the decimators ni, is a solution for OP1. Indeed it suffices 
to prove this assuming ii = i. This amounts to showing that L:i ki8-; Ini ~ L:i kiO; Ini given (5.4) 
and ki ~ ki+l. The proof follows from the fact that 
In summary, the earlier definitions result in several PCFBs, one for each permutation of the 
decimators ni, and in optimality for the problem OP1 for linear objectives (i.e., hi(x) = kix in (5.2)). 
However, in general optimality for the more interesting problem 0 P2 cannot be claimed unless all 
the PCFBs (for all permutations of ni) exist (in which case the best one of these would solve OP2). 
Apart from the very special result in [65] (specific to unconstrained dyadic tree structured FB 
classes and using a particular ordering of subbands), there are no general existence results known 
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Figure 5.5: Nonuniform PCFBs for certain input spectra. (a) Simple spectra (Theorem 5.1). 
(b) More complex spectra (for no = 2, nl = 6, n2 = 3). 
for these PCFBs. Further, since the PCFB definition does not use the concept of majorization, there 
are no optimality results for general concave hi (besides hi(x) = kiX). These observations show that 
our definitions of Section 5.2.1 more naturally generalize the PCFB concept to nonuniform FBs. 
5.3 Existence of nonuniform PCFBs 
We begin by discussing existence issues for nonuniform PCFBs defined via equivalent uniform FBs. 
As seen in Section 5.2.2, this is the preferred nonuniform PCFB definition, leading to broader 
optimality properties. For these PCFBs, we will state an easily proved existence result (Theorem 5.1) 
and a more nontrivial nonexistence result (Theorem 5.2). The latter is discussed in Section 5.3.1 
and proved in Section 5.3.2. In these sections, by PCFBs we will always mean those defined by 
equivalent uniform FBs (even if this is not explicitly stated). In Section 5.3.3 however, we deal 
exclusively with the other PCFB definition, establishing an existence result (Theorem 5.3). 
Let N be any class of nonuniform FBs with a given set of decimators ni. Let [ be the corre-
sponding class of equivalent uniform FBs derived from FBs in N. By the PCFB definition (using 
equivalent uniform FBs), PCFBs for Nand [ are equivalent. Now if the PCFB for some FB class 
C :J £ lies in £, then it is also a PCFB for £. For example, we could take C = Cu , the unconstrained 
class, whose PCFB has been well studied (Section 2.5.2). This gives rise to the following result: 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose an FB in a (nonuniform) FB class N produces subbands that are totally 
decorrelated and white. Then it is a PCFB for N. In other words, it a PCFB for the class of 
all (unconstrained) orthonormal FBs with the given set of decimators. For example, an FB with 
nonoverlapping brickwall analysis filters is a PCFB if the input spectrum is constant on the support 
of each filter (Fig. 5.5a). • 
The result immediately follows from the fact, evident from Fig. 5.2, that under its premise, the 
equivalent uniform FB has white and totally decorrelated subbands too, making it the unconstrained 
class PCFB. (It obeys total decorrelation and spectral majorization, Section 2.5.2.) More generally, 
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spectrum A: monotone (decreasing) on [0,211-). 
spectrum B: Perturbation of spectrum A, strictly monotone 
(no unconstrained nonuniform PCFB). 
<J unconstrained nonuniform PCFB for decimators 2,4,4 
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Figure 5.6: Delicateness of existence of nonuniform PCFB for unconstrained class. 
suppose the i-th nonuniform subband, with decimator ni, has a spectrum of form Ai(ejwPi) where 
Pi = Llni and L is any common multiple of the ni. Then, some thought (using Fig. 5.2) shows 
that the Pi corresponding subbands in the equivalent L channel uniform FB are totally decorrelated 
with identical spectra Ai(ejW ). Thus, if the nonuniform subbands are totally decorrelated, so are 
the uniform ones, and further if the Ai(ejW ) obey spectral majorization, then the uniform FB is 
an unconstrained class PCFB, and hence so is the nonuniform one. This allows creation of more 
complex input spectra (e.g., as in Fig. 5.5b) for which PCFBs exist (the PCFBs being appropriate 
brickwall FBs). We now study an important nonexistence result for nonuniform PCFBs, namely: 
Theorem 5.2. Let Nu be the class of unconstrained nonuniform FBs with a given set of decimators 
ni not all equal. Let the input spectrum S(ejW ) be strictly monotonic (increasing or decreasing) for 
a ~ w < a + 27r for some real a. Then there is no PCFB for the class Nu. • 
5.3.1 Discussion on Theorem 5.2 
Existence of nonuniform PCFBs is very delicate. As shown in Fig. 5.6, a slight perturbation 
of a monotone input spectrum for which a PCFB for Nu exists (e.g., the flat or white spectrum) 
can change it to a spectrum that is strictly monotone (on an interval of form [a, a + 27r)), destroying 
existence of the PCFB. In contrast, for the uniform unconstrained FB class CU, PCFBs exist for 
all input spectra, and moreover usually several perturbations on the spectrum do not even change 
the PCFB. Of course, most objective functions defined on the FB class have their values for each 
FB perturbed only slightly by small perturbations of the input spectrum. Thus, consider the FB 
of Fig. 5.6. Being a PCFB for spectrum A, it optimizes many concave objectives as explained in 
Section 5.2.2. For the perturbed spectrum B, the FB is no longer a PCFB, and so it will not optimize 
all these objectives. However it will be quite close to optimal if the perturbation is small enough. 
Total decorrelation and spectral majorization do not imply nonuniform PCFBs. For 
the class CU, we know (Section 2.5.2) that FBs with subbands obeying the properties of spectral 
majorization and total decorrelation are PCFBs. These properties are evidently well-defined for 
sub bands of nonuniform FBs too. Spectral majorization is the property that the subband spectra 
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Figure 5.7: Total decorrelation and spectral majorization do not imply nonuniform PCFBs. 
do not 'cross each other', and total decorrelation is achieved, for example, if the analysis filters have 
nonoverlapping supports, just as for uniform FBs. Thus, as shown in Fig. 5.7, if the input spectrum 
is monotone on [a, a + 271") then any contiguous-stacked brickwall FB with a as a filter band-edge has 
subbands obeying both these conditions. However, the FB is not a PCFB for Nu if the spectrum 
is strictly monotone (since there is no PCFB in this case). Thus, these conditions do not imply the 
principal component property for Nu (in contrast with the case of CU ). 
5.3.2 Proof of Theorem 5.2 
Without loss of generality, let no ;::: nl ;::: ... ;::: nM-l. We prove the theorem for a = ° assuming 
that S(eiw ) is strictly decreasing and that no =I- nl (i.e., no > nl). The proof will show that this 
does not lose generality. The basic idea of the proof is as follows: Let [U be the class of equivalent 
uniform FBs derived from FBs in Nu. 
1. We apply the sequential compaction algorithm of Section 3.1.3 to the uniform FB class [U 
and show that this results uniquely in the FB denoted by FBA in Fig. 5.8 (more precisely, 
in the equivalent uniform FB derived from FBA). From Section 3.1.4, this means that if the 
class Nu has a PCFB for the psd S(eiw ), the PCFB must be FBA . 
2. We then show that F B A is not the PCFB by proving that its equivalent uniform subband 
variance vector does not majorize the variance vector of the distinct FB in Nu denoted by 
FBB in Fig. 5.8. This means that there is no PCFB. 
Proof of Step 1 : The sequential algorithm involves maximizing the largest variance in the ap-
propriate variance vector, then searching among all variance vectors having this maximum possible 
largest variance in order to maximize the second-largest variance, and so on. The entries of the 
equivalent uniform variance vector (5.3) are the nonuniform subband variances repeated appropri-
ately many times. Hence running the algorithm on [U is equivalent to sequentially maximizing the 
nonuniform FB subband variances. The ideal compaction(M) filter [61] produces the largest possi-
ble variance in a subband with decimator M, in any orthonormal FB. For a spectrum that strictly 
decreases on [0,271") the compaction ( M) filter is unique, supported on [0,271"/ M], and has output 
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input spectrum S(e jW ): strictly decreasing on [0,2rr). 
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Figure 5.8: Brickwall FBs used in proving Theorem 5.2. 
variance that strictly increases in M. As no is the largest decimator in the FB (i.e., the largest 
possible M), this proves that among all FBs in NU, FBA maximizes the largest subband variance. 
(This maximum variance is produced by the filter in FBA corresponding to decimator no.) Now 
all FBs are orthonormal, and so their analysis filters Hi(Z) obey [Hi(eiW)Hj(eiW)l..l-gcd(ni,nj)= 0 for 
i i j (Section 6.2.2). Hence, if an analysis filter in the FB, corresponding to decimator M, has 
an alias-free(M) support, then this support does not overlap with the supports of any of the other 
analysis filters. Thus we can repeat the same argument for the second-largest variance, and so on. 
This shows that F B A is the unique output of the sequential compaction algorithm. 
Proof of Step 2 : If an orthonormal FB has an ideal filter having constant magnitude on its 
support [c, d] (like all filters in F B A, F B B), then the corresponding subband variance is given by 
direct calculation as 
f(d) - f(c), where f(w) = r S(eiW') dw'. 
d - c Jo 
(5.5) 
The calculation uses two consequences of FB orthonormality, namely that the support length d - c = 
27r/ni, where ni is the corresponding channel decimator, and that the constant passband magnitude 
of the filter is .jni. Notice that the variance expression (5.5) is the slope of the chord on the graph of 
Y = f(w), connecting the endpoints with abscissae c, d. In our case, f is strictly concave on [0, 27r), as 
its derivative is S(eiw ) which is strictly decreasing. For chords of concave functions, increasing either 
or both of the abscissae of their endpoints can never cause the slope to increase. As a result, for both 
the brickwall FBs F B A and F B B, the subband variance is nonincreasing as the corresponding filter 
band-edges increase from 0 to 27r. Thus the largest and next-largest subband variances of FBA are 
0"5 and O"f, corresponding to decimators no and nl respectively; while the largest subband variance 
of F B B is a5 which corresponds to decimator nl. All these variances are identifiable as slopes of 
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Figure 5.9: Subband variances as chord slopes. 
chords on the graph y = f(w) as in Fig. 5.9. Now we define L = lcm{nd and Pi = Llni' and let 
v A, VB be the equivalent uniform subband variance vectors of F B A, F B B respectively. We use the 
relation (5.3) between the subband variances of a nonuniform FB and its equivalent uniform FB. 
This shows that the PI largest variances in VB have value 0-3. On the other hand, of the PI largest 
variances in v A, there are Po variances of value a3 and PI - Po variances of value ar. (Recall that 
no > nl, so PI - Po > 0.) Now referring to the definition (2.7) of majorization, we will have proved 
that the v A does not majorize VB if we show that 
To do this, we substitute the chord slopes from Fig. 5.9 for the variances. Using Pk = Link and 
deleting a factor of LI(27r), we see that proving the above equation reduces to proving that 
ni ni 
- f(r) + (1 - - )f(t) < f(8), where r, 8, t are as in Fig. 5.9. 
no no 
(5.6) 
This is true by strict concavity of f, since 0 < ~ < 1 and 8 = ~r + (1 - ~ )t. 
Generalizing the proof. If the input spectrum is strictly increasing rather than decreasing on 
[0, 27r), then very similar arguments hold (J(w) is now convex). Alternatively we may observe that 
reflecting the frequency band w E [0, 27r) about w = 7r gives a decreasing spectrum, and so a separate 
proof is really unnecessary. Similar comments hold if the interval of strict monotonicity is [a, a + 27r) 
for some a f:. o. If after arranging the decimators as no ~ ni ~ ... ~ nM-I it happens that no = nl, 
then we find the smallest i for which ni f:. niH, and have ni,niH play the roles played by nO,nl 
respectively in the above proof. (There is such an i because the FBs are not uniform.) 
The result does not hold if the spectrum S(eiw ) is simply monotone as opposed to strictly mono-
tone, as shown by the white spectrum or spectrum A of Fig. 5.6. However, examining exactly why 
the above proof fails for such spectra will reveal that the strictness requirement on the monotonicity 
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can be considerably weakened. In fact it suffices that the spectrum be monotone and nonconstant 
over certain intervals that depend on the ni. The strictness of the monotonicity of S(eiw ), or equiv-
alently, of the concavity of I(w) of (5.5), was used in exactly two places: (a) in Step 1, to claim 
uniqueness of FBA (of Fig. 5.8) as the output of the sequential compaction algorithm, and (b) in 
Step 2, to prove (5.6). Now (5.6) does not require the concavity of I to be strict on the entire interval 
[r, t]; it suffices that I not be linear, i.e., S(eiw ) not be constant, on this interval. Similarly, the 
uniqueness of F B A is not necessary; it suffices that the sequential algorithm necessarily yields an FB 
containing the 'leftmost' filter of FBA (corresponding to decimator no; see Fig. 5.8). Examining the 
slopes in Fig. 5.9 shows that this will happen if I is not linear, i.e., S(eiw ) is not constant, on [0, ;71. 
Thus, for the above proof to be valid, S(eiw ) does not have to strictly decrease on [0, 21f); it suffices 
for it to be decreasing on [O,21f) and nonconstant on both the intervals [0, 2,,] and [2", 2" + 2,,]. 
nl no no nl 
The case of real spectra. For a real random process, the spectrum S(eiw ) is even in w, and hence 
cannot be monotone on [a, a + 21f) (for any a), thus preventing applicability of Theorem 5.2. If such 
a spectrum is strictly monotone on [0, 1f), can it have a PCFB for the unconstrained orthonormal FB 
class NU? We could expect that it cannot (generalizing Theorem 5.2), however, we currently have 
no proof. The proof of Theorem 5.2 used contiguous-stacked brickwall FBs, which always belong 
to Nu. A direct generalization to real process spectra would try to use real coefficient brickwall FBs, 
where all filters Hi(e jW ) are also even in w. Such FBs however lie in Nu only if their decimators 
obey the conditions of the bandpass sampling theorem, as discussed in detail in Section 6.3.2. 
5.3.3 A result for PCFBs defined by normalized variances 
Theorem 5.3. Let Nu be the class of unconstrained nonuniform orthonormal FBs with a given 
set of decimators ni. A PCFB for Nu defined using the normalized subband variance vector always 
exists if the input spectrum S(eiw ) is monotonic (increasing or decreasing) on [a, a + 21f) for some 
real a. Figure 5.10 shows a PCFB, namely FBA, the contiguous-stacked brickwall FB with a as 
band-edge and filter bandwidths decreasing monotonically with the spectrum. • 
Discussion: As with Theorem 5.2, it suffices to prove the result assuming that S (eiw ) is monotone 
decreasing on [0, 21f), as in Fig. 5.10. The result is well known for the special case of uniform FBs 
(i.e., when all ni are equal). In other words, with L as the lcm of the ni, the filter bank FBB of 
Fig. 5.10 is the PCFB for the class CU of unconstrained L channel uniform orthonormal FBs. The 
result for nonuniform FBs essentially follows from this and the notion of the equivalent uniform FB. 
Notice that the result is strikingly different from that of the earlier section: PCFBs defined by the 
equivalent uniform FBs do not exist for strictly monotone spectra (Theorem 5.2). 
2 
Proof of Theorem 5.3 : Consider an arbitrary FB in Nu, with normalized subband variances ~. 
We must show that the sum S(P) of the P largest of these variances does not exceed the corre-
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Figure 5.10: Unconstrained PCFB defined by normalized subband variances, for monotone spectra. 
2 
sponding sum for FBA of Fig. 5.10. Let Pi = Llni. Now, the normalized variance ~ multiplied 
by the constant scale L equals Pia;, which is the sum of the variances in the Pi corresponding 
subbands of the equivalent uniform FB (all these subbands have the same variance 0';). Let the P 
largest normalized variances, which sum to S(P), occur in subbands with indices in the (P-element) 
set Ip. Thus, S(P) . L equals the sum of 2:iE[p Pi subband variances in the equivalent L channel 
uniform FB. This sum cannot exceed the sum of the largest 2:iE[p Pi subband variances in FBB, 
because FBB is a PCFB for the unconstrained uniform FB class Cu. This bound still depends on 
the chosen FB in Nu via the set Ip. However we can obtain an FB-independent bound by replacing 
2:iE[p Pi with an upper bound on it, namely the sum of the P largest of the Pi' The proof will then 
be completed if we show that F B A from Nu actually attains this bound. In other words, assuming 
that Po ~ PI ~ ... ~ PM-l as in Fig. 5.10, i.e., that ni ~ niH, we must show the following claim: 
2 
Claim : The P largest normalized subband variances ~ for F B A occur in its channels corre-
sponding to decimators no, nl, . .. ,np-l, and have a sum that multiplied by L equals the sum of 
the 2:::-;1 Pi largest subband variances of FBB. 
To prove the claim, note that the i-th filter of F B A is ideal brickwall with a support that equals 
the union of the supports of Pi filters in the brickwall filter bank F B B. From this, it is easily verified 
that the sum of the subband variances corresponding to these Pi filters equals L times the normalized 
2 
variance ~ of F B A. The claim is then proved by noticing the order in which the filter supports in 
FBA are created by merging those in FBB: For i = 0, we merge the Po filters corresponding to the 
Po largest subband variances of FBB. Then for i = 1 we merge the PI filters corresponding to the 
next largest variances in F B B, and so on. 
The above proof allows creation of more general (non-monotone) spectra S (e jW ) for which PCFBs 
(defined by normalized variances) for the class Nu exist. We replace FBB by the brickwall PCFB 
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for S(eiw ) for the uniform FB class Cu. We then merge its filter supports in the manner described in 
proving the above claim, to create a nonuniform brickwall FB with the given decimators ni. Thus, 
this FB also obeys the above claim (for the new choice of FBB ), and hence, by the same reasoning, 
is a PCFB for Nu, provided it lies in Nu. However, the process of merging filter supports need 
not yield a valid FB in Nu. This is because in a brickwall FB in Nu, a filter corresponding to 
decimator ni must have an alias-free(ni) support, which merging Pi disjoint alias-free(L) supports 
does not always yield. Thus, the method does not prove PCFB existence for all input spectra. 
5.4 Conclusion 
We have presented two different definitions of nonuniform PCFBs, generalizing the uniform ones. 
We have studied their optimality, showing that like uniform PCFBs, they minimize many concave 
objectives although of a somewhat more restricted form. The two PCFB definitions yield strikingly 
different existence and optimality results. The definition using equivalent uniform FBs was shown 
to have a broader optimality. With this definition, if the input spectrum is strictly monotonic on 
[a, a+27l'), there are no nonuniform PCFBs for the class of unconstrained orthonormal FBs with any 
given set of decimators (not all equal). Thus, existence of nonuniform PCFBs is much more delicate 
than that of uniform PCFBs, and can be destroyed by small perturbations of the input spectra. 
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Chapter 6 Nonuniform FBs: Parameterizations 
In Chapter 5 we studied the statistical optimization of nonuniform orthonormal FBs, which are 
special cases of (nonuniform) FBs with the PR property. An even more fundamental problem is 
that of parameterizing nonuniform PRFBs, i.e., finding all possible PRFBs with a given set of 
decimation ratios (obeying maximal decimation). This problem has been extensively studied for 
uniform FBs (Le., when the decimators are all equal), and the results can be used to generate a rich 
family of nonuniform PRFBs too, by cascading uniform ones in tree structures. However, not all 
nonuniform PRFBs can be built in this manner. The parameterization problem in its full generality 
remains unsolved for several classes of nonuniform FBs, including very basic ones such as the classes 
of all rational or FIR FBs. In this chapter, we digress from FB optimization (the unifying theme 
of the earlier chapters) to study this fascinating problem, which is all the more interesting being a 
basic question that has remained unanswered even after over two decades of filter bank research. 
6.1 Introduction 
Figure 1.8 shows an M channel nonuniform filter bank (FB). The FB is said to be maximally 




(maximal decimation condition). (6.1) 
Figure 6.1a shows a maximally decimated uniform FB, which is a special case of Fig. 1.8 where 
ni = M for all i. For this case, as explained in Section 1.1.2, the system can be equivalently 
redrawn using the analysis and synthesis polyphase matrices E(z) and R(z), as shown in Fig. 6.1b. 
The condition for perfect reconstruction (PR) is then easily expressed as R( z) = E -1 (z). Due to 
this, the theory and design of uniform PRFBs is an extremely well-developed subject. Numerous 
parameterization results list all possible M channel uniform PRFBs with various sets of properties 
such as paraunitariness, FIR filters, linear phase filters, etc. 
In contrast, several issues involved in achieving PR in nonuniform FBs remain unresolved. For 
example, given a general set of positive integers ni obeying maximal decimation (6.1), how do we 
determine whether or not there exists a rational PRFB (i.e., one with rational filters) using the ni 
as decimators? If the ni are all equal, clearly such an FB exists (as it is then uniform). Similarly, 
it also exists if the ni are arrangeable in a tree so that such a PRFB can be built by cascading 














Figure 6.1: Uniform maximally decimated filter bank. (a) Showing analysis and synthesis filters. 
(b) Polyphase representation. 
PR in nonuniform FBs. In particular, it is used to build the FBs that implement the dyadic wavelet 
transforms [64], [67]: Such an FB has a dyadic decimator-set, i.e., one ofform {2, 22 , ... ,2 r -I, 2r, 2r} 
for some integer r 2: 1, and is built using a dyadic tree (i.e., one built from a cascade of r two-channel 
FBs). However, there are sets of decimators ni that cannot be arranged in a tree as described above, 
and yet permit existence of rational PRFBs in which in fact all filters are delays. Further, even if 
the decimators are arrangeable in a tree, it is possible that there are PRFBs using those decimators 
that cannot be realized using the tree. These facts will be discussed in detail with examples in 
Section 6.4.2. Thus, tree structures of uniform PRFBs are far from being a full solution to the PR 
problem for nonuniform FBs. 
Derivability of decimators from a tree (as described above) is a sufficient condition for existence 
of rational PRFBs using the decimators. There are certain other conditions that are known to be 
necessary, e.g., there are no rational PRFBs using the decimator-set {2, 3, 6} because no two decima-
tors of such an FB can be coprime (Section 6.6.1). However, a condition that is both necessary and 
sufficient remains unknown. The present chapter studies this and related problems. An important 
part of our study is to significantly improve upon the known conditions, i.e., to derive new ones, 
strengthen necessary conditions and weaken sufficient ones. Another contribution is to study the 
conditions for reducibility of PRFBs to tree structures. For example, it has been shown [19], [55] that 
all rational PRFBs with dyadic decimator-sets must be derivable from dyadic trees. In Section 6.7, 
we will considerably generalize this result. Although these problems in their full generality remain 
unresolved, we believe this work to be an important step towards a complete understanding of this 
subject. 
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6.1.1 Relevant earlier work 
Trees of uniform FBs and near-PR designs: A very common approach to nonuniform PRFB design 
is to cascade uniform PRFBs in a tree structure, e.g., as is done to implement dyadic wavelet 
transforms [64], [67]. However, as stated earlier, there are nonuniform PRFBs that cannot be built 
in this manner. Many works deal with approximate reconstruction (or 'near-PR') nonuniform FBs, 
e.g., the frequency domain approaches of Li et al. [40], the time domain methods of Nayebi et 
al. [47], and other references therein. These are very useful from a practical standpoint, giving FBs 
with excellent filter responses and low aliasing distortions. However, they do not address the many 
theoretical issues involved in obtaining exact reconstruction. 
FBs with fractional decimators: Kovacevic and Vetterli have studied a more general system [39] 
where each channel of the FB has a decimation rate that is fractional, i.e., of form q/p where p, q 
are coprime positive integers. Such a channel, shown in Fig. 6.2a, is fully equivalent to the system 
of Fig. 6.2b. In other words, given anyone of these systems, we can choose the filters in the other 
so that the same input x(n) for both systems always produces the same signals sen) and yen) as 
shown. A choice ensuring this is shown in Fig. 6.2c (polyphase vectors are defined in Section 1.1.2). 
The equivalence under this choice is provable using the discussion on fractional decimation in [64, 
Section 4.3.3]. If the Ai(Z) differ from the special choice of Fig. 6.2c, we can replace them by this 
choice and modify the Gi(z) so that the signal sen) is unaffected. This is done by performing a p-th 
order polyphase decomposition of the Ai(Z), using the fact that p,v are coprime, and moving the 
resulting polyphase matrix to the left. A similar comment holds for the Bi(Z). 
From the equivalence shown in Fig. 6.2, we conclude that the PR problems for integer-decimated 
and rationally decimated FBs are fully equivalent. Another concern besides PR in rationally deci-
mated FBs is the nature of their spectral analysis: Does a subband represent a contiguous portion 
of the input spectrum, Or do the decimators and expanders in Fig. 6.2b cause it to contain separate 
parts, possibly mirrored and shuffled in order? This issue is studied in [39].1 However, as far as 
the PR problem is concerned, it is enough to study FBs with integer decimators, and that is the 
approach we shall use. 
Other more general multirate structures: As we will see in Section 6.2.2, nonuniform PRFBs are hard 
to design because of certain structural constraints that their associated polyphase matrices must 
obey. This is the origin of the central problem studied in our work: These structural constraints 
cannot be obeyed by rational FBs unless their decimators satisfy various conditions, which we aim to 
characterize. However, the constraints vanish if we use more general systems in the channels of the 
FB, e.g., if the filters are allowed to be periodically time-varying (Section 6.2.3). Chen and Qiu (151 
and Shenoy [54] have studied multirate and FB design using such more general structures. The PR 
lit becomes less serious if we allow modulators at appropriate points within the FB. 
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Figure 6.2: FB with rational decimators. (a) Single channel with decimator q/p. (b) Equivalent 
system of p channels with decimator q. (c) A possible set of filter choices ensuring the equivalence. 
design then allows as much or even more freedom than that in the well-studied PR designs for the 
traditional uniform FB of Fig. 6.1. Our work is restricted to the usual nonuniform FB structure of 
Fig. 1.8 that does not use such generalized multirate structures. 
PR conditions on decimators and reducibility to tree structures: A necessary condition on the (in-
teger) decimators for PR with rational FBs was first stated in [28]. Called the compatibility test, 
it was generalized by Djokovic and Vaidyanathan [21], who also pointed out another such condition 
(pairwise noncoprimeness). We will considerably generalize these conditions. Another related work 
has involved showing derivability of FBs using dyadic decimator-sets from dyadic trees [55], [19], as 
explained earlier. These results too will be significantly strengthened. Among various more general 
situations studied include certain non-dyadic sets, unconstrained FBs, and tree structures whose 
constituent FBs need not be uniform. 
6.1.2 Chapter outline 
Section 6.2 reviews the PR conditions on the filters of uniform FBs and their generalization to 
nonuniform FBs, derivable using a transformation of nonuniform FBs to equivalent uniform ones. 
It shows how in spite of this transform, the nonuniform PRFB design does not reduce to a uniform 
PR design, unless the filters of the nonuniform FB are allowed to be time varying. In Section 6.3 we 
formally state the central problem and study its solution for classes of unconstrained FBs (where 
the filters of the FB have no constraints such as rationality). Section 6.4 analyzes the role of tree 
structures in the study of the main problem. It shows how tree structures of uniform PRFBs do 
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not provide a full solution (Section 6.4.2), and how trees can be used to improve upon known PR 
conditions on the decimators (Section 6.4.3). Section 6.5 solves the central problem of the chapter 
for the class of delay-chains (FBs in which all filters are delays): It states the necessary and sufficient 
condition for a set of decimators to be usable to build a PR delay-chain, and presents algorithms to 
test the condition. Subsequent sections focus mainly on the class of rational FBs. Section 6.6 states 
the earlier known necessary conditions on decimators of rational PRFBs, and generalizes them in 
several ways. Section 6.7 generalizes [55], [19) by finding weaker conditions on decimators under 
which all PRFBs using them can be derived from certain tree structures. Section 6.8 summarizes all 
known necessary PR conditions on the decimators and studies their interrelationships. We conclude 
by noting many open problems in the area. 
6.1.3 Preliminaries 
This chapter extensively uses various polyphase concepts [64) reviewed in Section 1.1.2. An easily 
proved result that we often use is the following: 
Lemma 6.1: Polyphase lemma. Let e(z), r(z) be the M-th order analysis and synthesis 
polyphase matrices of the filters H(z) and F(z) respectively. Thus e(z) is a row vector and r(z) is 
a column vector. Then, 
e(z)r(z) = (H(z)F(z)) .j..M . 
Maximal decimation: All FBs studied in this chapter are maximally decimated with integer 
decimation rates, even if this is not explicitly stated. Similarly, references to a 'set of decima-
tors' (or 'decimator-set') always implicitly mean a set of positive integers (not necessarily distinct) 
obeying (6.1). 
6.2 Background: Equivalent uniform FBs and PR equations 
The main focus of the chapter is to find conditions on the decimators that permit existence of various 
types of nonuniform perfect reconstruction (PR) FBs with those decimators. To do this, we must 
first know what conditions on the filters of the FB guarantee the PR property. This section begins 
by reviewing the PR conditions for uniform FBs. We then use the transformation of a nonuniform 
FB to an equivalent uniform FB, already encountered in Section 5.1. This yields the general PR 
conditions for nonuniform FBs, that will be used in all the later sections. In spite of the possible 
transformation to uniform FBs, the nonuniform PRFB design problem by no means reduces to the 
uniform PR design. However, such a reduction does occur if the nonuniform FB is allowed to have 
filters that are LPTV(L) (linear periodically time varying with period L) instead of LTI. With LTI 
filters, achieving PR is tougher, and is the subject of the later sections. 
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6.2.1 PR for uniform FBs and the nonuniform to uniform transformation 
For the uniform FB of Fig. 6.1, the problem of achieving PR is very well understood. The following 
are three equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions on the filters for PR in this case [64]: 
1. Biorthogonality condition. (S;(z)Qj(z)) ..l-M= 8(i - j). 
2. AC matrix formulation. Let W = e- j2rr / M • Then, 
Ao(z) So(z) S1(Z) SM-1 (z) 
A1(z) /::; So(zW) S1(ZW) SM-1(ZW) 
AM-1(Z) SO(ZWM- 1) S1 (ZWM-1) SM_1(ZWM- 1) , 
v 








For any uniform FB (PR or otherwise), the A;(z) defined above are called the 'aliasing gains'. 
The PR condition (6.2) thus specifies all aliasing gains. It arises from the frequency domain 
relation between the output X(z) and input X(z) of any uniform FB (PR or otherwise): 
~ 1 M-1 . 
X(z) = M L A;(z)X(zW'). 
;=0 
(6.3) 
3. Polyphase formulation. If E(z),R(z) are respectively the M-th order analysis and synthesis 
polyphase matrices of the FB (as in Fig. 6.1b), then R(z) = E-1(z). That this is equiva-
lent to the biorthogonality condition stated earlier follows from the polyphase lemma (Sec-
tion 6.1.3), which shows that the ij-th entry of the product E(z)R(z) is precisely the quantity 
(Si(Z)Qj(z)) ..l-M occurring in the biorthogonality condition. 
Now, as seen in Section 5.1, any nonuniform FB (as in Fig. 1.8) is transformable into a uniform 
FB, which we call its equivalent uniform FB [3], [21], [28], [39]. This transform is described by 
Fig. 5.2, which shows how a single channel with decimator nk is replaceable by Pk channels with 
decimators L = nkPk. Repeating this process on all channels of the nonuniform FB, with L as any 
common multiple of all its decimators ni (usually L = lcm{n;}), yields a uniform L channel FB. The 
nonuniform FB has PR if and only if the equivalent uniform FB has PR. The filters in the uniform 
FB are various delayed versions of those in the nonuniform one. Inserting these relations between 
the filters into the PR conditions for uniform FBs gives the PR conditions for nonuniform FBs. 
These conditions, described next, generalize the uniform FB PR conditions, and are heavily used in 
the later sections. 
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6.2.2 The general PR conditions for nonuniform FBs 
Biorthogonality condition. The uniform FB biorthogonality condition, when applied to the 
uniform FB derived from the nonuniform one of Fig. 1.8, is equivalent to 
(biorthogonality condition). (6.4) 
This has been observed earlier [21], [55]. Appendix A contains a proof for easy reference. The 
condition gets its name from its time domain equivalent. To describe this, let hi(n), lien) respectively 
be the impulse responses of Hi(z), Fi(Z). We define two sets of sequences 
{/Lidn) = h;(kni - n) Ii = 0,1, ... , M -1, k = any integer}, (6.5) 
{1}j/(n) = h(n -lnj) I j = 0,1, ... , M - 1, I = any integer}. (6.6) 
The action of the FB is now elegantly expressed using these sequences: If x(n) is the FB input, 
\x(n),/Lj/(n) ) 
00 
cj(l) = L x(n)hj(lnj - n) (j-th subband signal), 
n==-oo 
M-l 00 M-l 00 
x(n) = L L Cj (l)1}jl (n) = L L Cj(l)h(n -lnj) (FB output). 
j=O 1=-00 j=O 1=-00 
Here (a(n), ben)~ = l:~=-oo a(n)b*(n) is the inner product of the sequences a(n) and ben) (in the 
space of all sequences x(n) for which En Ix(n)12 is finite). Thus, the FB output x(n) is a linear 
combination of the sequences from (6.6), using weights cj(l) that are inner products of the input 
x(n) with the sequences from (6.5). Thus PR (Le., x(n) = x(n)) is achieved if the two sets (6.5), 
(6.6) form a biorthogonal system, i.e., if 
(/Lik(n),1}j/(n) = J(i - j)J(k -I). 
This can indeed be shown to be the 'time domain' equivalent of (6.4). 
AC matrix formulation [21]. In (6.2), we set M = L, W = e- j2tr / L , and the filters as those of 
the uniform FB derived as in Fig. 5.2, from the nonuniform FB of Fig. 1.8. The i-th row in (6.2) 
is a sum of filter product terms Sj(zWi)Qj(z). We group terms arising from the k-th subband in 
Fig. 1.8, i.e., those with Sj(z) = Z-lnkHk(Z) and Qj(z) = zlnkFk(Z) for I = O,l, ... ,Pk -1 where 
nkPk = L (see Fig. 5.2). This yields a sum of form 
if i is a multiple of Pk 
otherwise 
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Thus, we can rewrite (6.2) using a new L-row AC matrix H(z) that has only M columns (one for 
each analysis filter of the nonuniform FB), as follows: 
[ho(z) hl(z) hM-l(Z) ] [Fo(z) H(z) FM-l(Z) r = [L 0 o ] T, where 
'~----------v---------~' 
AC matrix H(z) 
hi(z) = Pi [Hi(Z) 0 ... 0 Hi(ZWPi ) 0 ... 0 Hi(zW2Pi ) ------ ------
(6.7) 
H(zw(ni-l)Pi) 0 ... 0 ] T 
------Pi-1 zeros Pi -1 zeros Pi -1 zeros 
(6.8) 
If ni = M, Pi = 1 for all i (i.e., the FB is uniform), the form of H(z) indeed reduces to that of (6.2). 
Polyphase formulation. The PR condition is R(z) = E-l(z), just as for uniform FBs. However, as 
the equivalent uniform FB has interdependencies between the filters, its analysis polyphase matrix 
E(z) has a special structure [3]: Its rows can be partitioned into groups, where the k-th group 
corresponds to the k-th subband analysis filter Hk(z) in Fig. 1.8. This group has Pk = Link rows 
as follows: 




z L-l Ek 0 Ek (Pk-2)nk- l Ek (Pk- 2)nk Ek (Pk-l)nk- l 




(Pk-l)nk Ek (Pk- 3 )nk- l Ek (Pk- 3 )nk Ek (Pk- 2)nk- l 
-lEk Z nk -lEk Z 2nk-l -lEk Z 2nk z-lELl ES Ek nk-l 
(6.9) 
The first row is the L-th order analysis polyphase matrix (vector) of Hk(Z). Each subsequent row is 
formed by shifting length - nk blocks of the previous row to the right, with the last block multiplied by 
Z-l and circulated back to the left end.2 These rows are the polyphase vectors of filters z-ankHk(z) 
for a = 1,2, ... ,Pk -1. Similarly, the synthesis polyphase matrix R(z) of the equivalent uniform FB 
has columns arrangeable into groups. The k-th group has a form like the transpose of (6.9), with 
the Ef(z) replaced by the entries Rt(z) of the L-th order synthesis polyphase vector of the synthesis 
filter Fk(z), and the Z-l factors replaced by z elements. 
The paraunitary case. The uniform FB of Fig. 6.1 is said to be paraunitary (or orthonormal) 
if E-l(z) = E(z)j or in other words, if PR is obtained with R(z) = E(z), or equivalently with 
Qi(Z) = Si(Z). By generalization, the nonuniform FB of Fig. 1.8 is said to be orthonormal if PR 
is obtained (Le., (6.4) is obeyed) with Fi(Z) = Hi(Z). From the relations between the filters of the 
nonuniform and the equivalent uniform FB, we see that each of these is paraunitary if and only 
2The submatrix (6.9) of E(z) is block pseudocirculant with block size 1 x nk (generalizing the notion of pseudocir-
culants [64]). 
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if the other is. Notice that the two sets of (6.5), (6.6) which form a biorthogonal system in any 
PRFB, will coincide, hence forming an orthonormal system, if and only if the FB is paraunitary. 
This is because Fi(Z) = Hi(Z) is equivalent to TJjl(n) = J.Ljl(n) in (6.5), (6.6). A general PRFB that 
is not necessarily orthonormal is often called a biorthogonal FB, due to the condition (6.4). Two 
additional properties of orthonormal FBs, proved for uniform FBs in [64], are as follows: 
1 1211" M-l H ( )H ( ) . 2. iZ iZ . 2 IHi(eJW)1 dw = 1 (umt energy), and L: = 1 (power complementanty). K 0 ~ ~ 
We can prove these for nonuniform FBs using the result for uniform ones and the transformation of 
Fig. 5.2. 
6.2.3 Relation between the nonuniform and uniform PR designs 
Transforming a nonuniform FB to an equivalent uniform one helps to find the PR conditions on 
its filters. These two FBs also share several properties (Le., each has the property iff the other 
does). Examples are PR and paraunitariness; and rationality, stability, and FIR nature of filters. 
However, the equivalent uniform FB does not help in designing nonuniform PRFBs. This is due 
to its special structure: It has groups of filters that are delayed versions of each other. There are 
no known uniform PRFB design methods that allow imposition of this structure. Notice that the 
delayed versions of a filter have the same magnitude response, while uniform PRFB designs usually 
approximate ideal nonoverlapping analysis filter responses. 
Most choices of the analysis filters Hi (z) of Fig. 1.8 yield an equivalent uniform FB with an in-
vertible analysis polyphase matrix E(z). However, this is not sufficient for existence of LTI synthesis 
filters (Fi(Z) of Fig. 1.8) resulting in PR: For this we further require that the inverse R(z) = E-1(z) 
have the special structure described in Section 6.2.2. This added constraint is not always easy 
to satisfy. If E(z) is paraunitary, then R(z), being equal to E(z), automatically has the desired 
structure, and a nonuniform (paraunitary) PRFB is possible. However, again none of the many 
known parameterizations of uniform paraunitary FBs [64] allow imposition of the special structure 
of Section 6.2.2 that E(z) must have in order to represent a nonuniform FB. 
The structural constraints on E(z) and R(z) can however be completely given up if the filters 
in the nonuniform FB are allowed to be LPTV(L) instead of LTI [3]. This is shown by Fig. 6.3, in 
which Pk = Link channels of a uniform L channel (maximally decimated) FB are converted into a 
single channel with decimator nk. The analysis and synthesis filters in this channel are LPTV(L). 
The procedure is repeated for each k using disjoint subsets of channels of the uniform FB. Clearly 
the nonuniform FB has the PR property if and only if the uniform one does. In the rest of this 
chapter, we assume all analysis and synthesis filters of all FBs to be LTI. The nonuniform PR design 
is then significantly harder. 
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~ Pk channels of uniform FB ~ 
~ r-- this part == i~ntity matrix ~ ~ 
1=1 Hi ~~~. zn. ~rG ~~ z_:~~~~i '--1 -H-H-l-"~cm---tL t -no m--~ FHl zn. k-th subband in z 
o 
z-n' L o. m--[TIf-1 FH(p.-l) ~ 
\ v~--------~) 
LPTV (L) system with Pk components 
o 
L 0 • zn. 
IHH(p._l)~cm---~ 
\ v~--------~) 
LPTV(L) system with Pk components 
nonuniform FB 
Figure 6.3: Equivalence between uniform FBs and nonuniform FBs with LPTV filters. 
6.3 Problem statement, and unconstrained FBs 
6.3.1 Problem statement 
The nonuniform perfect reconstruction (PR) FB design problem in full generality is as follows: 
1. Conditions on decimators for PRo Given a set of positive integers ni satisfying the maximal 
decimation condition (6.1), find necessary and sufficient conditions on the ni for existence of 
a PRFB in some specified class C of FBs, having the ni as decimators. 
2. Parameterization of the PRFBs. When the ni satisfy such a condition, find all possible 
PRFBs in C having ni as decimators. 
The FB class C here is defined by some constraint on the filters of its constituent FBs. hnportant 
examples that we will consider are delay-chains (FBs in which all filters are delays), rational FBs and 
FIR FBs. Other constraints that the class C can impose are realness of filter coefficients, stability 
of filters, and paraunitariness (or orthonormality). Note that in general the class definition does 
not directly by itself impose any constraint on either the number of channels or the nature of the 
decimators in the FB. However, the requirement that an FB in the class be maximally decimated 
and have PR could impose various constraints on these parameters. The statement of the problem 
is to characterize (a) the nature of these constraints, and (b) all PRFBs in C having a general 
decimator-set that obeys these constraints. 
The problem solution of course depends on the FB class C. It is fully known for delay-chains, 
but unknown for rational FBs. Note that the parameterization problem depends on first finding 
conditions on the decimators for PR, which can be quite tough in itself. So we will mainly focus on 
finding conditions for PRo We will try to weaken the sufficient conditions and strengthen necessary 
ones until we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions (the final goal, not always achieved here). We 
also derive some results on the parameterization problem, especially pertaining to tree structures. 




Ho HI 0 0 W 
L-__ ~L-~L-______ L-~~~ 
Figure 6.4: Ideal contiguous-stacked complex coefficient brickwall FB. 
6.3.2 FBs with unconstrained complex and real coefficient filters 
Let the class C in the above formulation be simply the class of all FBs, with no filter constraints 
(i.e., allowing ideal brickwall filters etc.). Then a PRFB in C always exists, no matter what the 
decimators ni are (of course, provided they obey (6.1». This is because the FB in Fig. 6.4, with 
ideal contiguous-stacked brickwall filters, always has PR. In fact it is a paraunitary FB. We will 
hence exclude this class C from all further discussion. 
Note that the filters of Fig. 6.4 always have complex coefficients. Now let C be the class of 
all real coefficient FBs (Le., FBs in which all filters have real coefficients). No other constraint is 
imposed, so the filters could still be ideal. However, it is now more difficult to find conditions on 
the decimators for existence of PRFBs in C. Taking a cue from Fig. 6.4, we can examine brickwall 
FBs, i.e., FBs as in Fig. 1.8 where the filters Hi(e jW ) have nonoverlap ping supports, are constant 
on their supports and Hi(z) = Fi(Z). Since the Hi partition the input spectrum, PR is possible if 
and only if for each i, the i-th channel perfectly reconstructs all inputs that are bandlimited to the 
passband of Hi(e jW ). (In fact we then get a paraunitary PRFB, by suitable scaling of the filters.) 
This equivalently means that Hi(e jW ) has an alias-free(ni) support. For the (real coefficient) FB of 
Fig. 6.5, the bandpass sampling theorem states that this happens iff the band-edges of Hi are at 
integer multiples of 7r / ni [39]. Thus, the FB of Fig. 6.5 has PR if and only if 
t ~ is an integer multiple of _1_ for all k = 0, 1, ... , M - 2. 
i=O ni nk+l 
(6.10) 
Thus, a given set of decimators ni can be used to build a real coefficient PRFB of the form of 
Fig. 6.5 if and only if (6.10) holds for some ordering of the ni. For example, the set {2, 3, 6} obeys 
this condition (with ordering (2,6,3) or (3,6,2». The set {2, 3,7, 42} violates the condition (it is the 
only such set with:::; 4 decimators). However, this does not preclude existence of PRFBs with more 
complicated stackings of nonoverlapping real coefficient brickwall filters, e.g., as in Fig. 6.6. Given 
a set S of decimators, does such a PRFB using the set S always exist? Does its nonexistence imply 
that there is no PRFB using S with real coefficient filters (ideal or otherwise) at all? Currently we 
do not know the answers to these questions. 
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Figure 6.5: Ideal contiguous-stacked real coefficient brickwall FB. 
~ = Ho (no = 2) • = HI (ni = 3) 
D = H2 (n2 = 7) • = H3 (n3 = 42) 
Hi(e jW ) = Hi(e- jW ) 
w = ~i(ejW) 
2l:z: lOx (x = :a) 
Figure 6.6: Noncontiguous-stacked ideal real coefficient brickwall FB. 
An important FB class studied in the later sections is that of all rational FBs (in which all 
filters have rational transfer functions). As Section 6.6.1 will show, neither of the above decimator-
sets {2, 3, 6} and {2, 3, 7, 42} allow existence of rational PRFBs (as they have pairs of coprime 
decimators). Thus it is tempting to conclude that rational PRFBs have more restrictive decimator-
sets than real coefficient PRFBs. Indeed, intuition suggests that for any decimator-set S, existence 
of rational PRFBs using S implies that of real coefficient rational PRFBs using S. This is in fact true 
for all sets S for which rational PRFBs are currently known to exist. However, as we will see later, 
there are many sets for which it is not known whether either rational PRFBs or real coefficient ones 
(rational or otherwise) exist. Thus, in general we do not know whether existence of one implies that 
of the other. The constraint of realness of filter coefficients will not be applied or studied further. 
6.4 Tree structures 
Cascading uniform PRFBs in a tree structure is the most common method of designing nonuni-
form PRFBs. As pointed out in Section 6.1, this method, though useful, is far from providing a 
complete PR theory of nonuniform FBs, Le., a full solution to either of the two basic problems 
posed in Section 6.3.1. However, tree structures do provide very useful tools in the study of these 
problems. This section aims at analyzing their role in this study. Section 6.4.1 defines some basic 
terminology we will often use later in describing and studying tree structures. Section 6.4.2 analyzes 
the method of cascading uniform PRFBs in tree structures and shows with examples how it falls 
short of a full PR theory of nonuniform FBs. Section 6.4.3 presents general methods that use trees to 
improve upon known PR conditions on the decimators of nonuniform FBs belonging to various FB 
4-unit tree 
root : unit 0 
(has no parent) 
leaves: units 1,3 
(have no children) 
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unit 1 ,.--.. 
.[H-0]-
unit 2 has unit 0 as parent 
and unit 3 as leaf attached 
to decimator n5. 
analysis bank subbands synthesis bank 
Figure 6.7: Tree structure of filter banks. 
subband of tree structured FB 
---·1 A(z)B(zP)C(zpq) f-----~f-----'--~---. ~I Z(z)Y(zP)X(zpq) 
Figure 6.8: Structure of a channel of a tree structured FB. 
classes. By 'improving a PR condition' we mean strengthening a necessary condition or weakening 
a sufficient one. These methods will be applied to specific conditions later on. 
6.4.1 Basics and terminology 
A tree structured FB is one of the form shown in Fig. 6.7, built by repeated insertion of FBs 
into the subbands of other FBs. These constituent FBs of the tree structure will be called its units. 
They could be either uniform or nonuniform FBs, and may themselves be tree structured FBs. The 
terms parent, child, root, and leaf units will often be used to describe the relative positions 
of the units in the tree; their meanings are presumed to be self-evident or clear from the examples 
shown in Fig. 6.7. We also use the term descendant, an obvious extension of 'child'. 
Figure 6.8 shows how the decimators and filters of a tree structured FB are related to those of its 
units. The same FB may be derivable from many trees, differing in the choice of filters in the units 
(e.g., in Fig. 6.8, replace filter A(z) by A(z)/T(zP) and B(z) by B(z)T(z) for arbitrary T(z)) or even 
in the sets of decimators in the units and the number of units (e.g., combine units 2,3 of Fig. 6.7 into 
a single FB). Every FB is derivable from a trivial tree, which by definition is one with only one unit, 








• ~ unit 3 
~ [ITf1flI-- ~ unit 0 ~ [0- ~ 
~i [0- ~ 
[ill • [H)---
Tree structure Resulting set of decimators 
Figure 6.9: Tree structure of sets of decimators. 
Shown in Fig. 6.9, this is defined exactly as a tree structured FB, except that the units of the tree 
are now just sets of decimators rather than FBs. The distinction is made because while a decimator-
set S may sometimes be derivable from many tree structures, an FB using S need not always be 
derivable from all of these. In fact derivability from all these trees usually occurs only in very special 
cases (e.g., when S is dyadic, Section 6.7). Often we have the other extreme where the trivial tree 
is the only one that the FB is derivable from. Two other useful notions are as follows: 
Uniform-trees. A uniform~tree structure of FBs or decimator-sets is a tree structure in which all 
units are uniform. (A uniform decimator-set, like a uniform FB, is one in which all decimators are 
equal.) Its importance, elaborated in Section 6.4.2, stems from the fact that uniform FB design is 
so well understood. 
Properties preserved by trees. It is fairly clear that a tree structure whose units are PRFBs 
generates a (tree structured) PRFB. Similarly a tree of rational FBs generates a rational FB. In 
general we say that a property of FBs is preserved by tree structures if it is true that whenever 
all units of a tree of FBs obey the property, so does the resulting tree structured FB. A similar 
statement holds for properties of decimator-sets. Two obvious but important properties of FBs 
preserved by trees are PR and maximal decimation. From Fig. 6.8, we can infer that the property of 
having filters that are rational, stable, real coefficient, FIR, or delays, and also the paraunitariness 
property, are all preserved by tree structures. The property of being a uniform FB is clearly not 
preserved by trees. Other useful nontrivial examples will be presented later (Section 6.6.3). As 
Section 6.4.3 will show, the ability of trees to strengthen known PR conditions on the decimator-sets 
depends crucially on whether or not certain properties are preserved by trees. 
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6.4.2 Uniform-trees: An incomplete PR theory for nonuniform FBs 
A uniform-tree of FBs or decimator-sets is one in which each unit is uniform (Le., all its decimators 
are equal). Its role in the central problem of Section 6.3.1 can be summarized as follows: 
Role of uniform-trees. Derivability of a decimator-set S from a uniform-tree is a sufficient 
condition on S for existence of PRFBs using S and belonging to the specified FB class C, for all C 
of interest in this chapter. 
This statement follows from the simple fact that a uniform-tree whose units are rational PRFBs 
generates a rational PRFB, and so on. More generally, the statement holds for every FB class C 
having two features, namely (a) C contains uniform PRFBs with all decimation rates, and (b) the 
property of being in C is preserved by tree structures. All C of interest here, e.g., the rational and 
FIR FB classes, have these features. Thus it is important to have an algorithm to test whether 
or not a given decimator-set S is derivable from a uniform-tree. Such derivability is assured, for 
instance, if S has no more than two distinct decimators, or if each decimator divides every decimator 
greater than itself (e.g., when they are all powers of the same integer). Appendix B proves this, and 
gives complete algorithms to test for derivability from uniform-trees. 
Due to the common use of uniform-trees to design nonuniform PRFBs, the term 'tree structure' 
in the literature sometimes implicitly refers only to uniform-trees. In this chapter however, trees are 
always more general, i.e., unless explicitly referred to as uniform-trees, they could have nonuniform 
units too. This is necessary, for as we now show, uniform-trees do not provide a complete PR theory 
for nonuniform FBs. 
Deficiencies of uniform-trees. 
1. Uniform-tree condition is not necessary for P R: There are decimator-sets S that are not 
derivable from uniform-trees, but can be used to build PR delay-chain FBs, i.e., FBs in which 
all filters have the form z-k for integer k. An example [21] is the set S = {6, 10, 15,30, ... , 30} 
(30 occurring 20 times), discussed in detail and generalized in Section 6.5.3. A delay-chain 
belongs to every FB class C of interest here (e.g., the FIR class). Thus, the uniform-tree 
condition is not necessary for any of these classes. 
2. Uniform-tree FBs are not a full parameterization: Even if a decimator-set S is derivable from 
a uniform-tree, there may be PRFBs using S which are not derivable from any uniform-tree 
of FBs. We will now illustrate two examples of such a situation. 
Example 6.1: Based on modifying filters of tree structured FBs. We take the analysis bank of a 
tree structured PRFB, find all subbands with a fixed decimation rate N, and transform them using 
an invertible square matrix E(z). If h(z) is the vector of analysis filters in the channels being 
transformed, the transform is equivalent to replacing h(z) by h'(z) = E(zN)h(z). We preserve PR 
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by effecting a corresponding change of synthesis filters using the inverse transform E-l(z). Now 
if all the subbands being transformed come from the same unit FB in the tree, the transform can 
be effected by modifying only the filters of this unit, and the tree structure is preserved. More 
generally, if E(z) is block-diagonal with each block acting on subbands coming from the same unit 
of the tree, then again the tree structure can be preserved. However, this is no longer possible in 
general once we choose E(z) to avoid this degeneracy. In fact it is then fairly easy to ensure that 
the special structure of h(z) imposed by the tree is absent in the new filter vector h/(z). Thus, the 
new FB has the same decimator-set S but cannot be derived from the same tree. In particular if 
we choose a set S with a unique uniform-tree representation which is chosen as the starting tree 
in the above construction, the new FB is not derivable from a uniform-tree though its decimators 
are. An example of this kind is shown in [55], using FIR orthonormal FBs having the decimator-set 
{6,6,6,6,9,9,9}. 
Example 6.2: Based on PR delay-chains. Consider the set with decimators 6,10,15,30 occurring 
2,4,1,6 times respectively. From Section 6.5.2 we can show that this set can be used to build aPR 
delay-chain FB, which is clearly not derivable from a uniform-tree as the gcd of its decimators is 
unity. Now we build a tree in which the root is a uniform two-channel PR delay-chain and the 
leaves are two such (identical) FBs, both children of the root. This yields a new (tree structured) 
PR delay-chain FB in which the gcd of the decimators is 2. Thus if this FB is to be derived from 
a uniform-tree, the root of the tree must be uniform with decimator 2. From its construction, this 
implies that in fact the new FB is not derivable from a uniform-tree. However, its set of decimators 
is derivable from a uniform-tree (in fact, in multiple ways). Note that this example cannot be 
produced starting from a uniform-tree of FBs in the manner used to create Example 6.1 above. 
Thus it shows a deeper reason for the incompleteness of FB parameterizations using uniform-trees. 
6.4.3 Using trees to improve PR conditions on the decimators 
Weakening sufficient conditions 
Let S be a general decimator-set (obeying (6.1)). We seek conditions on S that permit existence 
of a PRFB that uses S as its decimator-set and belongs to some specified FB class C. For all C 
of interest here, the most elementary but very strong sufficient condition on S for this purpose is 
that S be uniform (i.e., all its decimators be equal), as uniform FBs can always be built. However, 
using the fact that the FB class definition (i.e., property of being in the class C) is preserved by 
tree structures, Section 6.4.2 has obtained a much weaker (and hence improved) sufficient condition, 
namely that S be derivable from a uniform-tree. 
The process just described can be easily generalized to improve (i.e., weaken) any sufficient 
condition P on the decimator-set S (rather than merely the condition that S be uniform). The only 
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requirement for this process to work is that the FB class definition be preserved by trees (which 
holds for all classes of interest here). The improved sufficient condition, denoted by pI, states that 
S be derivable from a tree in which all units obey the original sufficient condition P. Because S is 
always derivable from the trivial tree, the new condition is indeed weaker, i.e., P implies pl. It is 
also easy to test for pI once we have a test for the original condition P: We simply list all possible 
tree representations of S and run the test for P on all units of each of them. (Of course the specific 
nature of P could make even faster tests possible.) 
It may happen that pI == P, i.e., the 'weaker' condition is not strictly weaker. For example, 
suppose P itself is preserved by trees. Then if S is derivable from a tree in which each unit obeys P 
(Le., pI holds), it implies that S itself obeys P. Thus pI == P here. In fact a little further thought 
shows that pI == P if and only if P is preserved by trees. Note that by its definition, pI itself is 
preserved by trees. Thus repeated application of the above method cannot weaken the sufficient 
condition P any more than the first one does. 
The only currently known case where the above method strictly weakens a sufficient PR condition 
on decimator-sets is the one mentioned at the start of this section, leading to the uniform-tree 
sufficient condition. (We can create other artificial instances, which lead to sufficient conditions that 
are stronger, and hence not as useful.) We will now show a method to improve necessary conditions 
and see that there are more nontrivial examples where this method causes a strict improvement. 
Strengthening necessary conditions 
We begin by illustrating the general method using a specific necessary condition that follows from 
Theorem 6.4 of Section 6.6.2. The condition states that the decimator-set of a rational PRFB cannot 
have a subset of g + 1 decimators within which the gcd of any pair is g. The set S = {2, 4, 8,12, 24} 
can be seen to obey this condition. Suppose there is a rational PRFB using decimator-set S. We 
can create tree structures whose units are this and other rational PRFBs. The resulting FB also is a 
(tree structured) rational PRFB. Hence its decimator-set must obey the above necessary condition 
too. Thus we can obtain a new and stronger necessary condition on S by applying the original one 
to all the tree structured decimator-sets created from S as just described. In the present case, this 
new condition is strictly stronger: Using a two-unit tree in which the leaf is uniform with decimator 
2 and is attached to the decimator 2 in the root S, we obtain the decimator-set {4, 4, 4, 8,12, 24} 
which violates the original condition. (Its subset {4, 4, 4, 8, 12} has 5 decimators within which the 
gcd of any pair is 4.) 
The new necessary condition P" created as above from the original condition P will be called the 
tree version of the necessary condition P. It is stronger, i.e., P" implies P, since the tree chosen 
in the above construction can in particular be the trivial one with S as its only unit. Generalizing 
the above example, we summarize the method of strengthening necessary conditions as follows: 
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Theorem 6.1: Tree versions of necessary conditions. Let C be an FB class such that the 
property of being in C is preserved by trees. Let P be a necessary condition on a general decimator-
set 5 for existence of a PRFB in C with 5 as its set of decimators. Consider any decimator-set 5 1t 
derivable from a tree structure in which each unit is either identical to 5 or allows building of PRFBs 
in C (i.e., obeys some sufficient condition). Let pit be the condition that all such sets 5" satisfy P. 
Then P" is also a necessary condition on 5, called the tree version of the necessary condition P. • 
Remarks: 
1. We have just defined tree versions of necessary conditions, which are stronger necessary condi-
tions. Earlier we had defined tree versions of sufficient conditions, which are weaker sufficient 
conditions. Some basic differences exist between these two methods of using trees to improve 
known conditions. For example, the above definition of the necessary condition P" involves 
a known sufficient condition. The weaker this sufficient condition, the stronger P" becomes. 
This is notably different from the earlier situation for tree versions of sufficient conditions. 
2. Algorithm to test P". The condition P" on 5 demands that P hold for several sets 5 1t derived 
from 5 (including 5 itself) as described above. As there are infinitely many of the 5", we 
cannot state a general algorithm that tests for P". One needs specific tests designed using the 
features of P and the sufficient condition used to define P". This is again unlike the situation 
for tree versions of sufficient conditions. 
3. When are tree versions not strictly stronger? Suppose P is preserved by tree structures. Then 
if 5 obeys P, all units in the tree generating 5" obey P, and hence so does 5". Thus, 5 obeys 
P" too, i.e., P" == P. Here too, as with tree versions of sufficient conditions, P" is preserved 
by trees, and is hence unchanged by forming its tree version. The only difference is that now 
we cannot in general claim that P" == P implies that P is preserved by tree structures. 
Tree versions of necessary conditions have not been observed earlier. A possible reason for this is 
that the simplest known necessary conditions for the rational FB class (compatibility and pairwise 
noncoprimeness, Section 6.6.1) are preserved by trees, and are hence identical to their tree versions. 
Section 6.6.3 shows another necessary condition made strictly stronger by forming its tree version. 
6.5 Delay-chains 
A delay-chain FB is one in which all filters are delays, i.e., of form z-k for integer k. (We call z-k 
a delay even though it is actually an 'advance' for k < 0.) Such an FB, while quite useless from a 
practical standpoint, is a useful tool in solving the problems of Section 6.3.1. This section presents a 
complete solution to these problems when the class C of FBs under study is that of delay-chain FBs. 
Because delays trivially obey various filter properties, delay-chain PRFBs belong to every class C 
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studied in this chapter: They are FBs with FIR, rational, stable, real coefficient filters, and we 
will see that they are also paraunitary. Thus, solving the problem of Section 6.3.1 for the class of 
delay-chains yields a sufficient condition on the decimators for existence of PRFBs in any of these 
classes. We will see that this condition is strictly weaker than the other sufficient condition studied 
earlier in Section 6.4.2, namely derivability from uniform-trees. In fact existence of a delay-chain is 
the weakest known sufficient condition for all of the earlier mentioned rational FB classes. 
6.5.1 PR condition on the set of decimators 
In Fig. 1.8, if Hk(Z) = z-l. for all k, the k-th subband signal is ck(n) = x(nkn-lk), i.e., it contains a 
certain subset of the input samples x(n). Let L = lcm{nd, and consider any L consecutive samples 
of x(n). We see that the k-th subband contains exactly Link of these samples. Due to maximal 
decimation, we have 
''[)Llnk) = L. (6.11) 
k 
Thus, if any of the L chosen input samples occurs in more than one subband, there must be a 
sample that does not occur in any subband. In this case, PR is clearly impossible no matter what 
the choice of synthesis filters. On the other hand, if none of the input samples occurs in more 
than one subband, then (6.11) implies that each of them occurs in exactly one subband. We can 
then achieve PR by appropriately interleaving the subband samples, which is done by the choice of 
synthesis filters as Fk(Z) = zl •. Thus, PR is possible iff no input sample occurs in more than one 
subband. This condition means that if i # j, then nin - li # njm - lj, i.e., li - lj # nin - njm, 
for any integers n, m. As n, m range over all integers, the right side here ranges over all multiples 
of gcd(ni,nj). Thus the PR condition may be summarized as follows: 
Theorem 6.2: Delay-chain PRFBs. In Fig. 1.8, if Hk(Z) = z-lk for integers lk' PR is possible 
iff no input sample occurs in more than one subband. Under this condition, PR is obtained with the 
unique choice Fk(Z) = Hk(Z) = zl., yielding a PR delay-chain FB, which is thus always paraunitary. 
The necessary and sufficient condition on the decimators ni for existence of such an FB is that there 
exist integers Ii satisfying 
(6.12) 
6.5.2 Testing the PR condition 
Given the decimators nk, it is required to test for existence of integers lo, h, ... ,lM-l obeying (6.12). 
Now if (6.12) holds for some integers lk' then it also holds if each lk is replaced by lk + mknk + C 
for any integers mk and any fixed integer C. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume that 
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° ::; lk < nk and 1o = 0. This makes the number of possible sets of lk finite, so clearly there is an 
algorithm for our purpose. 
For example, we can try to assign the lk sequentially, as follows: Suppose we have 1o, it,···, IN-1 
obeying (6.12) for some N < M. We assign to IN all possible values obeying ° ::; IN < nN and 
(IN -lj) -:t. ° (mod gcd(nN' nj» for j = 0,1, ... , N -1. Each value yields a larger set 1o, it, ... , IN 
obeying (6.12), and we can now repeat the process on this set. If there is no valid choice for IN, we 
must restart with another valid set of choices for 1o, it, ... ,1N-I. Initializing this recursive scheme 
using 1o = 0, we can thus list all sets {lo,h, ... ,lM-d obeying (6.12). In particular this finds 
whether or not there exist such sets. This solves both problems of Section 6.3.1 for the class C of 
delay-chain FBs. To determine only the existence of a PR delay-chain, the above algorithm can 
often be accelerated using the following result: 
Fact 6.1. Let integers 1o, ... , IN-I obey (6.12) for some N < M, and let nN be a common multiple 
of nO,nl, ... ,nN-I. Then there is an integer IN such that ° ::; IN < nN and 10,· .. ,lN-I,lN 
obey (6.12) too. 
Proof: From the premise, 1o, ... , IN-I, IN will satisfy (6.12) if and only if 
(6.13) 
Also, gcd(nN,nj) = nj. Thus (6.13) is equivalent to IN :j; lj + nnj for all integers n, for j = 
0,1, ... , N - 1. For each j there are ~ integers of the form lj + nnj in the range [0, nN). Thus, of , 
the nN integers in [O,nN), at most B = 2:~~1 ~ of them are excluded as possible choices of IN. 
(In fact we can even show that exactly B choices are excluded-if i, j < Nand i :j; j, then lj + nnj 
cannot equal Ii + mni for any integers m, n, since Ii -lj would then violate the premise (6.12).) As 
N < M, maximal decimation (6.1) means that B < nN, so there are still valid choices of IN in the 
interval [O,nN). \l \l \l 
Thus, suppose there is a decimator nN such that each nj ~ nN is a multiple of all ni < nj. It 
then suffices to verify existence of valid delays lk obeying (6.12) for all nk < nN. As an extreme 
case, if every nj is a multiple of all ni < nj (Le., every nj divides all ni > nj), then a delay-chain 
PRFB always exists. In fact the decimator-set is then derivable from a uniform-tree (Appendix B). 
Fact 6.1 is also useful in proving Theorem 6.3 which follows soon. 
Nonuniqueness of delay-chains: When a decimator-set allows building of a PR delay-chain FB, in 
general this delay-chain is not unique. The nonuniqueness can be much deeper than that caused 
simply by adding a constant delay to all the filters. For example, when several delay-chains are 
possible, it could happen that some of them are also derivable from uniform-trees, while some 
others are not, as seen in Section 6.4.2. 
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6.5.3 Delay-chains vs. uniform-trees 
Our study of tree structures showed that (a) known PR conditions on decimators can sometimes be 
strengthened using trees (Section 6.4.3), and (b) derivability of the decimators from a uniform-tree 
is a sufficient PR condition for all FB classes that we study (Section 6.4.2). Does this teach us more 
about delay-chains? Firstly, the condition (6.12) is both necessary and sufficient for existence of PR 
delay-chains. Hence it remains unaltered by the procedures of Section 6.4.3. Next, the uniform-tree 
condition is not necessary, as we now show: 
Theorem 6.3: PR delay-chains without uniform-trees. There are infinitely many PR delay-
chain FBs that cannot be derived from uniform-trees. Such FBs can be built using every set of 
decimators of the form 
S = {no, nl, n2, L, L, ... , L} where L = lcm(no, nl, n2) occurs L (1 -~ ~i) times, 
• 
Proof: By Fact 6.1, decimators of S allow building of a PR delay-chain FB iff there are integers 
lo, h, l2 obeying (6.12) for i, j E {O, 1, 2}. This condition is easily ensured, in fact it holds iff 
gcd(ni,nj) 2 2 for i,j E {0,1,2} with strict inequality for at least one if. j. (We can then make 
a valid choice of the li from the numbers 0,1,2.) Further if gcd(no, nl, n2) = 1, the set cannot be 
derived from a uniform-tree (Appendix B). Both these requirements are satisfied by the choice of 
ni stated by the theorem. 
An example of a delay-chain PRFB not derivable from a uniform-tree was first shown in [21]. Its 
set of decimators {6, 10, 15, 30, 30, ... , 30} (30 occurring 20 times) is a special case of the construction 
of Theorem 6.3 with (mo, ml, m2) = (5,3,2). This is not the only way to produce such examples: 
Delay-chain PRFBs can also be built with the decimator values 6, 10, 15, 30 when the number of 
their respective occurrences are 2,4,1,6 or 2,3,2,7. The former set of decimators is the smallest 
such example.3 It can be used as the root of a tree to derive the example of [21], but not the latter 
example. In all these cases, the decimators have no common factor, ensuring that they are not 
derivable from uniform-trees. In fact if the decimators of a delay-chain PRFB do have a common 
factor, the FB can be built from smaller PR delay-chains as follows: 
Fact 6.2. Let all decimators in a PR delay-chain FB have common factor K > 1. Then the FB can 
be derived from a tree structure in which each unit is a PR delay-chain FB and the root is uniform 
with decimator K. 
Proof: Let x(n) be the FB input. For ° :::; k < K, let fk(n) = x(Kn - k), which is the k-th 
3This is true when size is measured by either the number of decimators, or their km, or the largest one. In fact 
there is no other example with :s 13 decimators, as an exhaustive search aided by a computer and Fact 6.2 will show. 
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subband signal in a uniform K channel delay-chain PRFB. Now consider the i-th channel of the given 
PR delay-chain, with decimator ni, analysis filter z-l;, and hence, subband signal x(nin -li). Since 
ni is a multiple of K, either all its samples lie in the sequence fk (n), or none of them do (depending 
on whether or not li == k (mod K)). We now collect all subbands whose samples do lie (entirely) 
in fk(n). From the PR condition for delay-chains (Theorem 6.2), these sub bands collectively contain 
all samples of fk(n) (as none of the other subbands have any of them), and each of these samples 
occurs in exactly one of these subbands. Further the delays in all these subbands are equal (to 
k) modulo K. Thus these subbands can be generated by inserting a suitable delay-chain PRFB 
as a child (in a tree) in the k-th subband signal h(n) of a uniform K channel delay-chain PRFB. 
Repeating this process for k = 0,1, ... ,K - 1 yields the desired tree structure. 
Remarks: 
1. The above result does not generalize easily to other classes of FBs (besides delay-chains). For 
example, consider the decimators {4, 4, 4, 4}, having common factor K = 2. These decimators 
can be used to build rational and FIR PRFBs that are not derivable from any tree structure 
(besides the trivial one). 
2. A common factor K > 1 among all decimators does not by itself ensure their derivability from 
a tree whose root is uniform with K as decimator.4 However, if the decimators also allow 
building of a delay-chain PRFB, then by Fact 6.2, there is at least one such tree, as the FB 
itself is derivable from such a tree. 
3. All decimators of a PR delay-chain FB need not have a common factor K > 1 (see the 
example in Theorem 6.3). However, further conditions on the decimators can force such a 
common factor to exist, thus making Fact 6.2 apply. For example, suppose the PR delay-chain 
has a decimator of value m occurring m - 1 times (m is thus the smallest decimator). Then 
all decimators must have m as a factor. This is provable by a slight extension of the proof 
of Fact 6.2. In fact it even generalizes to rational FBs in place of delay-chains (Theorem 6.5, 
Section 6.7), although this is harder to prove. 
6.6 The class of rational FBs 
In this section and most of Section 6.7, the FB class C of interest is that of rational FBs, i.e., FBs 
in which all filters are rational. We seek necessary and sufficient conditions on a decimator-set S for 
existence of a rational PRFB using S. The weakest known sufficient condition is that of existence of 
a PR delay-chain (Section 6.5). This is clearly sufficient since delay-chains are rational FBs, but is it 
4The set of decimators {4, 6, 6, 10, 10, 10, 10, 60} shows this for K = 2. The choice of root prevents the leaves from 
obeying (6.1). 
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also necessary? Or is there a decimator-set which does not permit existence of PR delay-chains, but 
allows building of rational PRFBs (whose filters are not all delays)? This is a major open question 
in the PR theory of nonuniform FBs. 
A possible approach to answer the above question is to try to build a rational PRFB with 
decimators that do not allow building of PR delay-chains. However, starting with an arbitrary 
decimator-set such as S = {2, 3, 6} does not help, as S violates a known necessary condition (called 
'compatibility', Section 6.6.1) on the decimators of a rational PRFB. Such sets must be excluded, 
and to this end it helps to derive more necessary conditions. This is our main contribution in this 
section. The previously known necessary conditions for PR are described in Section 6.6.1. Each 
subsequent subsection develops a new necessary condition that is strictly stronger than a previously 
known one. Table 6.1 (Section 6.8) presents a comprehensive summary of all known conditions, 
many of which are new results of the present work. The table studies the interrelationship between 
the conditions and lists example decimator-sets illustrating their use. 
All the new necessary conditions we develop still collectively remain insufficient for existence 
of delay-chain PRFBs, and thus it is still not known whether they are sufficient for existence of 
rational PRFBs. Our work reduces the 'gap' between the necessary conditions and the sufficient 
one. Proving that the sufficient condition is in fact necessary would in some sense render obsolete 
most of the present section. However this appears tough to do, in fact the statement may not even 
be true. Our work is a step towards the truth. 
6.6.1 Previously known necessary conditions on decimators 
1. Pairwise noncoprimeness. No two decimators of a rational PRFB can be coprime [21]. If 
gcd(ni, nj) = 1 for two decimators ni, nj in Fig. 1.8, the biorthogonality condition (6.4) for 
PR implies HiFj = 0 and (HiFi) -l-ni = (HjFj ) -l-n; = 1. This is impossible for a rational FB, 
as HiFj = 0 forces Hi == 0 or Fj == O. 
2. Compatibility. Every decimator occurring only once must divide some other decimator [3], 
[28], [21]. In particUlar, the largest decimator must occur at least twice. As Section 6.6.4 will 
show (see Example A), without this condition the rational FB cannot even be a nonzero LTI 
system, let alone have PR. 
3. Strong compatibility. This condition, developed in [21], places a lower bound bj > 1 on the 
number of occurrences N j of each decimator nj. The condition is stated as follows: 
(6.14) 
for any integer K > O. Section 6.6.4 proves a new condition strictly stronger than this one. 
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Note that the bound bj of (6.14) is independent of K. Also, it only needs verification for distinct 
decimator values, because if ni = nj then Ni = N j , bi = bj . For a uniform decimator-set, Pi = Pj 
for all i,j, so we define bj = 1 here (so that the bound holds). Excluding this case, bj = 1 iff 
Pj is a multiple of some Pi i- Pj, i.e., iff nj divides some distinct decimator ni' So the bound 
need not be checked for such decimators. Also, strong compatibility implies compatibility, because 
it demands that any nj occurring only once (i.e., with N j = 1) must have bj = 1, i.e., must 
divide some other decimator. In fact strong compatibility is a strictly stronger necessary condition 
than compatibility, as shown by the set of decimators {2, 4, 6, 24, 24}. However it does not imply 
pairwise noncoprimeness [3] (shown by {2, 5,10,10, 1O}). Likewise, a set could satisfy pairwise 
noncoprimeness but violate compatibility (and hence strong compatibility), e.g., {2, 4, 6, 12}. 
6.6.2 The pairwise gcd test 
Theorem 6.4: Pairwise gcd test. Among the decimators of a rational PRFB, there cannot be a 
subset of 9 + 1 decimators such that the gcd of any two elements from the subset is a factor of g. In 
particular (for 9 = 1), this implies the pairwise noncoprimeness condition (Section 6.6.1). • 
Proof: As with pairwise noncoprimeness, the proof uses the biorthogonality condition (6.4) 
for PRo Let 9 + 1 decimators no, nl, ... ,ng be such that the gcd of any pair divides g. From (6.4), 
(Hi(z)Fj(z)) .!-gcd(n"n;)= ° if i,j E {O, 1, ... ,g}, i i- j. In this case g/ gcd(ni' nj) is given to be an 
integer, so decimating both sides by it, 
(Hi(Z)Fj(z)) .!-g= 0, for i,j E {O, 1, ... ,g}, i i- j. (6.15) 
Form the g-th order analysis polyphase matrix E(z) (of size (g + 1) x g) of the filters Hi(z), and the 
g-th order synthesis polyphase matrix R(z) (of size 9 x (g + 1)) of the Fi . Thus, by the polyphase 
lemma (Section 6.1.3), for i, j E {O, 1, ... , g}, (Hi(z)Fj(z)) .!-g is the ij-th entry of P(z) ~ E(z)R(z). 
Hence by (6.15), P(z) is a «g + 1) x (g + 1)) diagonal matrix. Its i-th diagonal entry is the 
filter (Hi(Z)Fi(Z)) .!-g, with impulse response ci(gn), where ci(n) is the impulse response of HiFi. 
From (6.4), (Hi(Z)Fi(Z)) .!-n;= 1, so ci(nin) = 8(n) i.e., Ci(O) = 1. Hence ci(gn) =t. 0, i.e., no diagonal 
element of P(z) is identically zero. Thus, as these elements are rational filters, there is a z such that 
P(z) has full rank 9 + 1. However, this is impossible from the sizes of E(z), R(z). V V V 
6.6.3 Tree version of strong compatibility 
In Section 6.4.3, we saw how given a necessary condition P on the decimators for PR, we could 
form its 'tree version' P", which is a stronger (though not necessarily strictly stronger) necessary 
condition. We can apply this process to the conditions of Section 6.6.1. Some thought shows that 
both the pairwise noncoprimeness and the compatibility conditions are preserved by tree structures. 
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Figure 6.10: Showing that strong compatibility is not preserved by trees. 
They are hence identical to their tree versions (as seen in Section 6.4.3). However, the same is not 
true with strong compatibility: Its tree version is strictly stronger than itself. This is shown by 
the two-unit tree in Fig. 6.10. Both units Rand S are strong compatible, and S allows building of 
rational PRFBs (as it is uniform). However the resulting set of decimators is not strong compatible. 
Hence, though R obeys strong compatibility, it violates its tree version. 
A complete algorithm to test this new necessary condition is described in Appendix E. Its deriva-
tion involves characterizing trees similar to that in Fig. 6.10. This is done by the following results: 
Fact 6.3. Consider a set T of decimators derived from a two-unit tree structure having root Rand 
leaf S attached to decimator mo of R. Suppose R, S are strong compatible but T is not. Then S is 
a uniform unit, i.e., all its decimators have equal value K. The decimator mo of R does not occur in 
T, i.e., it occurs only once in R. The decimator moK of T obtained at the leaf S also occurs in R. 
Decimators of this value moK are the only ones violating the strong compatibility lower bound on 
the number of their occurrences in T. 
Fact 6.4. Let a set D of decimators satisfy strong compatibility but violate its tree version. Then 
there is a tree T generating a set T of decimators, such that T and T have the following properties: 
1. The tree T has root D. All leaves of the tree are uniform and are children of its root. All 
decimators obtained at the leaves have equal value d. 
2. If di are the decimators of D to which leaves are attached in T, then di ft T. 
3. If d ft D, then d = lcm{dd. Hence, if d ft D, the di are not all equal (for else, d = di ED). 
4. Decimator d E T violates the strong compatibility lower bound on the number of its occurrences 
in T. 
Fact 6.3 is proved in Appendix C, and is used to prove Fact 6.4 in Appendix D. Fact 6.4 gives 
an algorithm to test whether the set D obeys the tree version of the strong compatibility condition: 
We find all trees with root D and properties 1-3 listed in Fact 6.4. It can be seen that there are 
only finitely many such trees, and from Fact 6.4, D violates the condition if and only if one of these 
trees also obeys property 4. This idea is the basis of the detailed algorithm of Appendix E. 
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6.6.4 The AC matrix test 
The necessary condition derived here relies heavily on the AC matrix formulation (6.7), (6.8) of the 
PR condition on the filters of the FB. The algorithm to test the condition is described in Appendix F, 
and may be taken as the statement of the condition (i.e., this condition, unlike the earlier ones, does 
not have a short/simple statement). Like the test of Section 6.6.3, this test also strictly strengthens 
strong compatibility, but in an independent direction. In this section, we derive two lemmas and use 
them to explain the operation of the test, illustrate it with examples, and thus justify the algorithm 
of Appendix F. Developing the new test will also prove that strong compatibility is necessary for 
PRj a result assumed in deriving the test of Section 6.6.3. We will further show that (simple) 
compatibility is necessary even if we allow the rational FB to violate PR but merely insist that it 
be an LTI system (i.e., an alias-free FB) that is not identically zero. 
Two key results used by the test 
Lemma 6.2. In Fig. 1.8, if 2::k Hik (Z)Fik (z) = 0 for any set of ik, 0::; ik < M, then the FB cannot 
have PR. 
Proof: If the FB of Fig. 1.8 has PR, (Hik(Z)Fik(Z)) tnik = 1 by biorthogonality (6.4). Let 
L = 1cm{nd, thus (Hik(Z)Fik(Z)) tL= (1) t(L/nik)= 1. So (2::k Hik (Z)Fik (z)) hi: 0, violating 
2::k Hik (z )Fik (z) = O. \l \l \l 
Lemma 6.3. Given rational filters Bi(z), Ci(z), 0 ::; i < N, let W = e-j2rr / M and Gt(z) = 
2::~~1 Bi(ZWt)Ci(z). If Gt(z) = 0 for N values of l occurring consecutively in an arithmetic 
progression, then Gt(z) = 0 for all values of l in this progression. (The lemma in fact holds for any 
nonzero complex W.) 
Proof: For N = 1, the lemma is to be interpreted as follows: If Bo(zWt)Co(z) = 0 for some l, 
then it holds for alll. This is clearly true: Rational filters Bo, Co obey Bo(zWt)Co(z) = 0 iff Bo == 0 
or Co == 0 or both. (Note that this is in general false if we remove the rationality constraint.) Hence, 
let N> 1. Let the given progression of N values of l be s, s + d, s + 2d, ... , s + (N - l)d. Define 
The lemma can then be stated as follows: If b(zWnd)c(z) = 0 for n = 0,1, ... , N - 1 then it is 
true for all integers n. To show this, form the square matrix B(z) with rows b(zwnd), 0 ::; n < N. 
By the premise of the lemma, B(z)c(z) is the zero vector. This implies linear dependence of the 
columns of B(z), and hence of its rows, as it is square. So 2::~:Ol Gn(z)b(zWnd) = 0 for some 
rational filters Gn(z) not all identically zero. Let r be the maximum n for which Gn(z) :t. O. Divide 
the above relation by Gr(z). (This is allowed solely due to the rationality assumption: Otherwise 
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Or (e jW ) could for instance be zero in an interval.) This yields 
r-l 
b(zWrd) = L ,sn(z)b(zWnd) for some rational filters ,sn (z). 
n=O 
Replacing z by zWd and post multiplying by c(z) shows b(zWnd)c(z) = 0 for n = r + 1. Using this 
and repeating the process shows the same for n = r + 2, and so on. Thus the result is shown for all 
n ~ O. For n < 0 we use a similar process, now taking r as the least n for which on(z) t- O. \l \l \l 
Deriving the test from the AC matrix and Lemmas 6.2,6.3 
Examine closely Equations (6.7), (6.8) which are equivalent to PR. Number the rows of the AC 
matrix from 0 to L - 1, and the columns from 0 to M - 1, and let W = e- j27r / L . The I-th row 
equation in (6.7) has form 
L Pik Hik (zWI)Fik (z) = o. 
k 
(6.16) 
The summation here ranges over all indices ik for which the ik-th column in the AC matrix has a 
nonzero entry in the I-th row. This happens if and only if 1 is a mUltiple of Pik = L/nik. Thus, 
suppose that for all integers m in some set S, the number 1 = mpo is not a multiple of any Pi =I Po. 
For all these I = mpo, (6.16) holds with the summation being over the same set of filters, i.e., those 
corresponding to decimator value no. Thus, if this value occurs No times, (6.16) takes the form 
No-l 
L Po Hi(zWI)Fi(z) = 0, for 1 = mpo, for m E S. (6.17) 
i=O 
This is very similar to the system 2:!~1 Bi(ZWI)Ci(z) = 0 of Lemma 6.3, with N = No. The only 
difference is that here the premise of the lemma mayor may not hold, i.e., (6.17) mayor may not 
hold for No values of I occurring consecutively in an arithmetic progression. 
The main idea of the test we are developing is to find all progressions for which the premise 
of Lemma 6.3 actually holds, and then use the lemma. This may sometimes allow us to deduce 
that (6.17) actually holds for other values of I too, besides those stated in (6.17) itself. If I = 0 
turns out to be one of these, then by Lemma 6.2 we can conclude that PR is impossible, i.e., the 
given set of decimators fails the test. To perform such a test, we must use the known values of 1 
from (6.17) to find progressions obeying the premise of Lemma 6.3. From (6.17) it clearly suffices to 
examine progressions of integers whose common difference d is an integer multiple of Po. There are 
infinitely many such progressions, each an infinite sequence. However, since W L = 1, it suffices to 
consider the progressions modulo L, and to restrict their common difference d as d < L. In fact even 
d :S LL/2J suffices, as any progression with common difference L - d can be generated in reverse 
order by one with difference d. We will now show examples of the working of the above test. 
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Example A: Compatibility is a special case, and is necessary even for alias-free FEs. Suppose Po 
occurs only once and is not a multiple of any Pi # Po. In other words, no occurs only once and 
does not divide any other ni, i.e., compatibility (Section 6.6.1) is violated. Then (6.17) holds with 
No = m = 1, and a trivial use of Lemma 6.3 shows that indeed (6.17) also holds for l = 0 (i.e., 
HoFo == 0). Thus by Lemma 6.2, PR is impossible. Hence, passing our new test implies compatibility 
of the decimators. In fact, even if the rational FB does not have PR but is LTI (i.e., alias-free) with 
transfer function T(z), (6.7), (6.8) still hold with L replaced by LT(z) in (6.7). Hence, if no violates 
compatibility as described above, the conclusion HoFo == 0 still holds. Thus the FB input-output 
relation is preserved even if we drop the O-th channel, making the FB overdecimated. As the input 
of such an FB cannot be recovered from its output using any LTI system, we must have T(z) == ° 
(else we could use the LTI inverse I/T(z». Thus, compatibility is necessary even if all we demand 
of the rational FB is that it be alias-free and not identically zero (as opposed to having PR). 
Example E: A specific set of decimators. Consider the set {4, 6, 6, 6,10,20,20, 20}. This has 8 
decimators with lcm L = 60, and P5 = P6 = P7 = 60/20 = 3. For m = 7,9,11, the numbers 1 = 3m 
are not multiples of any Pi # 3. Thus for these l, the l-th row equation in (6.7) reads as 
7 
L 3Hi(ZW1)Fi(Z) = ° for 1 = 3m, m = 7,9, II. (6.18) 
i=5 
The sum has three terms, and the three values of 1 occur consecutively in an arithmetic progression. 
Thus by Lemma 6.3, (6.18) holds for alll in this progression, specifically for 1 = 3 x 5 = 15, which is 
not a multiple of any Pi besides P5 = 3 and Po = 15. The 15-th row equation in (6.7) initially reads 
as 15Ho(zW1)Fo(z) +3 I:r=5 Hi(zW1)Fi(z) = 0 (for 1 = 15), but in the light of the above conclusion 
it now further says that Ho(zW1)Fo(z) = 0. Now another application of Lemma 6.3 (for the trivial 
case of N = 1) shows that Ho(z)Fo(z) = 0 and thus PR is impossible by Lemma 6.2. 
Based on the above discussion and examples, Appendix F shows a complete algorithm to test 
the necessary condition derived above using Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. This test, called the AC matrix 
test, implies not merely compatibility (Example A) but strong compatibility too (Appendix F), and 
is in fact strictly stronger: The decimators of Example B are strong compatible and yet fail the test. 
6.7 Conditions based on reductions to tree structures 
As seen in Section 6.4.2, a decimator-set may be derivable from trees in many ways, but an FB 
using the decimator-set may not be derivable from all of these trees. However, all PRFBs using 
decimators obeying certain conditions must be derivable from certain nontrivial trees associated 
with the conditions. Fact 6.2 is a result of this type for delay-chains. Another example is as follows: 




Figure 6.11: Root extraction test (Theorem 6.5): Showing equivalent tree structure for any rational 
PRFB with decimators obeying the premise (6.19) of the test. 
some integer r > 0), then all PRFBs using those decimators are derivable from this tree. This was 
proved in [55], [19] for rational orthonormal and biorthogonal FBs respectively. It parameterizes 
all FBs with dyadic decimator-sets, i.e., solves problem 2 of Section 6.3.1 for such sets. However, 
it does not reveal any new conditions on decimators for existence of rational PRFBs (problem 1 of 
Section 6.3.1). This is because it concerns only dyadic decimator-sets, which, being derivable from 
uniform-trees, are already known to allow building of PRFBs in every FB class of interest here. 
Suppose on the other hand that we have a condition on a more general decimator-set S that 
allows us to conclude that every rational PRFB using S is derivable from some (nontrivial) tree. 
Such a condition provides a parameterization result for FBs using such decimator-sets S. Further, it 
reduces the problem of existence of rational PRFBs using S to that of existence of rational PRFBs 
using the smaller decimator-sets in the units of the tree. We can obtain a new necessary condition 
on S for existence of such an FB, by applying all the known conditions on these smaller sets. In this 
section, we derive three such conditions (Theorems 6.5-6.7) all of which yield as a special case, the 
result on dyadic FBs mentioned earlier. We refer the reader to Table 6.1 (Section 6.8) for example 
decimator-sets showing the use of the new necessary conditions generated by these results. Finally, 
we present two other results (Theorems 6.8, 6.9) that also pertain to other filter constraints besides 
rationality, such as orthonormality, stability, and the FIR property. 
Theorem 6.5: Root extraction test. Suppose a set of decimators no, n1, ... , nM -1 is such that 
M-1 1 1 L -;:= N' whereN=integermultipleofno,n1, ... ,nk_1. 
i=k • 
(6.19) 
Let there be a rational PRFB using these decimators. Then all ni for i 2: k are multiples of N, and 
the FB is always derivable from a two-unit tree structure of rational PRFBs in which the root has 
decimators no, n1, ... , nk-l, N, as shown in Fig. 6.11. • 
This result is a special case of Theorem 6.6 (which is proved in Appendix G). A corollary obtained 
with N = 2 is that any rational PRFB having a decimator of value 2 must be derivable from 
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a two-unit tree of rational PRFBs in which the root is a uniform two-band FB. Repeated use 
of this corollary shows the result of [19] on derivability of rational biorthogonal FBs with dyadic 
decimators from trees. The corresponding result of [55] for orthonormal FBs does not directly follow: 
Theorems 6.5, 6.6 do not themselves show how to ensure orthonormality of all the units of the tree, 
given that of the overall FB. This can be done using Theorem 6.8 which follows later. Finally, note 
that even nonrational PRFBs with decimators ni obeying (6.19) must be derivable from trees as in 
Fig. 6.11, provided the ni have the property that all ni for i ;:::: k are multiples of N. In other words, 
this property no longer follows from (6.19) (as is clear from Section 6.3.2), but the derivability from 
a tree follows if the property is made an additional premise (Appendix G). 
Theorem 6.6: Generalized root extraction test. Suppose the given decimator-set D 










N for some mteger N, 
{ni: ni E D,ni = factor of N}, 
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Then, if a rational PRFB exists with these decimators, all ni E S are multiples of N, and the FB is 
derivable from a two-unit tree of rational PRFBs. This tree has root decimator-set obtained from 
D by replacing SeD by a single decimator of value N. The leaf decimator-set is derived from S 
by dividing all its elements by N. • 
Comments on Theorem 6.6. This result, proved in Appendix G, is more complicated to state 
but also more general than Theorem 6.5. Theorem 6.5 represents the special case when T2 is empty 
and S U Tl = D (in which case (6.20) and (6.21) imply (6.23), due to (6.1)). Note that while 
one of the sets T1 , T2 can be empty, (6.23) shows that they cannot both be empty except in the 
trivial case where N = 1 and S = D. With S, Tl defined as in (6.20), (6.21), their disjointed-
ness is equivalent to lSI > 1, which ensures that each entry of Tl is less than all entries of S. 
Disjointedness of T2 from S, Tl is a separate requirement that does not follow from (6.20)-(6.23). 
Both Sand Tl can have multiple occurrences of a given decimator value; in fact from (6.21), every 
ni E Tl occurs as many times in Tl as it does in D. However, entries of T2 are all distinct from 
each other, for else by (6.22), T2 would have some elements that are factors of N and are hence in 
Tl too, violating their disjointedness. Unlike Theorem 6.5, Theorem 6.6 is not obeyed by nonra-
5Most 'sets' in our work, including D,S,Tl here, are really 'multisets', i.e., can contain mUltiple occurrences of 
the same decimator value. However, disjointedness here has its usual set-theoretic meaning. Thus, if one of the sets 
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Figure 6.12: Leaf extraction test (Theorem 6.7). (a) K channels with decimator K M. (b) Equivalent 
structure under the premise of the test. 
tional FBs even if the condition that all ni E S be mUltiples of N is made an additional premise 
(a counterexample can be created with brickwall FBs). 
Theorem 6.7: AC matrix-based leaf extraction test. Consider Fig. 6.12a, showing a subset 
of the channels of some maximally decimated FB. Suppose the system in Fig. 6.12a is not identically 
zero, and all its filters are rational. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) Let W =exp( Il~n, Gl(z) ~ E~~l Hi(zWl)Fi(z). Then Gl(Z) =0 for alli E {O, 1, ... , K M -
I} that are not integer multiples of K (or equivalently, as W KM = 1, for all such integers i). 
(b) There are rational filters A, B, HI, Ff such that the systems of Figs. 6.12a, 6.12b are equivalent 
(i.e., for i = 0,1, ... , K - 1, Hi(z) = A(z)Hl(zM), Fi(Z) = B(z)Ff(zM)) and the HI, F[ form 
a K band PRFB. • 
Application of Theorem 6.7. The result is proved in Appendix G, we mainly use the fact that (a) 
implies (b) in its statement. Suppose precisely K decimators of a rational PRFB have value K M. 
Examine the k-th row on the left side of the L-row AC matrix equation (6.7) of the FB (where L is 
a multiple of all decimators in the FB). For k = i(L/(KM)) (i a positive integer), this evaluates to 
the sum of Gl(z) (defined in Theorem 6.7) and other terms coming from channels whose decimators 
ni are such that k is a multiple of L/ni. If there are no such terms, Gl(Z) = O. Even if there are 
such terms, we have seen in deriving the AC matrix test (Section 6.6.4) how one can sometimes 
deduce that they sum to zero (and hence that Gl(z) = 0) using filter rationality and the other rows 
in (6.7). Suppose the decimators are such that such a deduction of Gl(z) = 0 is possible for all i 
that are not integer multiples of K. The condition (a) of Theorem 6.7 is then obeyed by the K 
channels with decimator K M for all rational PRFBs with this set of decimators. Thus, Theorem 6.7 
implies that all these PRFBs are derivable from a two-unit tree of rational PRFBs, in which the leaf 
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is uniform with decimator K and generates the K channels with decimator K M. Thus for such a 
decimator-set, existence of rational PRFBs is equivalent to existence of rational PRFBs using the 
smaller decimator-set in the root of the above-mentioned tree. This technique can be applied to 
dyadic decimator sets to deduce the result of [19]. However, this result follows more easily from 
Theorem 6.5. Finally, note that even if we remove all rationality restrictions in the statement of 
Theorem 6.7, (b) still implies (a) (Appendix G). The converse (which is more useful) is however no 
longer true (a counterexample can be created using brickwall FBs). 
Theorems 6.5-6.7 involve a decimator-set D having a subset S whose entries have reciprocals 
summing to 1jN for some integer N. Given a rational PRFB using D, we wish to derive the subset 
of its channels corresponding to S from a single channel with decimator N, by attaching a leaf FB 
using the decimator-set SjN. (SjN is obtained from S by dividing each of its entries by N.) The 
theorems give various conditions on D under which this can be done for all rational PRFBs using 
decimator-set D. That SjN is a set of integers is either an assumption or a deduction. Note that we 
derive certain rational PRFBs from trees whose units are all rational PRFBs. If the original PRFB 
obeys a constraint other than (or besides) rationality (e.g., orthonormality), then can all units of the 
tree also be chosen to obey this constraint? A partial answer (for certain constraints) is as follows: 
Theorem 6.8. Consider the following properties of FBs: (a) PR, (b) orthonormality, (c) stable 
filters, and (d) FIR filters. Suppose a tree structure of rational FBs yields a (necessarily rational) 
FB obeying one specific property from this list. Then without changing the overall FB, the filters 
in the units of the tree can be altered to make each unit also an FB obeying that property. • 
This result is proved in Appendix H. There is an important point to note about the list of 
properties in its statement. One could consider augmenting this list using combinations of the listed 
properties, i.e., (e) PR and stable filters, (f) orthonormality and stable filters, (g) PR and FIR filters, 
(h) orthonormality and FIR filters. However, these have not been listed. Thus, for instance, if the 
overall FB has PR with stable filters, all Theorem 6.8 assures is that the individual FBs can be 
altered to have either PR or stable filters-whether they can have both is left undecided. Indeed, it 
is an open problem as to whether or not Theorem 6.8 holds with any of the properties (e)-(h) added 
to its list of properties (though we believe that it probably does hold even in this case). That it 
holds for property (h) has been proved for dyadic trees in [55, Th. 2]. This proof can be extended 
to cover both properties (f) and (h) for all uniform-trees in which no unit has more than one child 
(dyadic trees being a special case). Further extensions (to arbitrary trees) are unknown.6 
Our last result is one that, given a PRFB with decimator-set S, deduces existence of another 
PRFB, which has a possibly different decimator-set S1 and preserves certain properties of the original 
6[55, Th. 4] appears to show Theorem 6.8 with property (h) for all uniform-trees, but in fact it does not: In its 
proof, T:(z) = Ti(z)/B(zb) has not been shown to be FIR. Similarly, [19, Sec. 6] seems to account for property (e), 
but in fact it only covers stability (property (c». 
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FB, such as rationality and orthonormality. Thus, given a necessary condition P on S for existence 
of a PRFB using S with such a property, we can get a stronger necessary condition PI by applying 
P not merely to S but also to SI. It may turn out that SI == S, or that SI is derivable from a tree 
using S as root, in which case PI is automatically tested once we test for the tree version pit of P 
(i.e., pit is even stronger than PI)' However, this does not always happen, i.e., sometimes we indeed 
get a new condition. The result is as follows: 
Theorem 6.9: Subset extension test. Consider any subset of channels of any PRFB. Let the 
decimators in this subset have lcm L and reciprocals that sum to pi L. Then there exist L - P 
channels with decimation L which when augmented to the chosen subset, extend it into a PRFB. If 
the original PRFB has anyone of the following properties: (a) rational filters, (b) orthonormality, 
(c) orthonormality and rational filters, (d) orthonormality and FIR filters, then the new 'extended' 
FB can also be chosen to have that property. • 
Proof: We use the equivalence between the biorthogonality condition (6.4) and the polyphase 
formulation of the PR condition on the filters. From Section 6.2.2, Fig. 5.2 and Appendix A, we can 
see thatfor a specific i, j, (6.4) is equivalent to Pi XPj equations of the form (Si(Z)Qj (z)) .1-£= c5(i- j). 
Here L = niPi = njPj, and these equations come from choosing Si, Qj respectively as the delayed 
versions of Hi, Fj in Fig. 5.2. The left side of each such equation can be written as an 'inner 
product' of length L vectors using the polyphase lemma (Section 6.1.3). In order to arrange all 
these equations into a single polyphase matrix equation, L was chosen in Section 6.2.2 as a multiple 
of all decimators ni. However, if we restrict attention to a subset of channels of the nonuniform 
FB (as in Theorem 6.9), it suffices to let L be a multiple of the decimators in this subset. Thus, 
the subset chosen in the theorem statement corresponds to a matrix equation E(z)R(z) = I where 
E(z), R(z) are of sizes P x Land L x P respectively. The theorem then follows by augmenting 
these matrices into L x L ones whose product is still the identity. The augmented matrices are the 
polyphase matrices of the new FB, and the added rows and columns are the L-th order polyphase 
vectors of the filters in the added channels. Clearly if E(z), R(z) are rational, these vectors can also 
be chosen to be rational. If the original FB is orthonormal, E( ejw )Et (e jW ) = I, so we can extend 
E(ejW ) into a unitary matrix (for each w). Further if the original FB is rational or FIR, the extension 
can be forced to preserve these properties by using unitary statespace realizations [64, Chap. 14] of 
Lx P paraunitary systems.7 V\lV 
6.8 Summary and comparison of necessary conditions 
Table 6.1 lists all currently known necessary conditions on the decimators of rational PRFBs, many 
of which have been developed in this chapter. The following remarks are in order: 





Tests Example decimator-set Di 
# (i) implied violating test #i 
Pairwise gcd 1 Pairwise noncoprimeness 6.6.1 - 3,4,12,12,12,12,12 
based 2 Pairwise gcd test 6.6.2, Th. 6.4 1 6,10,14,210,210, ... ,210 
3 Compatibility 6.6.1 - 6,6,6,9,9,9,9,18 
Generalizing 4 Strong compatibility 6.6.1 3 6,6,6,6,9,9,27,27,45,270, ... ,270 
compatibility 5 Tree version of #4 6.6.3, App. E 3,4 4,6,6,12,16,16,16,18,18,72,144,144,144 
6 AC matrix test 6.6.4, App. F 3,4 6,6,6,6,9,9,24,72,72,72,72,72 
7 Root extraction test 6.7, Th. 6.5 - 4,4,4,10,20,20,20 
Tree reduction 8 Generalized root extraction 6.7, Th. 6.6 7 4,4,6,8,24,24,24,24,24 
based 9 AC-based leaf extraction 6.7, Th. 6.7 - 4,6,6,12,12,12,20,20,30,60,60 
10 Subset extension test 6.7, Th. 6.9 - 4,6,6,8,12,12,36,48,48,72,72,72,72 
11 Tree version of #2 1 1,2 3,6,6,12,18,30,180, ... ,180 
Tree versions 12 Tree version of #6 ? 3,4,6 1? 
(Section 6.4.3) 13 Tree version of #7-10 ? 7-10 ?? 
Table 6.1: Necessary conditions on decimators of rational PRFBs. 
1. For each of the tests numbered #i = 1,2, ... ,11, we have an example decimator-set Di vi-
olating the test. We have chosen Di so that the only other listed tests it fails are (a) any 
tests that imply test #i, as shown in the second-last column of the table, and (b) possibly one 
or more of the tests #11-13, which we have not designed algorithms to perform, and hence, 
cannot currently decide whether or not they are violated. This shows that except for these 
last three tests, the interdependencies between the tests are exactly as described in the table 
(in its second-last column). For example, passing the AC matrix test implies nothing about 
passing the tree version of the strong compatibility test, and vice versa.8 
2. The above remark applies in particular to the example set D u , which passes all tests #1-10. 
It fails test #11 because attaching a uniform leaf with decimator 2 to its decimator of value 3 
yields a set with a subset of 7 decimators within which the gcd of any pair is 6. Currently we 
do not have such examples for tests #12,13. Though we have not devised an algorithm to test 
for the tree version of the pairwise gcd test, the set Du shows that the tree version is strictly 
stronger than the original test. 
3. The AC matrix test (#6) is also strictly strengthened by forming its tree version (#12), as 
the set {3, 4, 8,12,12,24,24, 24} shows. This set passes test #6, but fails its tree version, since 
attaching uniform leaves with decimator 2 to its decimators of value 12 yields a set failing 
test #6. However, this example also fails another test (test #1) from Table 6.1. 
4. Each test P of rows #11-13 is the tree version of some test Pl. Thus, P is well defined, but 
involves applying Pi to infinitely many decimator-sets (see Section 6.4.3). Devising a finite 
algorithm to do this can take ingenuity or hard work, as seen in Section 6.6.3 (and Appendix E) 
for the tree version of strong compatibility. This is especially true for complicated tests Pi 
8Example Ds actually also fails test #10, but in a manner that makes the use of test #10 equivalent to using the 
tree version of another test (see discussion on Theorem 6.9). 
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(e.g., when PI = AC matrix test). Design of algorithms for such tests P is left for future work. 
5. There are decimator-sets that obey all the known necessary conditions # 1-10 which we have 
algorithms to verify, and yet do not permit building of delay-chain PRFBs. Examples are the 
sets {4, 6, 6,12,12,12,16,24,48,48, 48} and {6, 6, 6, 6, 9,12,36,36,36,36, 36} (all examples have 
2: 11 decimators). Thus, these necessary conditions, taken together, are still not equivalent to 
the most general known sufficient condition for existence of rational PRFBs, namely, existence 
of PR delay-chains. We currently do not know whether or not sets of the kind listed above 
allow building of rational PRFBs. Thus, the main problem of this chapter (Section 6.3.1) 
remains unsolved for the rational FB class. 
6.9 Concl uding remarks 
We have presented several new conditions on the decimators of rational PRFBs, considerably gener-
alizing many earlier known ones. Our work still leaves necessary and sufficient conditions unknown. 
The weakest known sufficient condition, when obeyed, allows the decimators to be used to build 
PRFBs as specialized as delay-chains. Thus, if we impose various less restrictive conditions on the 
filters of a rational FB (e.g., FIR filters, linear phase filters, orthonormality, etc.), we get many 
more FB classes for which we do not know the necessary and sufficient conditions on the decimators 
of PRFBs in the class. It has been shown [21] that existence of rational PRFBs implies that of 
rational orthonormal FBs with stable filters (i.e., all analysis filters have all poles inside the unit 
circle). However, whether this implies existence of FIR orthonormal FBs is not known. Even when 
a decimator-set is known to allow building of rational PRFBs, complete parameterizations of the 
possible PRFBs are not known, except in the restricted cases of uniform and dyadic decimator-
sets. Partial parameterizations using trees have been presented in Section 6.7. Other specific open 
problems encountered in our study are listed below: 
1. PRFBs that are not tree structured but have tree structured decimator-sets: Section 6.4.2 has 
shown two different constructions leading to such FBs. Are there any more? 
2. Forcing properties of a tree structured FB on all the tree units: Theorem 6.8 (Section 6.7) 
shows that this is possible for rational FBs with certain properties (e.g., PR, FIR filters), but 
it is not known whether it is possible for certain others (e.g., PR and FIR filters). 
3. Real coefficient FBs (Section 6.3.2): Do they always exist? Does existence of rational PRFBs 
with decimator-set S imply that of real coefficient PRFBs (rational or otherwise) using S? 
4. Algorithms for tree versions of necessary conditions: These have not been designed for the 
more complicated necessary conditions (e.g., AC matrix test); see Table 6.1 (Section 6.8). 
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6.10 Appendices 
Appendix A: Proof of Nonuniform Biorthogonality Condition (6.4) 
The (uniform) biorthogonality condition applied to the uniform FB derived from a nonuniform one 
is equivalent to 
(z-n'CHi(z)zn,dFi(z») -l-L 
(z-n,a Hi(z)zn;b Fj(z») -l-L 
8(c - d), 
o if i I:- j. 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
Here c,d,a E {O,I"",pi -I} and b E {O,I, ... ,pj -I}, where L = niPi = njpj. We now use 
the noble identity (X(zM)y(z») -l-M= X(z) (Y(z» -l-M. This shows that (6.24) is equivalent to 
((Hi(Z)Fi(Z)) tn, zd-c) t p ,= 8(c - d). If c = 0, the left side here for d = 0,1, ... ,Pi - 1 is the d-th 
entry in the Pi-th order analysis polyphase vector of (Hi(Z)Fi(Z» tn,. So (6.24) is equivalent to 
(6.26) 
Next, having (6.25) hold for the said values of a, b is equivalent to having it hold for all integers a, b. 
This is because L = niPi = njpj, and (A(z» tL= ° is equivalent to (zqL A(z») tL= ° for any 
integer q and transfer function A(z) (by noble identity). As a, b take all integer values, -nia + 
njb takes values k gcd(ni, nj) for all integers k. Thus, using the noble identity, with Aj(z) ~ 
(Hi(z)Fj(z» -l-gcd(n"n;), (6.25) is equivalent to 
(6.27) 
The left side here includes all entries of the order L / gcd( ni, nj) polyphase vector of Aij (z), so (6.27) 
is equivalent to 
(6.28) 
Thus (6.24), (6.25) are equivalent to (6.26), (6.28) respectively; proving the nonuniform biorthogo-
nalityequation (6.4). 
Appendix B: Derivability of Decimator-sets from a Uniform-tree 
Claim: If a set S of decimators satisfying (6.1) is derivable from a uniform-tree, then it is derivable 
from a uniform-tree in which the root has decimator g, where 9 is the gcd of all elements of S. 
Proof: (Can be skipped without losing continuity.) Use induction on the number N of units in 
the tree. Let r be the root decimator in the given uniform-tree. Clearly r divides all decimators in 
S, so r divides g. Now the root can have at most r children. If it has less than r children, then r is 
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a decimator in 8. Hence 9 <= r, implying 9 = r, i.e., the root already has decimator g. This proves 
the claim for N = 2, as the root of a two-unit tree has one child and 1 < r. If the root has all r 
children, consider any child along with all its descendants. These units form another uniform-tree. 
All decimators generated by this new tree are multiples of glr. Let g' be their gcd, thus g' = k(glr) 
for some integer k. The new tree has S N -1 units. So by the induction hypothesis, the decimators 
it generates can be rederived from a uniform-tree with root decimator g'. Since g' = k(glr), this 
root unit can then be rederived from a uniform-tree having decimator glr for root and k for all the 
glr leaves, each of which is a child of the root. After making all these replacements on the starting 
tree, all children of its root now have decimator glr, hence the root and its children can be replaced 
by a single uniform unit with decimator g. This proves the claim. \j \j \j 
The above result suggests an algorithm [39] that tries to build up a uniform-tree from its root: 
Root-to-Ieaves Algorithm. (Tests derivability of a given decimator-set 8 from a uniform-tree) 
1. Find gcd 9 of all elements of 8. If 9 = 1, then 8 is not derivable from a uniform-tree. 
2. Divide all entries of 8 by 9 (represents choosing root decimator g). Find all possible partitions 
of the resulting set into 9 groups each of which is a valid decimator-set obeying (6.1). 
3. We can derive 8 from a uniform-tree if and only if among these partitions, there is at least 
one in which each group is derivable from a uniform-tree. 
The algorithm is recursive. At Step 2, dividing the entries of 8 by 9 yields a set 8' lower-bounded 
by unity. In the ensuing partition of 8', any unity element in 8' is all by itself a valid group viewed 
as derivable from a uniform-tree for purposes of Step 3. Such a group denotes absence of a child 
of the root, just as groups with more than one element represent children of the root. There may 
possibly be no valid partition at Step 2, e.g., when 8 = {4, 6, 6,10,10,10,10,120, 120}. This of 
course means that there is no uniform-tree. 
Note that though Step 2 can always be implemented in principle, doing it with a simple and 
efficient algorithm can be tricky. An alternative method builds the tree starting from a leaf and 
avoids this problem. Its basic idea is in identifying a leaf: Given an arbitrary decimator d in a 
set 8 derivable from a uniform-tree, it is not clear whether d is obtained at a leaf unit of the tree. 
However, this must be the case if d is the maximum element in 8, and further the leaf decimator 
must of course then divide d. Based on this, we have: 
Leaf-to-root Algorithm. (Tests derivability of a given decimator-set 8 from a uniform-tree) 
1. If 8 has no more than two distinct decimators, it is derivable from a tree. 
2. Let m be the largest entry in 8, and N the number of times it occurs. For each factor k of 
m such that 1 < k S N, form a smaller set 8k by setting 8k = 8 and then replacing k of the 
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entries of value m in Sk by a single one of value mjk (i.e., form a leaf unit that is uniform 
with decimator k). 
3. The set S is derivable from a uniform-tree if and only if at least one of the Sk above is. 
This is another recursive algorithm, more elegant and simpler to implement, though it may be 
unclear whether or not it is faster. Its only step still requiring justification is Step 1. This is easily 
done: Let S = {mo, ... ,mo, mi,'" ,mil with mi occurring Ni times (i = 0,1). Let mi = gdi where 
9 = gcd(mo, mi). From (6.1), we get Nodi + Nido = gdodi . As do, di are coprime, this means that 
Ni = Didi for integers Di, i = 0,1, where Do + Di = g. Thus S is derivable from a uniform-tree in 
which the root has decimator g, all its children are leaves, and Di leaves have decimator di (i = 0,1). 
Only necessary and only sufficient conditions. Presence of no more than two distinct decima-
tors, as shown above, is an example of a sufficient condition for derivability from a uniform-tree. It 
is by no means necessary. Another such example is the condition that each decimator divides every 
decimator larger than itself (a special case is when all of them are powers of the same number). This 
condition neither implies nor is implied by the earlier one, and neither condition is necessary, as 
exemplified by the set {4, 4, 6, 6,12, 12}. Sufficiency of the new condition is proved using the root-
to-leaves algorithm: Clearly 9 > 1 at Step 1, as 9 is the smallest decimator. At Step 2 in formation 
of the partition, if we sequentially select elements from the smallest upwards, the condition ensures 
that at some stage the reciprocals of the selected elements will sum to unity. Repeating this process 
results in a valid partition, and further each of its groups also satisfies the condition. Thus the proof 
is completed by induction on the number of decimators. 
Derivability of a set of decimators from uniform-trees implies existence of various types of PRFBs 
(including PR delay-chains) using those decimators. Thus, any conditions necessary for such exis-
tence are also necessary for derivability from uniform-trees. Their necessity is often provable directly 
from the above algorithms. For example, without pairwise noncoprimeness (Section 6.6.1), 9 = 1 at 
Step 1 of the root-to-Ieaves algorithm. If compatibility (Section 6.6.1) is violated, i.e., if a decimator 
d does not divide any other decimator, then eventually m = d and N = 1 at Step 2 of the leaf-
to-root algorithm, i.e., there are no sets Sk. As tests for such necessary conditions are inconclusive 
whenever they are satisfied, they cannot replace the earlier complete algorithms, though they can 
potentially increase their efficiency. 
Appendix C: Proof of Fact 6.3 
Let R = {mo, ... ,mM-il, S = {ko, ... ,kK-il. So T = {no, ... ,nK-i, nK,nK+i, ... ,nK+M-2} 
with ni = mOki for i = O,l, ... ,K -1 and nK-1+i = mi for i = 1,2, ... ,M -1. Let L = lcm{nd, 
Pi = Ljni. Let ni occur Ni times in T. Let bi be the strong compatibility lower bound on Ni. The 
proof is in two parts: 
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Part 1: Uniformity of S. Suppose S is not a uniform unit, we will then show that bj :S Nj for all j, 
i.e., T is strong compatible. Indeed for j = 0,1, ... , K - 1 we have from (6.14), 
pjbj = min 1cm(Pi,pj) < min. 1cm(Pi,pj) (as S is not uniform) 
PF~Pj Pi#'Pj,O:::',<K 
< pjNj (as S is strong compatible). 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
The minimization on the right side of (6.29) is not over an empty set because S is nonuniform, i.e., 
Pi f- Pj for at least one i such that ° :S i < K. The right side of (6.29) thus equals pjbJ where 
bJ is the strong compatibility (lower) bound on the number NjB of occurrences of k j in S. This 
bound holds by strong compatibility of S, and Nf :S N j . This justifies (6.30), and thus bj :S N j 
for ° :S j < K. For j ~ K, if nj = mo then bj = 1 :S N j , because nj divides a distinct decimator 
no = njko. If nj f; mo, then Nj ~ Nf, the number of occurrences of nj = mj-(K-l) in R. Let bf 
be the strong compatibility lower bound on Nf· Thus bf :S Nf :S N j , and 
pjbf = min(A,B), 
Thus if A :S B (e.g., this holds if mi = mo for some i > 0), then bj :S bf :S Nj. Even if A> B, 
as Pi = L/(moki ) for i < K, and nonuniformity of S again ensures that 1cm(Pi,pj) is not being 
minimized over an empty set. (Nonuniformity of S is not needed here if L/(moK) f- Pj.) So again 
bj :S bf :S N j . Thus, bj :S N j for all j, i.e., T is strong compatible, contradicting the premise of 
Fact 6.3. Hence S must be a uniform unit, i.e., ko = kl = ... = kK- 1 = K. 'l'l 'l 
Part 2: Necessary conditions for bj > N j . We have already shown in Part 1 that if j 2: K, then 
bj > N j is possible only if mo occurs only once in Rand moK = nj. The proof of Fact 6.3 will be 
completed if we show a similar statement for j < K, i.e., that bj > N j is possible only if mo occurs 
only once in Rand moK = ni for some i ~ K. To show this, note that for all j < K, all the nj are 
identical (shown by Part 1), and hence the same holds for the N j and the bj . Also N j ~ K. Thus it 
suffices to show that bo :S K if either mo = ml = nK-Hl for some I> 0, or moK f; mi for all i > 0. 
If mo = ml = nK-l+l for some I> 0, then 
hence bo :S K. If on the other hand mo occurs exactly once in R, then moF = ml = nK-Hl for 
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some F > 1, l > 0 since R is compatible. Thus if moK "I mi for all i > 0, then 
hence bo ~ K again. This establishes the claim, hence proving Fact 6.3. 
Appendix D: Proof of Fact 6.4 
From the premise of Fact 6.4, there is a tree T' in which each unit is either D or allows building 
of rational FBs (e.g., uniform units), such that T' generates a set of decimators that is not strong 
compatible. Note that every unit in T' is strong compatible. We now perform a series of operations 
on I', each yielding a new tree with all the properties of T', until finally we get the tree I with the 
desired properties as in Fact 6.4. 
If the root of T' has a child that is not a leaf, then this child, along with all its descendants, 
forms a tree with fewer units than I'. We can assume that this tree generates a strong compatible 
decimator-set (else we can replace T' by this tree and repeat the process). We then view this tree 
as a single unit. This makes every child of the root of I' a strong compatible leaf. Next, we delete 
any leaf such that the residual tree generates a decimator-set that is not strong compatible. This 
yields the desired tree I having all properties of T'. We now show that I and the decimator-set T 
it generates have all the properties listed in Fact 6.4. 
Properties 1,2,4: For any leaf S of I, we see that I can be redrawn as a two-unit tree with strong 
compatible units Rand S. However T itself generates the set T that is not strong compatible. Thus 
we can use Fact 6.3 to conclude the following: (a) All leaves of I are uniform. (b) For any decimator 
value obtained at a leaf of I, decimators of T with that value are the only ones in T that violate 
the strong compatibility lower bound on the number of their occurrences in T. (c) Property 2 of 
Fact 6.4 holds. Now (b) implies that all decimators obtained at the leaves have the same value d. 
Also, (a) implies that I has root D: Otherwise the root allows building of rational PRFBs, and 
hence, so does T (as all children of its root are uniform leaves); violating the fact that T is not strong 
compatible. This completes the proof of property 1. Property 4 follows from this and conclusion (b) 
listed above. Thus we have shown properties 1,2,4 of Fact 6.4. 'V 'V 'V 
Property 3: Let ki be the decimator value of the leaf attached to di E D to form T As dik i = d, 
we have d = Glcm{dd where G = gcd{kd. We must show that if d ~ D, then G = 1. In fact, this 
may be false. Our approach is to assume that d ~ D, and then create a new tree 1* generating a 
decimator-set T* with all the properties of Fact 6.4. This is done by replacing every leaf decimator ki 
with kdG. (If ki = G this means deleting the leaf.) Clearly property 1 of Fact 6.4 continues to 
hold, with the decimators obtained at the leaves now having value d* = diG = lcm{di }. To prove 
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property 2, let decimator di of D have a leaf attached to it in T*. Then it also has a leaf (uniform 
with decimator k i ) attached in T. As di f/. T (by property 2 for 7), the only way to have di E T* 
is that di be the newly formed decimator diG. This however means that ki = G (as d = diki ), 
i.e., the leaf attached to di in T has been deleted in T*, contradicting the assumption on di . Thus 
di rf. T*, i.e., T* obeys property 2. Next we prove property 3. As already seen, if kj = G for some 
j, then d* = diG = dj E D. Thus, if d* f/. D, then kj > G for all j, i.e., decimators di with leaves 
attached in T are the same as those with leaves attached in T*. So property 3 holds for T* from 
d* = diG = lcm{ di }. Lastly, we show property 4, i.e., that d* violates the strong compatibility 
lower bound b* on the number N* of its occurrences in T*. Let N be the number of occurrences 
of d in T, and let b be the strong compatibility lower bound on N. Let L be any common multiple 
of the decimators of T. We must show that b* > N*. Since T obeys property 4, we have b > N. 
Also, by construction of T* and the hypothesis d f/. D, we have N* ~ N IG. The inequality is strict 
only if diG E T, but this would imply (by definition (6.14) of b) that b :S (f) lcm(~, Lr) = G. 
Since N ~ ki ~ G, we get b :S N, a contradiction. Thus diG f/. T, and hence N* = NIG. 
Lastly, b* = Ub) lcm( Lr, !:;,) for some m E T*, m "I diG. Thus m E D and mET too, and 
m "I d by the hypothesis d f/. D. So b :S (f) lcm( ~, !:;,) :S G (lc) lcm( L:/ ' !:;,) = Gb*. Hence, 
b* ~ biG> NIG = N* (using b> N). Thus b* > N* as required. \1 \1 \1 
Appendix E: Testing Tree Version of Strong Compatibility. 
Given a decimator-set D, let V = {vo, VI, ... , V K _ d be the set of distinct decimator values in D, 
with Vi occurring Ni times in D. Let L be any multiple of all the Vi, i.e., of lcm{vi}, and let 
Pi = Llvi. Then D satisfies the tree version of strong compatibility if and only if Routine 1 below 
returns the value 'TRUE' for all Vi E V and Routine 2 returns value 'TRUE'. 
Routine 1: (To be performed for all Vi E V) 
1. Initialization: Set M = Ni , A = V and delete Vi from A. 
2. If A is empty, return(TRUE). Else, let j = l minimize lcm(Pi,pj) over all j such that Vj EA. 
If M < lcm(Pi,PI)lpi, return(FALSE). 
3. If VI does not divide Vi, return(TRUE). Else, add NI(vilvl) to M and delete VI from A. This 
represents attaching to every decimator of value VI, a leaf that is uniform with decimator Vi I VI. 
Then go to Step 2. 
Routine 2: 
1. Find all subsets 5 of V having at least two but less than K - 1 elements, such that the lcm 
l(5) of all elements of 5 does not divide any Vj E V. 
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2. For each 5 of Step 1, let a(5) be the sum of all the numbers Ni (I(5)/vi) for all Vi E 5. Let 
b(5) be the minimum of (¥L) lcm( I(~)' i';) over all Vi (j. 5. This step represents attaching to 
every decimator whose value Vi lies in 5, a leaf unit that is uniform with decimator 1 (5) / Vi, so 
that all decimators thus obtained at the leaves have value 1(5). In the resulting tree structured 
set of decimators, a(5) is the number of occurrences of decimator 1(5) and b(5) is the strong 
compatibility lower bound on a(5). 
3. If a(5) 2': b(5) for all 5 above, return(TRUE). Else return(FALSE). 
The action of the routines is independent of which mUltiple of lcm{ vil we choose L to be. To 
explain how the above test works, refer to the statement of Fact 6.4. Routine 2 lists all trees T 
obeying properties 1,2,3 of Fact 6.4 such that d (j. D (see property 3), and returns a 'FALSE' value 
if any of these obey property 4. The set 5 of Step 1 represents choice of the d i of property 2. We 
demand that 5 must have at least two elements, and that 1(5) i'Vj for all Vj E V, to ensure that 
property 3 holds with d (j. D. In fact we further demand that 1(5) must not divide any Vj E V, for if 
it does, b(5) = 1 at Step 2. We also exclude sets 5 with 2': K -1 elements, for then T generates a set 
with at most two distinct decimators. Such a set, being derivable from a uniform-tree (Appendix B), 
is always strong compatible, i.e., a(5) 2': b(5) will hold at Step 3. 
Routine 1 becomes a test for strong compatibility if we delete Step 3 in it. Hence we can assume 
strong compatibility of the given set of decimators. Thus the only task remaining is to examine 
whether there is a tree T obeying all properties of Fact 6.4 with d E D in property 3. This is 
achieved by the addition of Step 3. To see this, let there be such a tree T, with d = Vi, producing a 
set T of decimators. The quantity b = lcm(Pi,PI)/Pi of Step 2 is the lower bound on N i , which holds 
by assumption of strong compatibility. Now the number NT of occurrences of Vi in T is at least N i. 
Further if VI E T, then the strong compatibility lower bound on NT does not exceed b, and hence 
cannot be violated. Thus VI (j. T, i.e., all decimators of value VI must have leaves attached to them 
to convert them into decimators of value Vi. This justifies Step 3. 
In the special case when L ~ lcm{vj} E V, Routine 2 can be skipped (it always returns 'TRUE'), 
and Routine 1 needs execution only for Vj = L (it returns 'TRUE' for all other Vj). This is prov-
able from the fact that for Vj = L, Pj = 1. In general, Routine 1 appears to be the important 
part of the test: There are relatively fewer decimator-sets for which violation of the test is de-
tected by Routine 2 but not by Routine 1 (examples of such sets being {2, 3, 24, 24, 36, 36, 36} and 
{2,4,6,48,48, 72, 72, 72}). 
Appendix F: Algorithm for the AC Matrix Test 
In the given set of decimators, let vo, VI,' .. , VK -1 be the distinct decimator values, with Vj occurring 
Nj times. Let L be any common mUltiple of the Vj, and let Pj = L/vj. The algorithm is as follows: 
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1. Initialization. Let matrix U have rows numbered 0 to L -1 and columns 0 to K -1, and lj-th 
entry Ulj which is 1 if 1 is a multiple of Pi, and zero otherwise. Thus U describes the positions 
of the zero and nonzero entries in the AC matrix (6.7), (6.8). In particular, UOj = 1 for all j. 
2. Set U' = U (saving the current value of U in U'). For alll,j such that Ulj is the only entry 
in the l-th row having value unity, set Ulj = 2. This identifies sets of filters corresponding to 
the same decimator value Vj and obeying an equation of the form I:i Bi(ZWl)Ci(Z) = o. 
3. For each d = kpj for integer k satisfying 1 ::::: kpj ::::: L L /2 J, let c~ (n) = s + nd for s 
O,Pj, 2pj,"" d - Pj' If Ulj = 2 for 1 == c~(n) (mod L) for N j consecutive integers n, set 
Ulj = 2 for 1 == c~(n) (mod L) for all integers n. Do this for each j = 0,1, ... , K - 1. (This 
corresponds to use of Lemma 6.3.) 
4. If UOj = 2 for any j, the given set of decimators fails the AC matrix test. (This is where we 
use Lemma 6.2.) If U' = U, the set passes the test. If neither of these happens, go to Step 2. 
Passing the above test is a necessary condition on the decimators of any rational PRFB, as the 
analysis of Section 6.6.4 proves. The test outcome is independent of which common multiple of the 
Vj we set L to be. The above algorithm may be made faster in many ways (e.g., we can declare the 
test as passed if U' = U after Step 2); our main aim here is correctness rather than efficiency. 
Lastly, we prove that the above test implies strong compatibility. Consider any fixed j E 
{O, 1, ... , K - I}, and find the smallest 1 > 0 such that Utj is not set to value 2 at Step 2. 
This is the smallest nonzero multiple of Pj that is also a multiple of some Pi ¥- Pj, i.e., it is 
minp;¥p; lcm(pi,pj) = pjbj where bj is as in (6.14). Thus, after Step 2, Ulj = 2 for 1 = kpj for 
k = 1, 2, ... ,bj - 1. So if N j < bj , Step 3 will use the sequence c!a; (n) to set Ulj = 2 for all 1 = npj. 
In particular it sets UOj = 2, which means that the test is failed (see Step 4). Hence if the test is 
passed, we have N j ~ bj for all j, which is the strong compatibility condition (6.14). 
Appendix G: Proofs of Theorems 6.6, 6.7 
Proof of Theorem 6.6. We prove the claim of the theorem after replacing its premises (6.20)-






N for some mteger N, 
N -1, and 




This suffices because from a rational PRFB obeying (6.20)-(6.23), we can create one obeying (6.31)-
(6.33) by inserting in each of its channels with decimator ni E Tl , a uniform rational PRFB with 
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decimator N Ini. This process preserves the channels corresponding to the decimator subset 5 
and creates (Ln. ET2 (:. )) new decimators each of value N. The set T consists of T2 and these 
new decimatorsj thus (6.32) follows from (6.23), and (6.33) from (6.22) and the fact that the new 
decimators have value N. Having proved the claim using (6.31)-(6.33), we remove the inserted 
uniform leaf FBs to prove it under the original premise (6.20)-(6.23). 
Part 1: Proof under additional assumption that all ni E 5 are multiples of N. Let us be given 
a rational PRFB with decimator-set D and filters as in Fig. 1.8, such that D has disjoint subsets 
S, T obeying (6.31)-(6.33). Let E(z), R(z) respectively be the N-th order analysis and synthesis 
polyphase matrices of the analysis and synthesis filters corresponding to channels with decimators 
ni E T. Let ei(z) be the N-th order analysis polyphase vector of Hi(Z) where ni E S. From (6.32), 
E(z), R(z) have sizes (N - 1) x Nand N x (N - 1) respectively. We use (6.33) with the PR 
condition (6.4) and the polyphase lemma, as in Section 6.6.2. This shows that ei(z)R(z) = 0, and 
that E(z)R(z) is a (N - 1) x (N - 1) diagonal matrix, none of whose diagonal entries is identically 
zero. This implies (using rationality of the filters) that R(z) has N -1 linearly independent columns. 
All the ei(z), being 'orthogonal' to all these columns, must be 'proportional', Le., ei(z) = HI(z)a(z) 
for some rational filters HI(z) and vector a(z). Let A(z) be the filter with a(z) as its N-th order 
analysis polyphase vector. Computing Hi(Z) from ei(z) shows that Hi(Z) = A(z)HI(zN). A similar 
argument shows that for all i such that ni E S, Fi(Z) = B(z)FJ(zN) for some rational B(z), Ff(z). 
Thus, under the additional assumption that all decimators in S are multiples of N, we see that the 
given rational PRFB is derivable from a two unit tree of rational FBs. The units of the tree have 
decimator-sets exactly as desired, and using Theorem 6.8, their filters can further be modified so 
that they also have PR. This completes Part 1 of the proof. 
Part 2: Extending Part 1 to nonrational FBs in the setting of Theorem 6.5. When the original 
premises (6.20)-(6.23) of Theorem 6.6 are obeyed in the special manner that results in the premise 
of Theorem 6.5, the effect on (6.31)-(6.33) is to cause D = S U T and nj = N for all nj E T. Now 
in Part 1, the diagonal elements of E(z)R(z) are (Hj(z)Fj(z)) -l-N where nj E T (by polyphase 
lemma). Thus, in the above special case, by (6.4), in fact E(z)R(z) is the identity. Hence we can 
choose A(z),B(z) of Part 1 to have N-th order analysis and synthesis polyphase vectors a(z), b(z) 
respectively, such that the N x N matrices [E(Z) 1 and [R(z) b(z)] have product equal to 
a(z) 
identity. This possible even without any rationality restriction on the filters (of course A, B are then 
nonrational in general). These matrices now become the polyphase matrices of the root FB. Thus, 
the root automatically has PR, and hence so does the leaf (since the overall FB has PR), without the 
need to use Theorem 6.8 (which requires filter rationality). Thus, for the special case of Theorem 6.5 
(as against the general setting of Theorem 6.6), we have extended Part 1 to nonrational FBs. 
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Part 3: Proving the additional premise used in Part 1, using filter rationality. For each i such 
that ni E S, we insert a qi channel uniform rational PRFB within the i-th channel of the given 
PRFB, where qi = lem(N,ni)/ni. This forms qi new decimators of value niqi. Let S' be the set 
of these decimators. Then, the newly formed tree structured rational PRFB also has a decimator-
set satisfying the premises (6.31)-(6.33), with S replaced by S' and T unchanged. Indeed, (6.31), 
(6.32) obviously hold, while (6.33) follows from the observation that if gcd(ni' nj) is a factor of N 
and qi contains precisely the factors of N that are not present in ni (Le., qi = lemeN, ni)/ni) then 
gcd(niqi, nj) is also a factor of N. Further S' also obeys the additional assumption that its elements 
are multiples of N, by the choice of the qi. Let qi > 1 and consider two analysis filters c: (z), I = 0, 1 
of the qi band leaf FB inserted in the channel with decimator ni E S. The corresponding analysis 
filters of the new tree structured FB are Hi(Z)C!(zni). However, using Theorem 6.6 (which the 
new FB satisfies, as Part 1 has shown), these filters have the form A(z)D\(zN) for some rational 
D~(z), A(z) where A(z) is independent of I, i. Taking ratios of these filters (a crucial step that requires 
filter rationality) shows that gn:::i = ~fi::i, which implies that each equals Xi(zlem(N,n;)) for 
some rational Xi(Z). Replacing z by zl/ni and using the definition of qi, we have g}i~i = Xi(zqi). 
This means that the qi-th order analysis polyphase vectors e\(z) of Cl(z), I = 0,1, are linearly 
dependent, as e?(z) = e}(z)Xi(z). Thus, the inserted qi band uniform leafFB with the filters Cf(z), 
while assumed to have PR, has an analysis polyphase matrix that is not invertible (since it contains 
the rows e~(z), 1= 0,1). This contradiction disproves the assumption that qi > 1. Hence qi = 1, or 
in other words, ni is a multiple of N. 
Proof of Theorem 6.7. We first write the input-output relations, analogous to (6.3), of the 




KM 2: X(ZW1)G1(z) for Fig. 6.12a, (6.34) 
1=0 
M-l 
X(z) = ~ 2: A(zWKI)B(z)X(zWKI) for Fig. 6.12b. (6.35) 
1=0 
Here GI are as defined in statement (a) of Theorem 6.7, and (6.35) uses the PR property of the 
FB formed by the HI, Ff. Comparing (6.34) and (6.35) directly shows that (b) implies (a) in 
Theorem 6.7, whether or not the filters are rational. We now prove that (a) implies (b) (for which 
the filters must be rational). Form the M-th order AC matrix H(z) (of size M x K) using analysis 
filters Hi(z), i.e., let the q-th row of H(z) be (Ho(zW Kq ), Hl (zwKq), ... , HK- 1 (zW Kq )) for q = 
0,1, ... , M - 1. Thus, the condition (a) is equivalent to 
H(zWI)f(z) =0 for 1=1,2, ... ,K-l, where f(z)= (Fo(z),F1(z), ... ,FK-1(Z)f. 
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Replacing z by zW-1, H(z)f(zW-1) = O. Now the columns f(zW-1), l = 1,2, ... , K -1 are linearly 
independent. For otherwise, there are rational filters D:l(Z) such that ~~jl D:l(z)f(zW-1) == 0, 
where 1 ::; j < K and D:j(z) ¥= O. Dividing this by D:j(z) and replacing z with zwj shows that 
H(z)f(z) = 0 too. This would mean that Gl(Z) = ° for all integers l, i.e., by (6.34), that the 
system of Fig. 6.12a is identically zero, which contradicts the premise of the theorem. Thus, the 
K - 1 columns f(zW-1), l = 1,2, ... , K - 1 are linearly independent, and each row of H(z) is 
'orthogonal' to all these columns (i.e., their product is identically zero). Hence all these rows must 
be 'proportional' to each other, i.e., hl(z) = C(z)ho(z) for some scalar filter C(z), where hq(z) is 
the q-th row of H(z). This implies that for all i = 0,1, ... ,K - 1, 
. D ( jW)' ( 2,,) . d' l.e., i e IS M -peno lC. 
Hence Di(ejW ) = Pi(eiwM ), i.e., by rationality, Di(Z) = Pi(zM). Thus, Hi(Z) = A(z)HI(zM) 
where A(z) = Ho(z), HHz) = Pi(z), showing that the analysis banks of Figs. 6.12a,b can be made 
equivalent. Next, condition (a) of the theorem holds even on interchanging each Hi with Fi , as 
replacing z with zW-1 in it will show. So we can repeat the same process for the synthesis banks. 
The above process may not ensure the PR property for the K band FB formed by the HI, FI 
(which we will refer to as the leaf FB). However, Gl now takes the form 
K-l 
G1(z) A(zW1)B(z) L H:CzMWM1)FI(zM) = A(zWl)B(z)G;(zM), where 
i=O 
K-l 
G;(z) L H:(zWJJFI(z) (where WK = W M = exp(-}i")). 
i=O 
Thus, condition (a) implies G;(z) = ° for l = 1,2, ... , K - 1. (The alternative A(zWl)B(z) = ° 
is infeasible as it makes the systems identically zero.) Now the leaf FB has input-output relation 
V(z) = 1< ~~l V(zWk)G;(z) (as in (6.3)). Thus it is LTI with (rational) transfer function U(z) = 
G~(z)/ K. Hence, dividing all the HI(z) by U(z) and mUltiplying A(z) by U(zM) gives a new system 
with all the properties desired in condition (b). This proves that (a) implies (b). 
Appendix H: Proof of Theorem 6.8 
It suffices to prove the result for two-unit trees, as we can continue by induction. A general two-
unit tree is specifiable as follows: The triples of (analysis filter, synthesis filter, decimator) are 
(Hi(z),Fi(z),mi),i = O,l, ... ,M -1 for the root and (Ai(z),Bi(z),ki),i = O,l, ... ,K -1 for 
the leaf, which is attached to decimator mo of the root. Thus the filters allowing and requiring 
modification are Ho, Fo and the leaf filters Ai, B i . The overall FB is unaffected iff the modifications 
preserve all the products Ho(z)Ai(Zmo) and Fo(z)Bi(zmo). 
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Realizing stability, FIR filters: Let all the Ho(z)Ai(Zmo) be stable. Then for every unstable pole 
z = p of Aj (z), there are mo unstable poles in Aj(zmo), one at each mo-th root of p. To cancel these, 
we must have Ho(z) = Hb(z)C(zmO) where Ho, Hb have the same set of poles and C(z) = (1- Z-lp), 
so that C(zmo) is FIR with mo zeros at the right places. Hence, replacing Ho by Hb and the Ai by 
AiC removes the unstable pole of Aj and preserves the analysis filters of the overall FB. Thus all 
Ai can be made stable. Similarly if Ho has an unstable pole p, each Ai(zmo) must have a zero at 
p, and hence for each i, Ai(Z) = A~(z)(l - pmo z-l) where Ai, A~ have the same set of poles. Thus, 
replacing Ai by A~ and Ho(z) by Ho(z)(l - pmoz-mo) removes the unstable pole of Ho. Thus all 
filters can be made stable while preserving the overall FB. Similarly, if all the Ho(z)Ai(Zmo) are 
FIR, the above argument can be repeated for all poles (rather than just the unstable ones), and all 
analysis filters can be made FIR. 
Realizing PR, orthonormality: If the overall FB has PR, from (6.4) we get 
(Ho(z)Ai(zmo)Fo(z)Bj(zmo)) +gcd(moki,mok,)= ((Ho(z)Fo(z)) +mo Ai(Z)Bj(z)) +gcd(k;,kj)= J(i - j). 
(6.36) 
With rational filters X(z), Y(z) defined such that XY = (HoFo) +mo, let A~ = AiX, B~ = BiY for 
all i. Thus from (6.36), (A~(z)Bj(z)) +gcd(ki,kj)= J(i - j), i.e., replacing each Ai by A~ and Bi by 
B: causes the leaf FB to obey (6.4) and hence to have PR. The overall FB is preserved on replacing 
Ho(z) by HbCz) = Ho(z)/ X(zmo) and Fo(z) by F~(z) = Fo(z)/Y(zmo). Since now both the leaf and 
the overall FB have PR, the root must have PR too. Thus the root and leaf have been modified as 
desired. Further if the overall FB is orthonormal, then it has PR with Fo(z)Bi(Zmo) = Ti(Z) where 
Ti(Z) = Ho(z)Ai(Zmo) (and of course, Fi = Hi for i > 0). Using PQ = PQ, this means that (6.36) 
holds with Fo, Bi replaced by Ho, Ai respectively. So we repeat with these substitutions, the earlier 
arguments used to make the root and leaf PR, and choose X such that Y = X, i.e., such that 
XX = (HoHo) +mo~ W(z). (This is possible by spectral factorization, as W(z) is rational and 
W(e jW ) 2:: 0.) This ensures that the root and leaf are modified to be PR with F~ = Hb and B~ = A;. 
In other words, for all FBs, PR is obeyed and the synthesis filter corresponding to a given analysis 
filter D is D. Thus, both the root and leaf have been modified to be orthonormal rational FBs. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have made an extensive study of orthonormal filter bank optimization and the 
optimality of principal component filter banks. We have shown that PCFBs minimize all concave 
functions of the subband variances. This basic result leads to a unified explanation of PCFB op-
timality for several signal processing schemes, including compression, white noise suppression, and 
DMT communications. Various extensions were made to colored noise suppression, nonuniform FB 
optimization, and in some cases, biorthogonal FB optimization. We also saw the limitations of the 
PCFB concept. PCFBs do not exist for many practical FB classes, and this usually results in an 
analytically intractable optimization. The unconstrained class PCFBs are usually brickwall and 
unrealizable, and further fixed transforms such as the DFT achieve comparable performance for suf-
ficiently large number of channels. The importance of the PCFB is that it provides a unified theory 
for FB optimization, supplies theoretical upper bounds on achievable performance, and indicates the 
direction in which to proceed when it is desired to adapt the FB to its input to improve performance. 
Many issues remain open on both the theoretical and practical fronts in FB optimization. The 
theoretical issues involve PCFB existence, biorthogonal FBs, and nonuniform FBs. We have seen 
that PCFBs do not exist for many classes. However, formal analytical proofs of PCFB nonexistence 
for classes such as the FIR class are not yet available. The characterization of the spectra for which 
there is no PCFB for such a class is an open problem. A similar comment applies for nonuniform 
FBs, where such a result is not available even for the unconstrained class. For this class, at least 
for some special decimator-sets (e.g., the dyadic ones), it may be possible to obtain the optimum 
FB by a finite search, i.e., the search space may be a polytope, even if a PCFB does not exist. 
Characterization of the search space has also not been performed. Regarding biorthogonal FB 
optimization, some results have been obtained for the compression problem: The optimum FB has 
the form of a PCFB with pre and post filters. We can ask the question whether the same holds for 
other problems such as noise suppression with various subband operations, such as Wiener filtering 
or hard thresholding. These problems are complicated by the dependence of the objective on all 
filters in the FB, rather than on merely the subband variances. 
The practical issues involve developing efficient algorithms to adapt the FB to the input spectrum 
to achieve performance comparable to the PCFB. The ideal unrealizable filters of the unconstrained 
PCFB have to be approximated in a computationally feasible manner. In the DMT system, the 
channel and noise spectrum have to be learnt and the FB has to be adapted accordingly. Doing this 
in conjunction with the time and frequency domain equalization poses many challenging problems. 
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We have also studied the problem of parameterizing nonuniform FBs having perfect reconstruc-
tion (PR). Many new results have been derived-new necessary conditions on the decimators of 
rational PRFBs, and conditions on decimators under which PRFBs using them are necessarily deriv-
able from an appropriate tree structure. Solving this problem in full is not very likely to produce 
new efficient FB designs, since a rich family of nonuniform FBs built from tree structures is already 
available. However, from a theoretical standpoint it is a basic question which has surprisingly re-
mained unsolved. We have made a considerable improvement on the existing knowledge about the 
problem. However, as we have seen, the problem in its full generality is far from solved, and there 
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